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Old-Man Avva, turn me into a
Follower of the Spirit of the
Carpathian Hermit Neofit

This volume contains the writings of hieromonach Ghelasie
Gheorghe, selected from The Old-Man from the Carpathians (Neofit, the
Hermit), The Hesychast Practice, A Small Dictionary of Hesychasm, Man – the
THRESHOLD of Mystery and from Leaflet of Hesychast Practice (no. 7 and
no.8), books which were published during the author’s life but part of
them also republished posthumously by the Platytera Publishing
House, as part of a larger collection which has reached volume V, The
Mystic Living of the Liturgy. This publishing house aims to publish the
mystery testifying complete works of the remarkable mystic and
theologian from Frăsinei. The structuring of the content and the
compilation of the texts from the present book, The Old-Man from the
Carpathians, belongs to Sinapsa. This endeavor represents a modest
attempt to make more accessible the findings of a remarkable
Hesychast mystic image, specific for an open, balanced, and profound
autochthonous Christian tradition. We hope that this book will be a
door opened for those penetrating and longing searchers of the Christian
living of mystery within an image of filiation of the Carpathian Hermits.
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In remembrance of Old-Man
Avva Arsenie Praja, the Hermit
from the Râmeț Gorge, one of the
Bearers of the Holy Tradition of
the Carpathian Elder-Hermits,
my Avva and Spiritual Father.

*
Nowadays, more than ever, the “Spiritual Cultures” “meet” not so
much to confront each other as to mutually “get acquainted” with each
other. Some people, though, make some sort of “amalgam” which falsifies
and distorts them. Hence the struggle to preserve the purity of the
Spiritualities in order for them only then to be able to Get Acquainted
with each other. The most difficult aspect today is this very
“unamalgamated purity” of traditions. And we will try to emphasize the
specific character of a Tradition, the Character of the Carpathian
Mystic. “The Character of a Spirituality” has great importance. Man
attempts to achieve a “re-configuration” of things under the impression
that he improves them, altering them ultimately to their destruction.
“Preserving” a fact in its “purity” represents the most secure guarantee
that you can still have it. The greatest obstacle is, however, “the
response of the descendants” who give significance to trivial details. In Religion
as well, today, more than ever, there is the “fear of heresy” at each step.
Any theological elaboration is regarded, first, with “suspicion”. Everywhere
there is talk of “neo-forms”. Hence the need for Reference Points
towards which everything should gravitate. In Religion there are the
Reference Points of the Holy Fathers. Today, we “make the Holy
Fathers our support”, otherwise we fall in the “chasm of the destructive
neo-forms”.
The Revival of the Spirit of the Holy Fathers’ Traditions is a major
problem today. The Traditions have often gotten “amalgamated”,
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especially where there have been the greatest confrontations. Also, the
Traditions are directly linked to the autochthonous Character. The
Christian Orthodox Mystic is known under the name Hesychasm,
although the term is straightforwardly used only in the 14th century.
At the very beginning, there was the mystery Pastoral Living, which
becomes Hesychasm – Mystic Peace. One can speak of an “art and
mastering” of the Mystic Life, the Philokalic Practice. In Christianity
there has been and still is a pursuit of Living the Life of Mystery.
**
The Sinaitic, Athonite and Slavic Spiritual hermitic characters are
well-known, we emphasize the Carpathian one. The Sinaitic way
relates to the torrid, sandy environment, as ascesis of the body, the
Athonite way is linked to the aquatic environment, as ascesis of the
Mind; the Slavic way is connected to the plains environment, as ascesis
of the heart; the Carpathian way, a Forest one, as ICONIC1.
Our Carpathian autochthonous character has its own
particularity, due to the fact that our Carpathian environment is
different and it has left its mark on it. Here, we have lush vegetation,
in our Thraco-Dacian spiritual traditional there’s never been the
question of a direct separation between Spirit and body, between Soul
and body. It has never occurred the alternative of a strenuous ascesis
as it did with the Sinaitic people, since the body has been treated as
something which is an integral part of our whole Existence-Essence
(Fiinţialitate). There was never the question of the battle with evil
spirits. I have called it an ICONIC character. Why have I called it an
ICONIC character? The Hermits from the Apuseni Mountains were
1

Father Ghelasie Gheorghe often makes use of a grammatical (morphosyntactic)
conversion process, quite used in Romanian, whereby an adjectival form is in fact
used with the morphosyntactic value of a noun. Some of the most obvious
examples are: (The)Liturgical, Mental, Active, Sacred, Rational, Specific, Common,
Personal, Philokalic, Spiritual, etc. (translator’s note)
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called Iconari2. Iconari not in the sense that they were iconographers,
but in the sense that they had an extraordinary piety, a sort of a mystic
of the Icon.
The mystery of the ICON is the Mystery of CHRIST’S
INCARNATION, which renders the Unseen into the Seen. But, it is
believed that the Seen is incapable to truly “Reveal” the Unseen, that is
why the Icon is considered only a “partial Window” to the Unseen of
Mystery. Thus, the Icon would be a Beam of GRACE from the world
Beyond.
In the Carpathian ICONIC sense, the ICON has a Full Charge of
the Unseen. It is believed that the ICONIC is the very Mystery beyond
Essence, through which the Uncontainable can be “Contained”, without
being “bounded”. Hence the orientation from “the Unseen to the Seen”,
as opposed to the Athonite orientation (from the seen to the Unseen).
The ICONIC is the great Miracle of the DIVINE which gets
INCARNATED, not of the Body opening up towards the DIVINE.
The Athonite followers, more philosophically inclined, consider that
what is important is to transcend the world into Those Beyond, whereas
in the Carpathian way what is essential is to Entreat down the
DIVINE into the world. The world, indeed, through sin, “has blotted”
the DIVINE, and so It must be “unravelled” from the world’s “haze”.
In the Carpathian understanding, the unravelling is not accomplished
through Ascension-transcendence, but still through Descent –
ICONIZATION.
This SURPLUS of DIVINE DESCENT creates the
CARPATHIAN ICONIC, which confers the ICON additional
SACREDNESS. In this way, the Carpathian ICON is not just a Beam
of Grace but also ALTAR onto which the DIVINE Itself Descends in
Totality of GRACE.
2

The proper meaning of Iconari would be Icon-maker, Icon-Painter, however, as
Father Ghelasie himself explains, here it means the ones who have a great pietydevoutness for the Icon. (translator’s note).
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***
We will attempt to relate a few “reference points” of the Carpathian
Character. The tradition of Neofit the Hermit has occasioned a
reconstitution in this respect. The few “Memories” about the Hermits
from the old Hermit Hearth from the Ardeal (Apuseni Mountain) are
illustrative.
Our exposition will seem like a Story. In fact, I chose this form for
an enhanced access to the mystic Mysteries, which were getting more
and more obscure.
The last Hermit from this place, Arsenie Praja, has also departed
from the living and one may think that the continuity which had been
relentlessly preserved is also gone. Our times are characterized
precisely by “the breaking of traditions” and by “the lack of descendents”
who might put them into practice.
It seems, though, that some “Traditions” carry with them a
Mysterious POWER which preserves them despite all obstacles.
There are some Memories which would not go away and which
Re-emerge precisely when they are believed to have been lost.
The small Parables which we intersperse come from the oral
tradition which I had the opportunity to discover. There are still many
Mysteries which remain enshrouded in the elders’ stories. The Pateric
(The lives and teachings of Saints) – the Ancestors’ Memorial – is the
popular Gospel, and is just as revealing.
Our account must be considered as a brief attempt to Re-Memorate
the Carpathian Pateric. We are waiting for the ones who will testify more,
even through the Re-Surrection of the SPIRIT of Living according to
this specific Character.
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The Iconic of the Spiritual Father

What struck me, at the same time, about the Old-Man Avva was
the “Icon of his Spiritual Father”, which was among the ICONS of
his Hut, where the candle was always burning.
– My son, the Old-Man Avva explained to me, when I was young
like you, I chose for myself a Confessor, a Father to guide me on my
“spiritual Way”. I happened upon the one you see in the Portrait.
I didn’t know who he was. Right from the following day, someone
warned me that he may not be so “virtuous” …that way back in his youth he
might have had “something or other”… Still, I didn’t take notice and
I accepted my Old-Man Avva with all my Heart. Once I even made
some remote “hints” about the “Image of the Saintly infallible
Spiritual Father” and about “the Confessor who removes himself
from sin” becoming “the same” as the former. I understood then yet
another great Mystery of Christian Life, namely “the Mystery of the
potential Sainthood.”
– My son, he would tell me, Man is “the IMAGE3 of indestructible
Sainthood”, even if his sins strip him of the “Sainthood Cloak.” Man
is an ICONIC Image who can either “erase” his Image or rebuild it.
GOD Created the world on the grounds that in truth Creation can
have a “Saintly Image” in the Likeness of GOD’S PERFECTION.
Some Angels may fall from Sainthood, but some do not. Man also
falls, but he returns to Sainthood […].
They say also that the devil asks GOD to completely “separate”
Sainthood from sin, so that there would be “two absolutes”,
irreconcilable and parallel.
– It is not I who “does” that, answers the LORD, but the Saints and
sinners themselves.
3

Here the original word used by Father Ghelasie is chip which in Romanian, beside
the meaning of image, also holds the meaning of face, among many other possible
meanings such as likeness as appearance, (face) expression, symbol, etc. (translator’s note).
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There are Saints capable not to sin and there are and will always
be Saints who are capable to get over the chasm of sin, back to
Sainthood. Evil claims to be an “absolute in reverse”, and to return to the
DIVINE ABSOLUTE is as great a miracle as keeping from entering the
negative absolute.
These Saints, emerged from the abyss of evil, are the very ICON
of the so called Perfection and Creation.
GOD granted Creation (which was known to fall) especially
because of this aspect of Mystery that the very “sinners” themselves
will become the Saints of forbearance from sin. Both the ones who
do not fall and the ones who do, if they reach the Icon of Sainthood,
they become for Eternity the FORBEARANCE from sin.
How can you not revere the Saints who cannot be touched by sin
and how can you not revere the Saints who have emerged from the
“abyss” of sin wherein they shall never enter from now on. There it is,
My Son, the Mystery of our Life.
This is how I understood why Old-Man Avva revered, as he
would an Icon, the Image of his Spiritual Father, who was said to
have been a sinner who became a Saint.
So it came for me that the Image of my Spiritual Father became a
Cult of great Mystery. The Spiritual Father is, first and foremost, an
Image of Eternal and indestructible Sainthood. The Spiritual Father is
a Holy Father, who Bears you to Sainthood - true Life. The natural
parents bear you to Life, but your Spiritual Father Bears you to Life
Eternal.
Only through the IMAGE of CHRIST are we Created, only
through our GOD the FATHER’S BLESSING do we come into
Being, and only through the IMAGE of the HOLY SPIRIT do we
BECOME ETERNAL, Absolute PERFECTION, that is, through
our Spiritual Father’s Image.

The Spiritual Father, the Image of the SON
In the FATHER’S Likeness
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*

The Beginning and the End

I met Old-Man Avva in the last Years of his earthly Life.
Although he wasn’t very old, his ascetic practice had profoundly left
its marks. He no longer had the vigour that I wished to see in him. An
increasing weakness was taking over his body. He had a yellow-bluish
pallor, but his Eyes still kept a Sprightliness, as a mark of the mystic
Mystery which was replete in him.
In the mystics, the Eyes are “the very ICON of their Life”. A
mystic is characterized not only by what he knows, but also by what
he “SEES”. The last mystic level is the “SEEING of Mystery”,
wherein there is Consciousness, as well as knowledge and feeling. In Christianity,
the SEEING of Mystery is also called LOVE. Few people understand
this LOVE-SEEING. A so called Love that can only feel is not yet
mystical. The feeling jumbles you and even absorbs you in confusion,
whereas the LOVE-SEEING preserves the “STANDING FACE
TO FACE”, which leaves unaltered the Identities of LOVE. In
Christianity, LOVE is not “fusion” but, paradoxically, “the Other’s
Differentiation” in his absolute state, in relation to which you
differentiate yourself at the same time. In LOVE, only the TOTAL
Differentiation of the Other is LOVE, otherwise you lose it, or you
plunge into “self-love”. The so called mystic “de-personalization” in
Christianity is precisely this “TOTAL Differentiation of the Other” who
comes in the “first place” and through whom you Identify yourself
then. LOVE can be SEEN, but only though “the SEEING EYES of
LOVE”, which only true mystics come to know. The mystic can
LOVE as much as he can SEE, and SEES as much as he LOVES.
When you make your IMPRESSION on a mystic’s SEEING, you have
your IMPRESSION on his LOVE. This IMPRESSION, what we call
the mystic ICONIC, is the Mystery of the Christian mystic Life.
But the SEEING EYES of mystic LOVE have a different
“optics”, one that contains, in fact, the entire mystic of Mystery.
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They say that the POWER of Life is “IMAGINATION”, out of
which both Will and Action emerge. Imagination is a reflection of the
very SEEING Itself. LIFE cannot be without the SEEING of the
ONE out of whom one was BORN and whom, in fact, one LIVES.
LIFE is only possible if it ceaselessly MIRRORS the IMAGE of the
ONE Who granted one’s LIFE. We, after the fall, have lost the direct
SEEING and have been left with its nostalgia, which is the “Figuration”,
Imagination in compensation. LIFE stands on the SUPPORT of the
IMAGE of Its ORIGIN and that is where all Life’s potentialities
come from. LIFE’S MEMORIES are within the SUPRAMEMORY
of the SEEING of the IMAGE of its ORIGIN. When LIFE no
longer REMEMBERS these MEMORIES, it is lost. Sin separated and
removed the IMAGE from the MEMORIES that it generates.
MEMORIES, without the IMAGE, can only RECONSTITUTE It as
Imagination and even as Figuration. The mystic manages to regain
direct SEEING of the IMAGE, without the use of Imagination or
Figuration. Sin has reduced us to a mere “seeing through Memories”.
The mystic has the “Trans-memorial” SEEING, beyond and over
Memories.
I captured in Old-Man Avva’s Eyes this very SEEING of Mystery.
– My son, he would tell me, our Life is an “Unwinding of the
Memory” of our Image and, at the same time, a SEEING of our
RESPONSE. In our Personal Image we have our entire Life, but
which cannot be fulfilled if it does not embody the Image of our Own
RESPONSE, which is precisely the direct SEEING. If you do not get
“TO SEE the IMAGE of LIFE FACE TO FACE”, you will be left
with the “Memory of Imagination and figuration”, which means that
you have not progressed, you have not Born the IMAGE out of the
“Seed”. To actually MEET the IMAGE of LIFE, not only to have it
concealed as Memory, represents the Meaning of our Life. And the
IMAGE of LIFE, in us Creation, is first and foremost the IMAGE of
GOD, in relation to whom our Personal Image must RESPOND,
must SEE.
In truth, a mystic no longer lives with figurations and imaginings,
but from within a concrete REALITY which can be SEEN directly.
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How much you can ACCUMULATE of this REAL SEEING
represents your Life’s FULFILLMENT.
But, we must emphasize that the SEEING of MYSTERY is
LOVE. Only the One that you LOVE can you SEE “beyond yourself”. The
mystic SEEING is the “SEEING beyond yourself”, which makes
possible the direct SEEING of all the others. We See through Ourselves,
a state which transforms Reality through our own subjectivity.
Moreover, within this mystic SEEING, there is a STRENGTH
above nature, a STEADINESS, a PERMANENCE. We constantly
have changing feelings and opinions. TO SEE SOMETHING
UNCHANGING is a Mystery. Only GOD is the absolute SAMENESS. The Spiritual Man comes himself closer to this IMAGE of
PERMANENCE. The IMAGE of GOD in Man is LOVE, which is
UNCHANGEABLE. When you SEE through LOVE, you do not
oscillate anymore, but you have that Unwavering STRENGTH. And
demons are powerless in front of this Mystic STRENGTH.
I, the inexperienced Disciple, saw Old-Man Avva through this
Character which overwhelmed all the others.
“EYES deeper than the sea; uncontained by the Sky; piercing as lightning;
unwavering STRENGTH; permanent LOVE .”
– Do not be sickened by me, my Son, Old-Man Avva would tell
me, that you see a decrepit Old Man, a common Man approaching
the end of his earthly life. Don’t look for “Charismatic Gifts” in me. If you
can See in me my scant LOVE for GOD, you will see my real image.
The Monk, my Son, is this SEARCH FOR the LOVE for GOD. All
the so called trials of an earthly Life time can be seen in this
FRUITION: “how much LOVE for GOD you have attained”. And
you must know my Son that, especially at the end, there will be such a
dramatic separation of the “human” from this “Supra-human – LOVE for
GOD” that you will go through the hardest ordeal of your Life. And
this is precisely where the Mystery lies. Humanness as such, as Nature
of Creation, remains shut, even contrary, if it is not surpassed into
Supra-human. Only GOD is: “I AM WHO I AM” (Exodus, 3, 14).
Creation is: “I am what I will be.” This “what I will BE” is the
13

FRUITION of Life, is the LOVE for GOD. We will remain mere
Human and only our Transfiguration through LOVE will give us the
Image of FULFILLMENT. Here it is, my Son, I am at the moment
when the total “separation” between my Human and my LOVE–
Supra-human is taking place. We, Creation, are a created Nature
wherein the IMAGE of GOD is Incarnated and, from this UNION,
our Soul and Body is Born. Man is “Clay-Nature” into which the
IMAGE of GOD is BREATHED and, from this Mystic
Intertwinement, our Soul and Body is Created. We are thus PersonalIndividual Beings, with the SIGNET of the IMAGE of GOD and
with the Signet of the Created World-Nature, with DIVINE
Supramemories and with Created World Memories. Within our whole
Being Soul-Body there are the Supramemories of the DIVINE
IMAGE and, at the same time, the Memories of the Created World,
which, due to Adam’s fall, are no longer in a “direct conscious
connection” but “shrouded”, due to the “blindness” of our Nature.
Our Life is “the Path between the IMAGE of GOD and the Image of the
Created Nature”, which gets Fulfilled when the IMAGE of GOD and
the Created Image MEET and SEE one another. But, in this
moment of SEEING of Mystery there occurs a “terrible separation”
between GOD’S IMAGE and the Created Image, otherwise GOD
would get intermingled with the Created Being. There exists within us
a “transcendental Threshold” between GOD and Creation, an
“unsurpassable chasm” and, paradoxically, it is this very “Threshold”
where the ENCOUNTER between the DIVINE and the Created
Being takes place. The ancient mystics talk about this “transcendental
void”, wherein you can lose yourself and you can Resurrect. This is
also where “the origin of death” can be found.
Normally there is no “death” but a passing through the
“separation of the transcendental threshold”, through which the
Created Being Sees itself “stripped of DIVINE”, like a “taking off of
the DIVINE IMAGE”, which leaves the Created Being into a
“terrifying death-like void”. The Created Being can only exist upon
the “SUPPORT” of the SIGNET of the DIVINE IMAGE,
otherwise it “falls into the transcendental nakedness-chasm”, the very
14

“image of death”. Even if there had been no “sin”, the created Being
still should have passed “through the separation from the transcendental
Threshold”, as the possibility of the unamalgamated IDENTIFICATION
between DIVINE and the Created Being, when the Created
Consciousness SEES the SIGNET of the IMAGE of GOD as
undeniably distinct from the Created Image. Sin accelerates this
“separation” and, furthermore, generates a “separation from the
Soul’s Nature-Body” as a “double death”.
My Son, even the great Saints were terrified of the moment of this
“transcendental passage” as a “separation from DIVINE and a
breaking from the Created Nature”, as a “double chasm from the
ultimate Threshold”. In our Christian mystic, the most important
aspect is the “unamalgamation” of the DIVINE with the Created
Being. The ancient pantheists have the mystic ideal of “the absorption
of creation into the Divine itself”, which is unacceptable in Christianity.
That is why, Christian mystic, the last “mystic trial” is precisely this
“definite separation between DIVINE and Creation”, from the
“transcendental chasm-Threshold”. Even the great Saints must
“go through the FIRE of the transcendental Threshold” out of which
they would ARISE to the Eternal Consciousness of the
UNAMALGAMATION of the DIVINE and the creation, but to a
UNION-INTERTWINMENT of IMAGE and PARTICIPATION,
an ENCOUNTER-SEEING without absorption, since the Mystery of
the Immortal SEEING-LOVE is created precisely through the definite
DISTINCTION between the DIVINE and the Created Nature.
In the characteristic Christian mystic, only the DISTINCTION
between the DIVINE IMAGE and the Created Image can realize “the
LINK of Eternal SEEING-LOVE”. Hence “the passage through the
ultimate separation”, when the Created Being “drops the SIGNET of
the DIVINE IMAGE” and Sees “itself naked”, obtaining through this
“double Seeing” “the Consciousness of Eternal RESURRECTION”.
The last level of the Christian mystic is, paradoxically, this very
“consuming separation”, wherein the DIVINE Supra-natural is
separated from the Created Natural, and the Created Being passes
15

through the “DISTINCTION of Chasm-Threshold” between
DIVINE and Creation.
Man must go through the “First judgment of the separation-distinction
between the DIVINE and Creation”, being followed by the “additional
judgment of the sin”.
Here it comes, my Son, now, towards the end of my earthly Life.
You will see increasingly this “separation-distancing” between the
DIVINE GRACE within me and the naked, sinful, corrupt Nature of
mine. I myself will undergo terrible anguish during this “separation”
which will secure for me the CONSCIOUSNESS of Eternity.
I must go through the “FIRE of the Threshold” between the
DIVINE and the Created Nature, in order to be undeniably clear
what I am as created Nature and what is undeniably clear DIVINITY
BEYOND Creation.
Now, my Son, it will become clear how much LOVE for GOD I
have acquired, how steadfast I can be in this LOVE, even as I pass
through the “ultimate void-chasm”. Some Saints talk about the “fire
of hell” from the moment of death, some about a hell that sets in a
long time before death. The diseases and the great ordeals of many Saints are
representative in that respect.
The Christian mystic is not an “enlightened person absorbed into
the Divine”, but “a Path of an increasingly VIVID DISTINCTION between
the DIVINE and the Created Nature”, the apparent “transcendental
separation” enabling the True LOVE between my Being and GOD.
You must go through the “ultimate Humility”, or you will not
have the true CONSCIOUSNESS of Eternity.
They say that during this moment of the “ultimate Threshold”
the most terrible and amazing “Transfigurations” happen. You go
through the Supra-burning DIVINE FIRE, to CLAD yourself in the
RESURRECTION of Eternal LIFE. That moment is so gruelling
that even CHRIST THE LORD in the Gethsemane Garden
experienced a state of fear. It is the total REVELATION of the
“Threshold between DIVINE and Creation”, when you, as Created
Nature, See yourself as “completely separated” in the DIVINE Suprainfinite, as someone suspended over an “absolute abyss”. This is the
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professed ENLIGHTENMENT, in the Christian sense, when you
gain for Eternity the CONSCIOUSNESS of what you are as Created
Nature as opposed to the DIVINITY who Created you. The ancient
mystic belief systems dream about a blessed Union-absorption within
Divinity. From the Christian point of view, only after the Transfiguration
of the passage through this “transcendental Threshold” does a
“COMMUNION with the DIVINE” take place.
Thus, my Son, in our Christian mystic you will see the “BALANCE”
between Creation and DIVINITY over the terrible transcendental ABYSS.
Happy is the man who can TILT toward the REALM of Eternity.
I, myself, my Son, am getting ready to enter “Eternity’s
WEIGHING”, where, being stripped from the very DIVINE
IMAGE, left only with my Own Image of Creation, it will be SEEN
how much I have enhanced my GOD Given Life and how much
LOVE I have accumulated. My Own Being, without any addition, will be
WEIGHED, with only LOVE as my Own weight.
The ancient people talk about “a complete emptying of the self”.
We, Christians, talk about an “absolute DISTINCTION” between
the DIVINE and the Created Nature.
You must See yourself as Being with “nothing” of your own, to
be able to be FILLED with the DIVINE. “Nothing” in the Christian
sense is “neither emptying nor annihilation”, but “the absolute
separation” between the DIVINE and the Created Nature, as
“transcendental Threshold”, as “the nothing of the absolute abyss”
which will engender in you the CONSCIOUSNESS of Eternity.
My Son, I am sorry that you, as inexperienced disciple, come to
find me at the very moment of my passage through the “ultimate
Threshold”. What will you see in me but the last struggle between
DIVINE and Creation, when “the chasm between the two Realities”
is getting wider? The corruption inclining towards the “nothing of
Creation” will get increasingly clear and you will be perplexed in your
Ideal of “supra-natural mystic”. I have had my full share of “the
DIVINE Supernatural” in my Spiritual Ascent, but I must part with it
for now and remain as “the nothing of Creation” so as to be able to
SEE the DIVINE OVERABUNDANCE.
17

If you can bear this contrast, you will have the opportunity to
understand the greatest Mystery of the Christian mystic.
My Spiritual Image is not the miracle but the unequivocal and clear
“Distinction” between the DIVINE BEYOND Creation and the
separate Nature of Creation. It is not a “rift” but a “distinctionseparation” of Mystery through which the CREATOR is foregrounded
from the Creation without any equivocation.
In the Christian sense, the CREATOR’S BEING can never be
amalgamated with the Created Being, consequently the ENCOUNTER
between Being and CREATOR is realized through their maximum
DISTINCTION. At this “Threshold of absolute DISTINCTION”
one can acquire the SEEING of the UNSEEN ONE. At this
Threshold, your Consciousness as a Being gains its own Permanence
which will no longer endorse “the illusion and confusion” between
the DIVINE MIRACLE and the “inherency of creation”.
In order to get to this “Threshold of the absolute” you do need
Miracles too, but now, faced with the Threshold, the unequivocal
“separation” is the only SUPRAMIRACULOUS DISTINCTION.
Normally, you need to acquire this “absolute DISTINCTION”
before death, so that your death is not devoid of the “SEEING from
BEYOND”. But, because of sin, most people die without the
“SEEING of Mystery”, which will cause additional suffering.
Paradoxically, now at the end, when it may seem that I have
accumulated “all”, I can see with perplexity that I have “nothing”.
This acknowledgement is shocking. What am I, Creation, as opposed
to the DIVINITY? I, as Created Nature, am entirely “Something
else” than the DIVINE and this “different Something else” will reveal
“the unsurpassable chasm” between DIVINE and Creation. I thought
I had “the DIVINE” within me, that I am the DIVINE even within
my Created Image, that I have carried it and I have opened it within my
own Personality. It is true, the DIVINE has POURED within my Being.
But the time must come when “I Creation” must be DISTINGUISHED
from the DIVINE, so as they are not amalgamated with one another.
In our Christian sense, the Being must also “Pour into the DIVINE”,
as a Likeness Response. If the Created Nature is “neutral” and is also
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the Field wherein the DIVINE SOWS Itself, there must come a time
when the DIVINE is “neutral” and the Created Nature sows itself
into the DIVINE. This represents the “ENTERING of the Being
into the DIVINE”. The ancient thinkers talk about a “re-absorption”
of the DIVINE from the Created Nature. From a Christian point of
view, it is not absorption but a “Supra-miraculous” where the Created
Nature ENTERS into the SEEING of the DIVINE through the
FACE TO FACE ENCOUNTER. Absorption is neither seeing nor
encounter but an annihilation of creation within the impersonal
Divine. In Christianity, the ultimate Mystery is precisely the absolute
DISTINCTION, through the FACE TO FACE SEEING of the
ONE BEYOND with the Ones from “Hither”.
But, as I mentioned earlier, the absolute SEEING EYE is LOVE.
In Christianity LOVE is not “amalgamation within the other”,
because then you no longer have love but fusion. LOVE, in the
Christian sense, is “the absolute DIFFERENTIATION of the
Other” as opposed to you. When you can SEE the Other completely,
without “absorbing him, without re-configuring him through your own feelings”,
then you will discover LOVE. Normally, we see and feel what we want
and what we assimilate in our own interest. TO SEE above all these,
not for our benefit, but for the Other’s Completeness“, represents the
Mystery of LOVE. But to See “the Other’s Completeness” you must
go through a paradoxical “absolute separation”, not “rift” but
“Distinction” wherein You should be able to “completely leave the
OTHER” but to “completely be beside him”, so that between You
and the Other there will be a SEEING-LOVE of Mystery. The
greatest pain for the Christian is the “darkness - not-seeing”, because
it represents not-encountering LOVE. Only the LOVE which is at
the same time SEEING is True LOVE. If you do not SEE the
LOVED ONE you delude yourself with a disguised “self-love”. To
absorb or to become absorbed within the Other is in fact “self-love”.
Darkness is not-loving, and only SEEING is LOVE.
LOVE is itself the Essence of the Created Being; it is each
Person’s Individual Image. Each of us LOVES in his/her own Image.
The measure of your “Growth” comes from how much LOVE you
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have Opened within you. The professed You as “Self-Entity” is this
LOVE – Personal Consciousness. When you arrive at the “Threshold
of Eternity”, the One that Distinguishes within you is this
Personal/Self-Entity-LOVE.
The Mystery of LOVE is great. It has the Existential-Essential
(Fiinţială) capacity to COME OUT even beyond you, to IMPART itself to
Another, to Accumulate and incorporate in itself all that it LOVES.
LOVE is Inside, Outside, and above these. LOVE has the SPIRIT of
Memory and, at the same time, its own Personal-Self Active. It is upon
the Image of LOVE that the GRACE of the HOLY SPIRIT descends.
Our LOVE of Creation has the SEEING of the ExistenceEssence of Creation, but at the same time, through the IMAGE of
the DIVINE IMPRINT BREATHED by GOD at your Birth, it can
Discern the REVELATION of the DIVINE.
Without the SUPPORT of the DIVINE our Eyes do not See the
DIVINE, rather they are blind to the DIVINE LIGHT. Sin has
blinded the Creation’s Seeing ability. The more our LOVE of
Creation Accumulates in Itself the IMPRINT of the DIVINE
IMAGE, the more it SEES Those BEYOND Creation.
The Christian Holy Fathers talk about the GRACE of the HOLY
SPIRIT which bestows the SEEING above Nature.
At the “Eternity’s Threshold” there remains only “your LOVE”
as “complete separation” from the GRACE, but without “the
GRACE having left you”. Now, what your LOVE is can be SEEN, if
you have Grown it in “steadfastness and Strength”.
You, Creation, cannot pass over the “transcendental Threshold”,
but you ENTREAT the DIVINE to PASS to you. This is our
Mystery. The DIVINE DESCENDS to you if you EXTEND your
own LOVE which the DIVINE will turn into a “BRIDGE”.
Oh, wonderful Mystery!
You, corrupt and devoid of all, EXTEND a “scrap of LOVE of
Creation”, which turns into the “Supra-natural BRIDGE” over the
“abyss of eternity”.
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Herein lies the Mystery of the Christian LITURGICAL. The
DIVINE has Poured into Creation and “MADE the World”, but the
World must itself give a personal RESPONSE as Creation, which will
be “the DIVINE-Creation BODY” which will “link” the Creation to
DIVINITY.
Your scrap of LOVE of Creation becomes the Immortal
IMAGE within you. This is the IMAGE which GOD, COMING
from BEYOND, turns into the EUCHARIST- BODY DIVINECreation. That is why the Christian, without the COMMUNION with
the BODY of CHRIST, is bereft of the very “LINK” over “the abyss
of eternity”.
In a Christian sense, Each Person’s Life is precisely “the Growing
of one’s own LOVE”, which should be made at the “Eternity’s
Threshold”, within the Eternity’s BODY-BRIDGE.
Now, at the “Eternity’s Threshold”, your “own LOVE is Weighed”
and, if it can INCARNATE CHRIST, you are “delivered from the
darkness of death”.
Oh, my Son, here I am myself at the “Eternity’s Threshold”,
stripped from all the images of the world I have passed through,
clothed only in “the Cloak of my LOVE”, which is torn and dirty and
doesn’t cover even the most shameful parts of my sins. I See myself as
just this “Scrap of LOVE”, in Front of “Eternity’s Infinity”. Now, if
the LORD CHRIST will Perform the LITURGY of my Eternity and
INCARNATE in the Prosphoron–my LOVE, I will “Step” over the
Eternity Threshold.
Thus, my Son, do not seek in me the Ascesis and Charismas of
my Life up to now, but only the “Steadfastness of my LOVE”, A LOVE
which has nothing of this world, at the “THRESHOLD of the
DIVINE” where “the abyss of Eternity” lies.
Up to now, my Ascesis and Charismas Depicted my LOVE.
Now, I “strip myself of all” and am left only with the “Robe of
LOVE”. Up to now, my PRAYER was my Spiritual Ascesis, now it is
“only my LOVE”, such as it is.
Only now, my Son, do I truly and earnestly PRAY, although it
seems a meagre Prayer, lacking the Charismatic colours I had hoped for.
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My Son, you have the opportunity to witness the Mystery of the
Christian mystic at its “ending”, not at the beginning. As a beginner,
walking on the “Spiritual Path”, you are animated by Trials and
ascetic exploits. You believe yourself to be steadfast and strong and
the vigour of your youth allows you to do special things which in
truth bring about some Charismatic Gifts. I used to test myself in
fasting and vigils, in constant Prayer, and in complete ascetic
retirement. Now, at the end of my Path, I am left only with the
LOVE which churns itself at the surface, a thin skin or just a few
drops of fat.
My Son, you must strive to relentlessly go on the “Path of
Spiritual Journey”, having now understood what its “FRUITION” is.
Bear in mind the FRUITION at the end of Life wherefrom
“Eternity” actually begins.
Though, lately he could not perform the Holy Liturgy, Old-Man
Avva asked to receive the HOLY COMMUNION every Sunday and
Holy Day, even twice a week.
– My Son, only now do I Experience more fully the Mystery of
the HOLY EUCHARIST. Until now, I allowed myself to go with the
Liturgical RITUAL without any special Theology. I was aware of the
Mystery of the HOLY EUCHARIST as the FULFILMENT of
GOD’S LOVE and of the Love of Creation, wherefrom the Opening
up of Eternity starts. If the BODY of CHRIST is Supra-cosmic,
Churchly as well as Earthly Cosmic, for me, now, It is also “the
BRIDGE over the abyss of Eternity”. And if my scant LOVE will
not be enough to provide a BODY for CHRIST, I do not see myself
in His BODY as the “Sprout in His GRAPE VINE”. Now is the
“LITURGY of my Eternity”. LORD, what a Mystery this “Threshold
of Infinity” is! I, now, beg all the Saints to help me with their Prayers.
I, now, Bow in my most humble prostration, to entreat the DIVINE
MERCY to be with me. I, now, run to the Shelter of our
HEAVENLY MOTHER as my last Hope of Deliverance, the One
who has the MOTHERLY LOVE which vanquishes all fear.
Oh, Mystery of Eternity, from now on You OPEN the GATE to
LIFE!
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The last pages of diary...

The Mystic of the passage to ETERNITY

It is not the pain or the illness that preoccupies me now, but the
approaching of the “great Threshold” between the world of being
born and the world of ETERNITY. Even if sin had never existed, its
consequence, death, this Threshold, would still have existed, as the
passage Gate between the two worlds: the world down-here and the
world Up-There. We are created Beings and we can never become
amalgamated with GOD.
We are created, born as Beings, with a Soul coming straight from
GOD and with a Memorial of creation from our birthparents, the
ones who begot us, through which we grow, so that the same birth
Memorial, the Memorial of being begotten, is for us the encounter
with our Maker, with GOD Himself. During the time we grow in the
world down here of begetting and of growing, we have beams of
GODLINESS, but there must come the time when we must stand
face to face with GOD, and this happens in the world of
ETERNITY. Sin and death tear up and destroy our Being and,
consequently, the passage of the Threshold of ETERNITY becomes
more and more difficult, even terrifying. At the right time, whether
you will it or not, you must pass this Threshold and now you are
faced with the great trial of Life.
While we are growing in the world down here we have confused
and oscillating states of Consciousness and, thus, our personal
consciousness struggles between ETERNITY’s reality and
transience’s reality. Now, however, through ETERNITY’s image,
model or likeness as Image of the GODLY Likeness, now, this image
struggles to reach fulfilment and so it drives us towards ETERNITY’s
Threshold in order to pass it. This inner drive is the seed of growth
which must become ETERNITY’S steadfastness.
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The death caused by sin brings along our fear and emptiness, our
helplessness and dread when confronted with the passage of the
“Threshold of fire”. ETERNITY’s fire is so consuming that it will
burn everything corrupting in us and, woe to us that, because of sin,
we will burn our Soul and body of all its corruption. We will see
ourselves naked and torn and mutilated and we will no longer
recognize ourselves. And we will pass either in ETERNITY’s LIGHT
or in the opposite direction of the Life within the darkness of death,
or of our tearing ourselves up.
That is why the troubles, diseases, and suffering of this world are
necessary, so as we can grow, be cleansed of all our corruption, so
that we do not have the possibility of a passage without acknowledging and facing the possibility of sin. Saints really desired and
asked for these purging events before death. For some people death
is like a serene passage, for others it is very brutal. Both, however,
have a cleansing purpose. May the LORD’s MERCY be with us all!
My LORD JESUS, I have proven myself coward and unworthy,
but I find myself between my ultimate trust in Thy godly love and my
shame. Forgive me! I am ashamed to raise my eyes and my sinful
voice, and in my gesture of Reverence alone do I make an attempt
toward Thy Mercies. I know, I find myself now at my last drop of
power of the body, even of the Soul, and only Thy ETERNAL Image
within me ignites my Being with a consuming fire. I am burned and
tormented by the ETERNITY within me which cannot stay
contained any longer, It must spread out its expanse and reach the
encounter over the Threshold of Mystery. This out-flowing of
ETERNITY out of the Limits of my Being is linked to the sinner’s
death and here I am facing two terrifying trials. Some people want to
contemplate good thoughts at the hour of their death; fear and dread
of dying is the shadow of hell, hence it is all the more terrifying.
My LORD JESUS, through my gesture of Reverence alone do I
struggle with the terrifying quiver. I admit I am afraid and I banish
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this thought and fantasy and, with an all-encompassing Reverence,
I still trust in Thy Mercy.
I now feel within me the great transformation, of my personal Being,
that I am truly Being and I am meant to pass, to grow ETERNITY’s
Image. This confirmation by the ETERNAL Consciousness of the nature
of the created Existence-Essence (natură Fiinţială creată) is the very
condition for creation to enter and live in ETERNITY.
Ooo! ETERNITY’s Threshold which will maintain the
ETERNITY of the Consciousness of the being’s differentiation from
its Maker. Without this SIGNET of ETERNITY’s Threshold one
cannot enter ETERNITY.
There will be a gruelling burning which I will have to pass
through, and a dreadful waiting. Within me ETERNITY struggles to
unshackle Itself from my Limits, to enter the boundless realm of
ETERNITY. Increasingly, the quivers of death, of the exit, pervade
me, but the fear of dying, on top of that, adds terrifying shivers that
traumatize my whole Being. This association of death and
ETERNITY becomes a double passage over the great Threshold of
life, but also a double dread which generates a different suffering in
itself; the agonies of death are not merely physical and psychic and
nothing can alleviate them any longer, but the passage itself. Here,
medicine can do nothing, only Faith remains. If many people seem to
die in spiritual apathy and numbness, in the depth of each and every
one there will be the moment of that unbearable, which will engender
the great explosion, when ETERNITY’s exit will fight its way out.
For a long time now, there has been talk of a real complex of
death, that within minutes and seconds your whole life flashes before
your eyes or that you go through amazing states which open up other
dimensions of ETERNITY. The Mystery of the passing into
ETERNITY is a Mystery with an Image according to everyone’s unique
Personality, this moment is imprinted for ETERNITY and becomes the
nucleus of your ETERNAL Consciousness. The IMPRINT of your
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passage into ETERNITY is the Gateway to ETERNITY, also your
personal ETERNITY, the Image of your own ETERNITY according
to the Image of the Personality of your Being.
I feel a deep sense of shame towards my acquaintances and all
those for whom I, the unworthy one, have been like a Spiritual
Father. Brothers! Don’t be perplexed by my weaknesses and pettiness.
If I did have something worthy it was a Gift of GOD’s Mercy. You
must understand that I am a Man, a Being like all other Men. You
may have considered me special, and you may have used some of the
Gifts that GOD has engendered in me. Offer me your forgiveness
and hold on only to the good memory.
Some of you who are closest may expect from me something
more substantial, like a will.
Ooo, my LORD JESUS, what do I bequeath others, now when I
find myself naked-empty in the face of death and of ETERNITY. Do
not be disheartened those of you who have considered me a comfort
in your distresses. Keep the advice I gave you and remember me in
your Prayers.
The Priests and the Spiritual Fathers, whether they are or not
saints themselves, through their Gift as Spiritual Fathers, even after
their death, they Work in the lives of those who are their Spiritual
Disciples, Sons and Daughters. So, in truth, be assured that, unworthy
though I may be, if you follow my good advice you will keep being
helped but, what is more, by doing that you will also help me, for
Good works at the same time in this world as well as in ETERNITY.
If GOD wills it so that my passage to the other world be now, we
all must obey with Reverence to the WILL of GOD, who does it all
in His great Mercy. You, who are the closest to me, if you truly want
never to part with me, as I truly want never to part with you, then not
even death, nor ETERNITY can destroy this ETERNAL togetherness,
even beyond the Threshold of Mystery.
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They say that Souls in ETERNITY, even from the deepest
darkness of death and hell, can very well see their close ones, even if
the latter forget them.
Our ancestors can see each and every one of us and watch our
Life and thus, there is one more link which will also be fruitful for the
descendents. You can particularly feel How, within the great allencompassing love, and for all Beings within ETERNITY, they help
and Remember us ceaselessly in their Prayers. The EVERLASTING
Remembrance in the Christian Ritual is representative in that sense.
There is and there always remains an EVERLASTING Remembrance,
an ETERNAL memory which will never be erased. Even if we, from
the world down here forget about it, those from ETERNITY never
forget about it, that is why this Remembrance-memory is a great
Mystery.
Never be saddened and disheartened. GOD put in each person
the measure of his/her unique personal Mystery. What is truly
important is whether I have fulfilled the Progress of my Life on
Earth, whether I can be born onto ETERNITY, whether I am rid of
the bitter death which can no longer work upon me.
The Saints passed onto ETERNITY to be ceaselessly United
with CHRIST the REDEAMER. ETERNITY and the transience of
the world down here do not contradict one another but they prolong
one another.
Today I took Holy Communion with the BODY and BLOOD of
CHRIST the REDEAMER, the ALL-HOLY EUCHARIST, the
BREAD of ETERNITY. I took Holy Communion with the BODY
of MYSTERY of the SON of GOD. I now fully treasure this value
for us, beings. Inside me, on deathbed, the Existential-Essential
Memories GOD Imprinted at my creation awaken. These Memories
that belong to my personal Being are the very Image that must now
pass the ETERNITY’s Threshold. The ancient thinkers call it Divine
Light, awakening, enlightenment, Charisma, transfiguration. We Christians
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call it clearly and concisely: CHRIST the LORD’s LITURGICAL
EUCHARISTIC BODY. It is the IMAGE of Enlightenment, of the
awakening to the seeing of the Grace, of transfiguration and,
moreover, of the direct and personal ENCOUNTER. And, all the
more, the Experience of Eternity that we all must go through.
The breath of our body will stop, so will the breath of our Soul.
The Soul separated from the body will lose the apparel which covers
the nakedness of the soul.
The soul, in its turn, has an individual/exclusive apparel on, but,
for a sinner, this will be devoid of that Existential-Essential Living
Presence, devoid of that Light.
Oh, Soul of mine, blind and breathless. My Soul has this Supraalive pertaining to ETERNITY, the SIGNET of GOD’s IMAGE, of
the GODLY BREATH when He created me. Within my Soul all the
Memories of the ETERNITY and of my own creation will awaken. If
I took the Holy Communion with CHRIST’s BODY, my Soul will no
longer be totally empty, but it will have CHRIST’s APPAREL.
Without the WEDDING APPAREL – BODY of CHRIST I cannot
pass the Threshold of Eternity, but I will be swept by the backwards
flow of the darkness of death, of the kingdom of transience.
At this point, there is another terrifying fact. Death is not
annihilation, but the opposite of eternity, which is not transience, but
an outcome of “converse eternity”, a certain something which
decomposes eternally without ever finishing its decomposition, it will
be that dreadful ceaseless dying. If life will be a ceaseless Assimilation
of ETERNITY, death will be a ceaseless emptying of eternity.
GOD!... What a terrifying state of things! ... Some people try not
to think of it and even refuse it; this Passage into ETERNITY is no
trivial matter. If we are relieved with our life so far, it is the moment
when we must have a sober Consciousness which can become the
STEADFASTNESS of ETERNITY.
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In ETERNITY we will no longer be equivocal and we will not be
so demanding regarding our freedom. In ETERNITY there will be
only a UNION, one orientation in all directions, without contraries
and, thus, the matter of evil will no longer arise. Now the evil of sin
will cease.
Those from within the darkness of death will purge their evil, but
in the sense of a ceaseless burning which will generate that torment of
evil’s transience which self-destructs.
In hell you do not experience sin anymore, but its burning which
becomes a torment of ceaseless dying. In eternity you do not commit
the sin anymore, for Eternity is stronger than any evil and cannot
generate it. Within the darkness of death, the purging of sin through
an eternal burning represents a remembrance of sin but in a reverse
sense. This is a mystery which only GOD knows and can solve.
Pray, this burning of death, how will it happen with me? We all
must pass ETERNITY’s Threshold and the Mystery of the death of
sin, which will be the ETERNAL CONSCIOUSNESS of ETERNAL
SINLESSNESS.
OH, CHRIST THE LORD the INCARNATED ONE, the
INCARNATED, GODLY SON OF GOD rose to Heaven in
ETERNITY with the wounds of the Cross of sin, even in His
RESURRECTED BODY. These marks-wounds will be the
CONSCIOUSNESS of ETERNITY which will stop us from any sin
and, thus make Eternity possible, which means complete absence of sin.
The GODLY ETERNITY will be the ETERNAL CONSCIOUSNESS
of good alone.
Paradoxically, the hell of death is itself a dissolution of the
contrary, an affirmation of truth. The mystery of the hell of death has
not been revealed too much by the mystic theologians. They have
made some allusions which have their own share of truth, but the
mystery itself remains the Mystery of GOD alone.
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Life after death lies within the silence of death and beyond the
testimony of ETERNITY. One is not allowed to uncover the silence
of death. ETERNITY’s SILENCE is beyond our reach. Whoever
unearths the pit of death commits an inadmissible and terrifying
impiety, which is why it is avoided. Whoever ventures into
ETERNITY burns his Mind. Only the hour of death and of each
person’s passage into ETERNITY is the moment when these
Mysteries can be revealed.
Oh, terrifying time, but, at the same time, GOD Revealing! The
battle between life and death struggles increasingly within me. The
quiver of death pervades me through my bone marrow. I am more
and more aware of my nothingness. I must accept it all with Reverence.
Now, only the acceptance of the CROSS and CRUCIFIXION is the
true Path.
Oh, the CROSS is so heavy, and the CRUCIFIXION so
gruelling! I must be completely devoid of will, to allow to be what
needs to be, not to ask for miracles. Now, no miracle is possible,
though, paradoxically, everything is a Miracle of great Mystery. I must
accept with all my commitment the hour of CRUCIFIXION. I will
cry too: “My GOD! My GOD! Why hast Thou forsaken me?”
Oh, how heavy the emptiness of forsaking is! It is excruciating
this emptiness of forsaking. Thou, Thyself, my GOD JESUS
CHRIST, hast gone through it with CRY. It is the hour of the BIRTH
of ETERNITY, which, because of sin, it is entwined with the reverse
of life, with death. Here are two moments of the Threshold of
Mystery. I am afraid of the last hour which I would want to avoid,
and, at the same time, to speed up. Waiting is often harder. Be
whatever it must but, GOD, Thy Will be done, not mine! Forgive me,
GOD! Forgive me! Forgive me! I have all sorts of confused and
amalgamated dreams. Now, the worst memories emerge as a final
destruction.
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Oh, sin! Sin, what an appalling destruction you are! You want to
take from me my last drop of Life and to spoil it, to destroy it.
Oh, horrible sin! Oh, horrible sin! The evil spirits that have
haunted me for a lifetime, this will be their last destruction.
GOD, GOD, I know I haven’t been able to fight passions, I know
I have been weak, I know that I have been deceived by the evil spirits!
GOD, GOD, deliver me, deliver me from the great haunting! Let
not death be, let not stillness be, my stillness!
GOD, GOD, now I understand how grievous the sin within me
is. All the bodily and Soul structures will break, the very cells of my
body will burn, the ashes of this burning will give off the smell of
death, the rottenness in me will give off an even fouler smell. They
say you suffocate from the smoke which the burning of all this
rottenness makes and this is how you die.
GOD, LORD JESUS, how can I enter Eternity with all this
rotten stench of my sin?
Heavenly Mother have mercy on me!
My holy angel stay beside me!
The Saint of my Name do not forsake me!
The passage of the Mystery Threshold of ETERNITY and death
will entirely and completely show who I am. My Name, my Person,
my Being, they will all show the image that I will hold. The Image of
Man is the Mystery of the IMAGE of the SON Of GOD, and this
IMAGE is the LOVING COMMITMENT, is the Mystery SPEECH
of GOD’S IMAGE Breathed in me as well.
Do I have the Likeness of the IMAGE of the SON of GOD?
Death will empty me of IMAGE and ETERNITY will clothe me in
IMAGE. The reverse eternity of death will be the ceaseless destruction
of the IMAGE, and ETERNITY will be the CEASELESS GROWTH
of the Image, of the Image of Being of the Son of GOD, the Likeness
of the IMAGE of the SON of GOD.
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LORD JESUS, SON of GOD, do I have any likeness to Thy
IMAGE?
GOD, LORD JESUS, have Mercy on me and CLOTHE ME in
Thy IMAGE, so that I am no longer naked and disfigured. At the
moment of my Soul’s creation, Thou, SON of GOD, LORD JESUS,
hast given me Thy IMAGE, the IMAGE of Thy GODLY LOVE.
This SIGNET of SON was a DIVINE model of my very Person, of
my countenance, the Signet of Son, my very Essence.
Forgive me. I was meant to be Born, to Grow, to bear FRUITION
and thus to pass into ETERNITY. All the more, at my creation, the
ALLHOLY SPIRIT put the SIGNET of His GODLY LOVE in the
depth of my Being. That is why it is known that my created Being is
born out of water, namely, the SIGNET of the SON of GOD’S
BAPTISM, and out of SPIRIT – SIGNET of the descent into the
depth of Being, and of the GODLY LOVE, and their UNIFICATION
within the SIGNET of GOD the FATHER, the Heart of Mystery of
one’s personal Being.
O, shameful me, I scorned and I damaged the SIGNET of the
IMAGE of SON, I blackened with the passions of death the
SIGNET of the HOLY SPRIRIT in me, and thus, I failed to build
The Unity of Heart and ALTAR within my Being, where I should do
and where there should be the BLESSING of GOD the FATHER.
Without the IMAGE of the ALLHOLY GODLY TRINITY I
will not be able to pass the Threshold of Eternity, instead I will pass
into the reverse of death and of death’s darkness, with its disfigured
image, without the LIGHT of the SPIRIT from the depth and
without the ETERNAL HOLINESS of the FATHER.
Take Pity on me LORD JESUS CHRIST, SON of GOD! Have
Mercy on me ALLHOLY SPIRIT! Have Mercy on me HEAVENLY
FATHER!
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I am created out of GODLY LOVE, don’t let me be forsaken by
LOVE. Let LOVE vanquish all my sin. Let LOVE vanquish it.
Here I am, naked at the Threshold of ETERNITY and of death.
My LOVE will be all my treasure, my only likeness to the GODLY
IMAGE. I should be clad in LOVE as into a precious garment,
whereas I, GOD, LORD JESUS, I took COMMUNION with Thy
GODLY BODY as a sinner. Clothe me with Thy BODY.
ALLHOLY SPIRIT, likewise, give me back the LIGHT of LIFE and
of ETERNITY.
GODLY FATHER, my Heart is not an altar where I may receive
Thee, but the BODY of CHRIST and the LIGHT of the ALLHOLY
SPIRIT will create a small recess in my Heart where Thy BLESSING
may reside.
GOD, GOD, here I am at the crossroad of my life...
GOD, give me Thy Mercy. GOD, give me the cry of the thief on
the CROSS who was able to receive Thy FORGIVENESS. From
now on, all I have is the ultimate PROSTRATION. I am no longer
playing the philosopher. I no longer have the audacity and effrontery
to think of Heaven, GOD, I BOW IN REVERENCE to Thy Mercy
alone.
Heavenly Mother, I know you have for me a drop of LOVE,
although I caused you so much pain.
My Holy Angel, I feel so ashamed for a life time’s persistence in
advising me to do what is good, whereas I did not took heed of you.
The Saint of my Name, I lack your virtues and I have marred
your Name.
O, you, all the Saints, help me in this moment!
O, Angelic Image of a Monk, which I have been bearing in
unworthiness and inconsideration!
O, o, God, o, what Image will I have at the Threshold of
ETERNITY and of death!
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I will be completely naked. I must not hold desperation, in this
moment, for it would be a contradiction of GOD’S Merciful LOVE.
I am struggling between Life and death. Life is stronger than
everything and ETERNITY is stronger than all else, while GOD’s
Mercy is above all. These paradoxes of Mystery are all at once. No
one can say anything until the passage of the Threshold of Mystery.
Yet, there will be a Breath, a Word, just as it was at the moment of
my Birth in the world down here, it will be my entrance in
ETERNITY.
GOD, how torn and marred the IMAGE of Thy Likeness will be
since I have been through the freedom of sin. Now, behold, I enter
the freedom of the sinless eternity.
O, unspoken Mystery, GOD, Praise to Thee! I Prostrate to Thee,
LORD! I thank Thee for all the good, and ask Thee for forgiveness
for all the bad. Forgive me LORD! Forgive me! Forgive me! It is all
that is left for me, to ask Thy forgiveness and to PROSTRATE with
ETERNITY’s REVERENCE.
Once again, brothers, please, do show understanding and
forgiveness, do not be saddened, let us submit to GOD’s Will. Have
faith. Only the faithful will enjoy Life ETERNAL. Rejoice yourselves
at ETERNITY’s JOY.
I am not worthy of ETERNITY, I am worthy of death, but, in the hope of
Life’s ETERNITY, I too await the great moment, and I ask GOD All
merciful to bestow unto me too a drop of ETERNITY’s JOY, despite all my
unworthiness.
O, Love of Creation and GODLY LOVE, Thou dost transcend
everything.
O, ETERNITY’S JOY!...
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MOSES
*
Moses climbs Mount Sinai with
difficulty. Foggy clouds thrust themselves
towards him.
– I have Heard
LORD’s VOICE
From whose fear
All prostrate…
I must Climb
This Mountain
In fasting and Prayer
To MEET HIM…
It has been almost forty Days
And I have no strength left…
If I did not have His Calling
I would be dead in an instant…
LORD awaits me
Up on the Mountain,
And His VOICE is my power,
GOD’S VOICE
Beyond all hearing.
It is so loud
GOD’S VOICE,
Like a crushing thunder,
It stops my breath.
O, how heart-wrenching
It is to Hear

GOD’S VOICE,
All the rest
Seem like Whispers…
O, how much Longing
There is in my HEART
To be able to SEE His FACE
as well…
Then all idols
Would fall…
Come, Climb unremittingly Up
Within the STRENGTH of His
VOICE,
There, shadowed by His LIGHT
HE will REVEAL Himself to
you…
**
Moses on Mount Sinai, under an
unearthly clear sky.
– The VOICE OF GOD
Is ever more ALIVE in my
bosom…
So far I only heard it in
My MIND,
From now on I shall HEAR IT
FACE To FACE…
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A blinding flash of light; Moses
falls on his knees. A very Luminous
Figure halts in the air.
– Moses, receive the BLESSING
most HIGH!
LORD, Tell me Thy NAME,
So I can Worship It Eternally.
– Who can SPEAK
My NAME and not die?...
Receive My COVENANT,
The TABLETS of The Holy
LAW,
Through which I shall Descend
And the People will Ascend to Me,
Wherein My VOICE
Shall be Heard
In the HEART of the Faithful…
– LORD, these TABLETS
Will be BEDROCK
And whoever dears
To break the LAW,
Shall bring death onto himself…
But LORD,
Thy IMAGE
I must SHOW
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To my people,
So that they no longer
Prostrate to pagan idols…
Give us Thy IMAGE,
And all the idols shall fall…
– Moses, My IMAGE
SOMEONE ELSE
Will REVEAL…
MESSIAH the One Who shall
vanquish
Death…
To you for now
I shall Reveal
The Shadow of My LIGHT,
And My VOICE
From the TABLETS OF LAW…
A blinding flash of lightning.
Moses falls off like a dead man. An
angel picks him up.
– Moses, go
With the TABLETS of the
HOLY LAW,
And all that you HEARD from
The LORD
Tell the Chosen People
And the whole World!...

ZALMOXE’S DESCENDANTS
*
Zalmoxe in Dacian attire, in the
Egyptian Pyramid.
– Dacia’s Sun has born me
And I have been sent in Egypt
With a Handful of Earth in my
Bosom,
As ICON
Of my deepest Being.
The great Egyptian Priest enters,
looks at Zalmoxe and frowns suddenly.
– What have you in your Bosom?...
How dear you
Bring here
The pagan SUN?...
To his servants:
– Rip his HEART out of his
chest!
The servants rush to Zalmoxe
and rip out his bloody HEART.
– Do not be afraid,
Your MIND shall be your
New HEART.
Your HEART of Earth
Could not be in the Pyramid.
Earth needs SUN,
And here the SUN is the MIND.

Zalmoxe scared and outraged:
– Have you blinded me?...
From now on, I will only See inside me;
The very Sky will be my depth
And I shall never look upon
Its azure…
The great Priest:
– All is Spirit
Which you must Reason
As it Reasons you!...
Your EYES from now on
Are your MIND!...
Zalmoxe:
– Do you not know
What the EYES of Clay are
The SUN rises in them…
The Great Priest:
– The SUN shadows the MIND,
We in the Pyramid
See in darkness…
The HEART and the SUN
Cannot be in the Pyramid,
That is why you lost them here…
Zalmoxe:
– O, HEART of mine,
SUN of Earth,
The MIND has killed you…
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The great Priest:
– We know
About the LIGHT
WITHIN.

FROM

Zalmoxe:
– I need my HEART of Clay
back!...
The great Priest:
– It is no use…
Your HEART has been ripped
Out of your chest
And with it the SUN,
From now on your MIND will be
Your only SEEING.
Zalmoxe:
– I shall Return
To my Dacian Homeland
And from within its Clay
I shall recover the HEART and
The SUN…
O, my Magus,
You sent me in Egypt
To lose my HEART
And to lose my seeing…
Weep, empty Orbits,
Moan, Bosom of sand,
In desert and scorching heat!...
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**
Zalmoxe in the darkness of the
Egyptian Pyramid.
– Blind, without the ICON in
my bosom,
I dream of SUNrises;
I leave the body in numbness
And with my MIND
I roam everywhere…
But I have no SPIRIT …
I can hear the Whispered
CALLING
Of my old Magus…
But how am I to return blind,
How am I to guide
My people towards the SUN?...
Tears are falling
From my empty dry Eyes…
And yet,
I shall return
To my Dacian Homeland,
And with a Handful of Clay
I shall fill the emptiness in my
bosom,
And blind as I am
I shall see again
My old Magus.
Zalmoxe goes out of the Pyramid
and heads toward Dacia.

***
– Zalmoxe, you returned!...
Sound the hunting horns!
Let it be known:
Zalmoxe has returned,
Zalmoxe, Zalmoxe, Zalmoxe…

– Zalmoxe, the Old Magus has
been waiting for you for a long
time…
– I myself have been longing
To fall at his Bosom…

– Zalmoxe, you have such EYES…

****
From far away there is the sight of
a cave; Zalmoxe is climbing through
wooded rocks.

– They hunger for the SUN…

The Old Magus is waiting for me

– Such depth in them…

With his Beard of Bees
That are playful in the SUN
Will he still recognize me?...

Echoes, the roar of crowds:

– That of a blind man who Sees
again…
– Such clarity in them…
– Yet how much they burn…
– How strong they are…
– But how humbly knelt…
– How gentle…
– Yet how much they have wept…
– How SEEING…
– After having gone blind…

The Magus’s Voice:
– SON, come to me,
Day and night
I ceaselessly Call you…
– O, FATHER,
Your Great HEART
Has brought me back…
– Your Dacian Mould
Was your salvation.
The Clay of this Land
Holds the SUN in it.
Zalmoxe, have you traded
The SUN and the HEART
For the MIND and the GODS
of Egypt?...
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We, Dacians,
Do not have Gods,
We have the ICON of The SkyHeaven’s
UNIFICATION with the
Earth…

To war
With “the great blind one”
Which is the MIND of SkyHeaven
Split from the HEART of
Earth…

The fallen spirits
Have separated
Those from Up-there from
Those from Down-here…
And this is how
LIGHT has been switched with
darkness
And all turned blind…

Zalmoxe, have you understood
That the Mystery of the World
Is the ICON of the UNION
Between SKY and Earth
Without the enmity
With “the darkness” between them?...
The MIND fallen from the SkyHeaven
Thinks of itself as being the
LIGHT…

You, Zalmoxe, I wonder,
Have you understood the
Mystery of
SEEING the LIGHT
Through the Eyes of Clay?
Zalmoxe, I sent you to Egypt
As tradition bids,
To learn
To distinguish MIND from
SPIRIT…
There you went blind
To REMEMBER
The LIGHT
That is the SHADOW of the
Sky…
Zalmoxe, I sent you to Egypt
As I myself had once been sent,
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Do you see, Zalmoxe,
That LIGHT is
Only when the SKY
Meets the Earth?
Do you see that the ICON
Is the Mystery HEART
Of the very LIGHT,
The Meeting of the SKY with
The Earth?...
We have the ICON as our
HEART,
Not the MIND
Which makes itself into its own
light…

The Gods of Egypt
And all Gods of other men
Are shrouded
In “the Mind’s light”,
Through which they receive
Their Image of Gods…
The MIND of SKY
Without the Earth from Down
here
Turns into “burning fire”,
Which Prometeus
Brought down,
Without foreseeing
That he would burn the world…
The Magus stretches his Hands:
– And now, Zalmoxe,
Go through the last trial…
Open your Eyes wide
And look into the SUN…
Zalmoxe hesitating:
– Will I not go blind again?...
The Magus:
– Look hard and deep
And tell me what you SEE…
Zalmoxe:
– I See the World in the SUN,
How from its Bosom
Incarnate SUN
Rises
And turns also into Earth…

I also See an EYE
Which halts in my HEART…
Here is how the SEEING
Of a LIGHT of SKY-Heaven
Opens up for me…
O, what bolt of light,
I cannot Look anymore,
Get me out of the SUN…
The Magus:
– Immerse yourself in the
LIGHT
Of the All HOLY FIRE,
So that you give it to the others…

The Magus embraces Zalmoxe:
– My SON,
I leave you now on Dacian Land
BEARER OF THE LIGHT…
I am going
Handful of Earth
To be United with the Sky...
Zalmoxe, in rapture:
– Now I SEE
With THREE EYES it seems…
My Father Magus,
I had
To roam through foreign lands,
But, all this time, here
On my Ancestors’ Land
“The Great MYSTERY” was.
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The Magus, in transfiguration:
– Zalmoxe, my SON,
I hang at your Bosom
The EYE of my HEART,
Through which we shall SPEAK
In Eternity…
Be the Worthy FOLLOWER
Of the DACIAN OLD-MAN,
ZALMOXE’S
NAME of MYSTERY,
The OLD-MAN-DEITY
The One THREE times SEER …

And now
Give me a Handful of Earth…
A flash of bright light, and the
Magus disappears. Zalmoxe in a
bewildered state.
– You left here the grass Blanket
Which you caressed
Together with the SUN…
Maaaagus!...
Multiple echoes.

The last FOLLOWER of ZALMOXE, the first Dacian
Christian MARTYR
*

Dacia has been through
The fierce war with the Romans,
And the foreign soldiers
Are watching all over
So there would be no more
uprisings
Of the indomitable Getae-Dacians
Who would be ruled
Only by the Ancient Law.
The Great Priest-Magus,
Zalmoxe’s follower,
Who, from Ancient Times,
Is “the VOICE of the SKYHEAVEN”,
Is rumoured to be in hiding
Somewhere in the mountains…
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The Magus is an Old-Man,
But still full of Life!...
After king Decebal’s death,
The Romans were looking
For the Great Priest-Magus,
Who had run
Through secluded places known
Only by indigenous men.
At long last they found him
Disguised
As ICONMAKER,
Bearer of
Christian ICON,
Of the VIRGIN-MOTHER
Holding CHRIST
In Her Arms.

When they struck him with the
sword
A lightning fire
Came out of the ICON,
This is how he escaped.
Therein lies
“The New MYSTERY”
Which the Old-Man Magus,
The Old-Man Follower
Of Zalmoxe,
Has been trying to reveal
To the Getae-Dacians,
His people.
**
The Getae-Dacian insurgents,
The Blood descendants
Of King Decebal,
Have suspected the Great Magus
To have changed
His Ancestral Faith.
So, in a gathering,
They have asked the Magus
For a last choice:
“Zalmoxe or CHRIST”!
So that they know
What “Wisdom”
Descends from the Sky,
For the people to follow,
“The Divine Commandments”
Without which Life
Cannot be.

And the Old-Man Magus
With his snow-white hair,
But with Eyes
Young and blue
Like the sky,
Spoke to them
In the Hieratic Language
Which subdues
Any other speech:
– My Beloved People,
You know that
From the times of our Old
Ancestors
The Wisdom of the Sky
Has descended
Upon this Land as well,
Through the image of the
PRIEST-Magus,
Whose NAME of Mystery
Was ZALMOXE.
From Generation to Generation
Old-Man Magus
Would Leave “Another”
In his Image and Likeness,
So “the Voice from ABOVE”
Was always present.
We have witnessed
Good Days and bad Days,
With deception among ourselves,
With enemies from abroad,
But “the POWER from
ABOVE”
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Through the Magus from down
here
Would vanquish them.
O, MYSTERY
OF THE MAKER of the World!
HE also created
A “Love” of Being
Which can respond,
Which is personified
In so called “DEITIES” and
Wise men,
And also in the Image of
“Sacred PRIESTHOOD”
Wherein through RITUAL
Sky-Heaven and Earth
Unite.
Meantime, “evil spirits”
And “murderous people”
Have appeared
And Life was divided
Between LIGHT and darkness.
The world fell
From the Created Image.
But THE MAKER
Could not condone
The “spoilt” image.
Here is the MYSTERY which
from now on
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Is REVEALED to the world:
HE Himself from the SkyHeaven
DESCENDS on earth,
So that no one
May personify HIM anymore
Through Deities and Idols
Or through Wise men.
Here it is, my People,
What I must say to you:
I, the Magus-Follower
Of the Old-Man Deity
Of this Earth,
I have MET
The ONE who is
GOD Himself,
Who descends from the SkyHeaven
And reveals his IMAGE,
I have MET HIM
And I have fallen
On my knees at His Feet,
And HE has put
His HAND on my Head
And my Magus Image
Has transformed into another
IMAGE.
Thus, my People,
From now on you no longer
have
The old-Man Magus,
But the CHRIST’S PRIEST.

A slight rumour. A warrior shouts:
– Treason!
How can it be
That the very ORIGIN of this
People
Which is the Divine
PRIESTHOOD,
Be dishonoured
By the very FOLLOWERPRIEST who should
“CONTINUE” it unflinchingly?
What have you done to us,
Old Magus,
You have put out “the LIGHT
Of the ancestral SOUL”,
Whence this People was Born,
Whence, without interruption,
All DESCENDANTS
Must be Born.
The Magus with a thundering voice:
– Understand, my People,
ZALMOXE himself left word:
“When GOD Himself
COMES on Earth”,
My Image
Will turn into “ANOTHER
IMAGE”,
For I am
Only HIS “shadow”.
Await “the GREAT DAY”
To RECEIVE it
With all your Hearts open,
Because “this Nation’s SOUL”

Already has “HIS MYSTERY”.
The Earth which we
Hold in our Hand at death,
Is the personification of the
Union
Between HIM and the World.
My people,
Our Nation has “CARRIED”,
From days of old,
Earth to the Sky-Heaven,
Out of which GOD
Has made a “BODY” for Himself.
RECOGNIZE
My People
In the IMAGE of CHRIST
Our NATION’s Earth.
I, the PRIEST-Magus
Of this People,
Have FULFILLED
ZALMOXE’s COMMAND.
***
The warrior:
– So, you have become
Christian...!?
They say
An Apostle
Of CHRIST
Came in our Dacia as well
And you, Great Magus,
Yourself have Received him,
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And you have turned
ZALMOXE’s
“Cave of Mystery”
Into CHURCH...
Old-Man Magus,
You must die
For this change
Of Faith...
Leave us instead,
A “FOLLOWER”,
“Another Magus”,
So that our Earth
Is not left
Without its “Link” to the Sky.
The Old Magus:
– My beloved People,
I have not betrayed you
Nor have I traded
Faith,
But I have “FULFILLED IT”
In its much anticipated
IMAGE.
CHRIST’s Apostle,
Andrei,
Has indeed been here
And has BROUGHT
CHRIST’s IMAGE,
In whose PRESENCE
I, ZALMOXE’s IMAGE,
Have kneeled
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And have taken off
“My Magus Robe”
And have received
“The NEW ROBE”
As “PRIEST of CHRIST”.
The warrior becoming insistent:
– Magus, you must die
For this change!...
But before
Leave us a “Magus Follower”...
The Old Magus:
– My Beloved People,
I obey the “Judgement”...
Choose three warriors
Who, blindfolded,
Should throw me into the Spears
As demanded by our tradition of
The sending
Of ZALMOXE’s messenger
And if I am “RECEIVED”
By the Spears,
It means that I will “GO”
Up to ZALMOXE,
To whom I will “HAND”
“My Christian ROBE”
To replace that of a Magus,
“The ROBE of the Dacian Soul ”,
Which begins
A “NEW BIRTH”
Of “Immortal LIFE”
Just as it “HAS BELIEVED”

From the times of the Old
Ancestors
That this “GREAT DAY”
Will “COME TO BE”.
O, how “glad”
ZALMOXE will be
When he takes
“CHRIST’s ROBE”
Which has in it
The “Weave”
Of this Earth!
More Dacian warriors:
– Old-Man Magus,
You frighten us
With the “NEW Christian
IMAGE”!...
We do not yet understand
This MYSTERY...
The Magus:
– My Beloved People,
The time will come
When you will “HEAR”
From the Soul itself
“The VOICE of CHRIST”,
And then you will “Avow”
“The NEW Faith”
As the FULFILMENT
Of our Ancestral Faith.
The “Fabric” of this Earth
Has now Grown

And, behold, as it is proper,
I, Priest-Magus,
Should carry out
The first “BAPTISMAL”
Of “the Promised LIFE”.
From now on, my People,
You will have “the FOLLOWER
Of the PRIEST OF
CHRIST”.
I, the Magus,
The Last DescendantFollower of Zalmoxe,
Have become
“The First PRIEST of CHRIST”,
An Image I shall avow
With “my very SACRIFICE”,
Which is no longer “death”,
But “Immortal LIFE”.
I will “TAKE” to ZALMOXE
“Dacian Christian Earth”
And this “Handful of Earth”
Will be “the BEGINNING
Of the much anticipated
BIRTH”.
The Dacian warriors:
– Who is “the NEW PRIEST”
Who will “FOLLOW” you?
The Magus:
– He will be called ANDREI
After the Name of the Apostle
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Who has BROUGHT us
CHRIST.
I myself have
My New Name Andrei,
Instead of that of Zalmoxe.
And now perform
The Ritual of
“the Messenger of
ZALMOXE”.

“Your Holy Blood”
Has “LIFTED this Earth”
To the Sky-Heaven,
Turning into
“The ROBE of ZALMOXE”
Who from now on
Will no longer be “Deity and
Wise man”,
But the PRIEST of CHRIST.

– Magus,
Last FOLLOWER of Zalmoxe,
You have become
The first Dacian Christian
MARTYR!

Only CHRIST
Is the TRUE
And ONLY GOD
Of Heaven and Earth.

The Deities lose their image
*
In Judea a comet appeared which can be seen even in broad
Daylight. There has never been something like this before. All kinds
of rumours are whispered, some of them ill-omened. Particularly at
King Herod’s court there is mounting fear.
Here come as well Three Magi in Jerusalem. They ask to see
Herod. They inquire about the birth of A GREAT KING, foretold
by the very Comet that everyone can see.
Herod, scared, commands that they should be received in all
dignity. A translator accompanying the Magi reiterates the Great
News to Herod and asks him: “where is the place the GREAT KING
was born?”. They must have thought that it was “Herod’s Son”
himself. Herod, so as to disguise his rage, answers grinningly that he
himself has heard of the news, particularly since the sign of the
Comet is a testimony of that. And that he himself is trying to find out
the place. He orders that a royal guard accompany the Magi. He also
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summons the Bishops Ana and Caiafa and the other members of the
Temple to discuss the matter. Many recently established religious
sects were talking about the Coming of the MESSIAH. Could it be
really HIM?... There are also other rumours around the Temple, that
some Lights can often be seen in the Holy Altar, even some Angels
which appear to be performing a secret ritual...
**
Great turmoil in the Great Pyramid of sacred Egypt. The Great
Deity from the Mystery chamber died last night.
The grand statue fell from the pedestal and its head broke. They
put it together, but it does not “respond” to the usual magical ritual.
The Spirit from the great Deity has gone... the Deity has died... All the
people that are close to the Pyramid are frightened and restless. The
pyramid was considered “the prefiguration of immortality”. And
behold, death has started with the great deity itself, considered immortal.
The next day other Deities are found fallen and broken. All the
more, the images on the stone walls are inexplicably peeling off of
them. The culmination comes with the news that the Great Priest of
the Pyramid has paralyzed. He cannot speak, he is only making
incomprehensible gestures... They urgently call for the “successor”, a
dignified and grim young man. He is kneeling before the old priest to
receive his “follower’s anointment”... The dying old man does not
know anymore to put his hand on the head of the new Priest... The
others put his hand for him... but, who knows the “magic formula”
for transmitting the “spirit of succession”... Has the new Priest received
the “successor’s spirit” or has he not? A quivering horror besets all of them.
The Great Deity has died, the Great Priest is dying, the Successor
does not truly receive the “spirit of priesthood”... What is it being
prophesied?
The sacred Egypt no longer has “the spirit of the Deities”... the Priesthood of
the Pyramid has ceased....
On the third day the great Priest is buried. The king is also ill and
cannot attend the funeral, a grandson replaces him... The new Great
Priest is pale and does not seem to have anything sacerdotal in him...
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The Magus who took part in the search for the Great King born
in Judea has just arrived. He was the rightful “successor” but, since he
was missing, the third one took his place. The Pilgrim Magus has a
special “Light” on his face which shines upon all. Most of them are
under the regret that he was not the one to receive the “succession”
of Great Priest.
Outside, next to the great Pyramid, the Sphinx no longer has the
glitter in his eyes that he used to have... he seems to have suddenly
grown old... His penetrating smile is hardly visible anymore...
***

In the great India, the Pilgrim who brought offerings to the
Great King born in Judea is arriving. He had met with the Magus of
Egypt and with another Magus of Thrace, by chance, during his
journey to Egypt.
Once he has reached India, tired, he hears all kinds of news. The
statues of the Deities from the Temple fall down and break into
pieces. The Deities do not respond most of the time, as if their “spirit
has died”. Very many Wise men, even young ones, die suddenly. One
can notice all over that the number of demonized people has
increased. Even in noble, respectable families, there appears some
member possessed by evil spirits... In the streets madmen grow in
numbers and epileptics get seizures that are more and more violent
and frequent.
The Great Lama recently died.
The new Lama seemed to be impossible to find and many people
were panicking. The Comet of the Birth of the Great King from
Judea was also visible in India.

The ICON unpainted by hand
The Magus from Thrace was returning joyful and with an
impetus of “NEW LIFE”. He had received a “Wimple” from the
MOTHER of “the INFANT King” recently Born in Judea.
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Wonderful, Her IMAGE with the INFANT King in Her Arms was
imprinted on it. He was walking as if he was flying with a “GODLY
GIFT” for his foreign and remote land. He will take it directly to the
Court of his King. However, the Dacian King and his courtiers hide it
for fear of a “new deity”. Wonderfully, the second Day, the Wimple
with an even brighter IMAGE on It REVEALS Itself over the
Citadel for everyone to see.
From then on, this “IMAGE of Mystery” REVEALS Itself in
different places, shows Itself and seals Itself in Mountain rocks, on Trees, on
Walls of Houses, and many people start to BEAR the IMAGE at their Bosom.
All the more, at those Revelation Places, New Settlements,
Hermitages and Monasteries have started to be built, which now have
other Priests, “the NEW PRIESTHOOD” of the DIVINE INFANT
from the ICON.
The last Magus – the Great Priest had died as “sacrifice brought to
Zalmoxe”, to Avow the “NEW PRIESTHOOD”.
The great DEITY – Zalmoxe was now replaced by “the NEW
DIVINE IMAGE of the GODLY INFANT” who was Born in the
world which thus “PASSED into another HISTORY”...
There was increasing talk of “a NEW Birth of the world”,
precisely through the BIRTH of this INFANT, who, they say, is the
SON of GOD Himself, Who now COMES into the world to “LIGHT
it completely”, to remove it from “the turmoil of deities and spirits”.

Birth, The FIRST LITURGY of one’s own Life
*
The Union of two Parents
Begets my Body.
The Seat where my Newly created
Soul
Will Dwell.
O, what Mystery this Body is,
Water-Earth, Flesh and Blood,

Which makes me KIN with the
World!
In this Body
The Image of my Parents
Is Being Imprinted,
Together with the Inheritance
Of a whole Nation...
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At the same time, I am
KIN with the very Stars Above,
With the last blade and
With the smallest Being-Creature.

Flesh is the Mystery wherein
The Whole World is gathered
As Memory
And the Blood is still another
Mystery
Wherein all Kinship Flows.
That is why my Body is first
Begotten,
Just as Thou MYLORD
Hast First created Adam’s Body.
The Body, Earth turned into
Flesh and
Water into Blood,
Is the very First ASSEMBLING of
The Image of the World,
So that the Soul
Which Thou then dost Create
Should have the Image of Creation.
The Body is the Signet
Of the Image of Creation
And through it Thou Thyself
Dost MEASURE the World.
My Parents give me my Image of
Creation,
But they cannot give me Soul
And the Mystery of my Being is
The UNION of the two
Likenesses
Of GOD and of Creation.
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**
Thus, the DAY of my Begetting,
Is the DAY of my LITURGY of
Birth.
My begetting from my Parents
Is the PROSPHORON which
Ascends all the way UP
And goes to the HEAVENLY
ALTAR
Where the LITURGY of the Saints
Is Served.
Many PROSPHORA-Begettings
come
And each Saint who Serves takes
One...
Each Saint sees what Image is
In the PROSPHORON,
Knowing that by Choosing it
he will ADOPT it,
Taking upon himself the
WOUNDS
Of his “sins”...
The PROSPHORON of my
Begetting
Thus enters
The CHURCH from ABOVE,
the Image of
The MOTHER OF GOD
Who RECEIVES all
PROSPHORA...

SHE is the FIRST to see
the Image of
The PROSPHORON,
And how sinful he is...
O, MOTHER OF GOD,
Thou hast seen my Image
And, behold, Thou hast begun to
weep...
Thou hast seen the deluge
Of inherited sins,
And the ones I would make in
my Life,
But Thou hast been the First
who CARESSED
the PROSPHORON...
Thou hast KISSED IT then,
Becoming through this gesture
My HEAVENLY MOTHER.
Thou, MOTHER OF GOD
hast chosen an Angel
And with Tears in Thy Eyes
Thou hast asked him...
– Please, take this
PROSPHORON,
Take it for the LITURGYSERVICE and be
Its GARDIAN...
And the Angel took my
PROSPHORON
To the ALTAR OF
LITURGY...

Where a Saint was just performing
SERVICE...
He took it in his Hands,
Looked at it for a long time,
He wanted to refuse it several
times...
But a Tear fell on it...

“O, Saint, who took
My PROSPHORON,
You have received me as a Son,
forever”.
***
And the Saint who chose
My PROSPHORON
Starts the LITURGY...
Lifts it UP where
LORD JESUS CHRIST Himself
Receives it in His GODLY
HANDS
SPEAKING a WORD of
MYSTERY,
To which
The HOLY SPIRIT Himself
comes
And takes the PROSPHORON
in His HANDS
With a SIGH of GREAT
COMPASSION...
– HEAVENLY FATHER
Give Life to One more Soul.
My WORD has Conceived it
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And so has the HOLY SPIRIT,
Let Thy BLESSING Be
So that a New Life Resurrect...
And the Saint Serving the Liturgy
cuts
The LAMB from the
PROSPHORON
And the LAMB sheds BLOOD
Which He puts in the
CHALICE...
O, what Daunting Mystery,
The LAMB is covered with
WOUNDS
With bitter sorrows...
They are my Wounds,
From inherited sins,
They are my Wounds, from
The sins that I would commit,
Which are now foreseen and
Uncovered...
And these Wounds HURT
The BODY of CHRIST
GODLY BLOOD Spills
And mixes together with
My Blood
And in the MYSTERY
CHALICE
They become UNITED and
AKIN...

Here in the CHALICE of
MYSTERY
Behold, I get Born as a Soul,
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A CHILD, New-Born for Life,
How Daunting, I bear
The BODY of CHRIST
TOGETHER with HIM
Who bears my body...
As an INCARNATION
ONE into the OTHER,
TOGETHER Two
Intertwining...
O, MYSTERY of the
LITURGY of LIFE!...
SON of GOD,
Through A CERTAIN WORD
Thou hast Created My Soul
SEALING it with It
In the depth
As HEART-IMAGE of GOD.
O, ALLHOLY SPIRIT
A CERTAIN BREATH of
Thine
Got SEALED and set
My HEART in motion.
O, absolute FATHER,
Thy BLESSING
Hast UNITED
The THREEFOLD SIGNET
And my New Soul was
Begotten.
And through the LAMB
cut out from

The PROSPHORON,
BLOOD of GOD and
Created Blood
My Soul was Incarnated.
The LAMB, GOD’S
THREEFOLD LOVE,
The LAMB, Love for Creation too,
The LAMB, Love of the
CHURCH,
The LAMB, Heaven and Earth in
UNION,
The LAMB, Soul and Body
AKIN,
The LAMB, MYSTERY above
Nature/Creation,
The LAMB, MYSTERY of
LITURGY
The LAMB, MYSTERY OF
MYSTERIES – EUCHARIST.

To the HEAVEN where
the CHURCH from UP-there is,
Where a Soul would be Born.
The Body is The Signet
Of the Image from Down-here,
The Soul is the SIGNET
Of the Image from UP- There
I am, therefore,
a UNION of HEAVEN and
Earth.
The Begetting of my Soul
Is through a CREATING
WORD
And through a BREATH
Of the HOLY SPIRIT
With the FATHER’S
BLESSING,
THE SIGNET of the IMAGE
of GOD.

****
What am I the New Born?
I am a Body Begotten by Parents
With the Image of Creation
And Kinship of Nation
And an Inheritance of Virtues and of
“sins”,
Gathered within flesh and blood,
PROSPHORON of Earthly
CHRCH.

The WORD is the Image
Of the HEART and the BLOOD
Of the PROSPHORON and the
Chalice,
Of the Earth and of the Water.
The SPIRIT is the Image of the
LIFE-RITUAL,
THE BLESSING is the Image
of Creation.

And this PROSPHORON has
a DESTINY to RISE to the
SKY-HEAVEN.

Therefore my New Born Soul
Has the SIGNETLIKENESS of WORD,
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It has LIFE-LIKENESS of
SPIRIT,
Within UNION of BLESSING.
And the DESTINY of my
Created Being
Is Life of Earth and Life of
Heaven,
In the CHANTING of WORD
and VOICE of SPIRIT
In EUCHARIST –
COMMUNION together.
*****
I THANK THEE, LORD,
for Creating me,
Although Thou hast seen
I wasn’t worthy of LIFE...
Thou, FIRST, hast taken me,

In the SACRIFICE of Thy
CROSS,
The MOTHER of GOD
ADOPTED me
As Son of the CHURCH,
An Angel wanted to be my
Guardian,
And a Saint chose to become
My PROTECTOR...
While down-here some Parents
And a Nation
Made me HEIR
Of the MYSTERY of LIFE.
PRAISE to Thee, LORD,
PRAISE to Thee
MYSTERY of LOVEEUCHARIST.

PRAISE to all the Saints
O, Saints who love GOD
And do not let yourselves be enslaved by evil,
Who truly prove yourselves
Worthy of the One Who Created You...
O, GOD loving Saints,
You are like us haunted by weaknesses,
But You BELIEVE so completely
In that boundless LOVE,
That Nature becomes ABOVE-NATURE
And You never fall out of GOODNESS.
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O, Saints, You are the Ones who do not fall out of LOVE!
But the greatest MIRACLE
Is that You TAKE the sinful within Your Sainthood
for Salvation...
*
The Saints are the Prototype Parents of the Created World
They say, Mystically, that we have:
GOD as SUPRACOSMIC FATHER;
Saints, as Prototype Cosmic Parents;
Our micro-cosmic-individual Parents.
These are not Hierarchies but HYPOSTASES of Creation.
Herein lies the Mystic and the Theology of the Existential-Essential
Image of Creation.
Each of us must Acknowledge, first and foremost, GOD as the
FATHER, the One who creates us Existentially-Essentially. Our
Existential-Essential Soul is directly Created by GOD, who Incarnates
in the Body which gets born from Human Parents. But, it is not
merely that. We could not be Created as Souls essentially, if GOD
could not foresee that we might be “Saints” who deserve to be
Created. (GOD can only Create something Saint, as Saint HIMSELF
is.) Or, we could still be Created, if we are “under the protection” of
A Saint, through whose Life we can receive Life too. Hence the
traditional memory, that we are each of us also the Sons of A Saint.
That is where the Baptismal Name comes from, it is the Name of A
Saint, whose Sons-Daughters we are and we will be. There is an even
more meaningful tradition, for those who keep the custom through
which each Family should have a certain PATRON, through whom
the descendants can be born, through whom descendants can have
Life. Or there is the custom that the first born should bear the Name
of A Certain Saint, which is kept throughout generations. For
instance the names of Gheorghe or Dumitru, or for the female side,
the name of Maria or Paraschiva, etc. It is the very memory of this
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Mystery, of the Life through Saints. There is yet another tradition, for
the Families who cannot have children, to look in their family tree for
the most frequent Name and to re-use it as PATRON, with the
promise that the child would be Named after the respective Saint. Or
if there is “death” among the Children of the family, the Name of A
Saint should be given, the most used one, or A Saint should be
chosen as PATRON and kept as such from generation to generation.
Hence the tradition of the PATRON Saint of every family, through
whose intercession Life and protection is received. [...]
We too, all who are born, are within the “Filiation” of a Saint.

LORD, within me first there is Thy MERCIFULNESS,
Then there is the Prayer of the MOTHER of GOD and of the Saints,
Especially the prayer of my Saint and of my Guardian Angel,
In whose Bestowal I have been Created and born.
There is also the sigh of my earthly people
And most specifically the sigh of Parents whose Destiny is for me
to Redeem.
Within me there is Thy IMAGE like a GODLY SUN,
There is a Candle, the IMAGE of the MOTHER of GOD,
There is also a Saint’s Candlestick and a Parents’ Torch
And within these Lights there is my Life.
Thy IMAGE I must Prostrate to,
In the Candle I must pour the oil of my Faithfulness,
In the Candlestick I must always kindle the Torch
And within this Service I must always be present.
I must be like a personal Church
With the ALTAR of the MINISTRATION of Your IMAGE.
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The Calling of mystery
Aurel was not yet ten years old when his Grandfather took him
to the Monastery in the Mountains for the first time.
Grandfather, white-haired and stooping, like Father-Christmas,
but with clear and vivid Eyes, would often go to the Monastery in the
Mountains, where they say he had wanted to become a hermit monk,
but his sick and widowed Mother had stopped him.
– Petrică, do not leave me, for it will be a great sin. If it was GOD’s will
that I only have one Child, you must “continue” our Kind and maybe your longing
will also be fulfilled through a Child or Grandchild. Keep your “Calling of Mystery”
and seed it within the one who will make it bear “Fruit”, who will be “the
Incarnation of your Other Heart”.
Thus Grandfather got married, had three boys and four girls, but
in none of them was there “the Sign of the Calling of Mystery”.
Grandson Aurel seemed to have something… he was the orphan
of his middle Daughter who, paradoxically, upset him the most. She
married several times, lately she ran off with a stranger. They said she
had learned spells and died, some say in a bout of madness, others
said she was killed. She gave birth to Aurel just before she ran off and
he, Grandfather, raised him with great difficulty, especially because he
was frail and always stalked by death. It seemed that little Aurel was
made for “another world” and this was precisely what gave Grandfather
hope, that finally, “his dream of Mystery” would be fulfilled by him.
Even from an early age a Mystery could be observed in Aurel which
was growing together with the boy.
– Grandfather, you promised you would take me to the Monastery where you
wanted to stay yourself and there to meet the Hermit in the Mountains who would
be “my Father of Mystery”, the one with the Image of “Earth and Sky-Heaven”
together. Grandfather, ever since you talked to me about the Sky, “something”
entered my heart which is growing as I grow. It is both “a Voice and an Image”,
just like the one in our old and faded ICON, whose Face you can no longer see,
but who sometimes shows himself to me with a likeness just like you say, as it
would be at once both from Earth and from another world.
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Our ancestral ICON is being worm-eaten and melting into a
yellowish ash day by day. But I can see “Some Living Presence”
which keeps It with a Power of Mystery. When I am at Prayer Before
It, “That” Image shows Itself to me like a “Holy Old-Man Calling
me”. O, what Joy comes out of this Calling!...
Grandfather was frightened at first lest it should be some death
omen for the little grandson, but he found strength in the hope that
“his Mystery” was bringing fruit within little Aurel. He must put him
to the “genuine test”, that is, take him to the Monastery in the
Mountains and there everything would be revealed… He learned
from a neighbour that now, for the Pentecost, the Hermit from the
Cave would come too. O, GOD, if only his little grandson Aurel
could meet the Old-Man Hermit! He did not know whether it was the
one who had come almost fifty years ago, when he too had wanted to
remain in the Monastery… Back then it was also a great Holy Day
and lots of people and, as much as he had tried he couldn’t talk to
him. The Hermit was quite young too, but everyone called him “the
Old-Man from the Cave”, as the Follower of the Old Hermit who
had died not long before.
If Aurel met with the Old-Man Hermit, it would be a sign of the
Calling of Mystery.
Tradition says that every Family-Line must have an “Old-Man”,
who is the “Other Heart” of the respective Family. Without him the
Family-Line would soon perish.
The Image of Old-Man is a great Mystery!
Grandfather’s Family-Line seemed to perish from a terrible curse.
Out of his seven children only one was still alive, while his
grandchildren were all sickly and under the same dreadful threat.
What heavy sins seemed to stop their Life?... None of his ancestors
was ever a “Family’s Holy Old-Man”. Every Family-Line must have a
Holy Old-Man, who, they said, was the “Other-Heart”, the one that
remains Immortal and out of which the Lives of the other
descendents spring. GOD does not Create other Souls for the
Descendants, if the respective Family-Line has no Holy Old-Man,
because only a LOVE for GOD can Bear an earthly Love. Life is a
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LOVE Incarnated. The Heart is the very Image of the Incarnated Love. The
Heart has within it the Two Loves, GOD’s and the world’s, within a
UNION of Mystery. Sin rips the Heart in two and separates the Two
Loves. Their reunification cannot be accomplished through the same
Heart, but through the Other HEART of MYSTERY, which would
entwine with the “split” Heart of the fallen Man.
It is a great Mystery this Other HEART, which is the Image of the
Saints. Every Family-Line must have a Saint, so that through the
HEART of Mystery Life can be again in the split heart of the world.
The Old-Man is the Image of the one who Incarnates the HEART of Mystery.
Man is “UNION of Sky and Earth”, as Heart of Heaven; by
losing it he also lost the Image of Heaven. Behold that one can gain
“Another HEART” which brings back the Image of Heaven outside Heaven.
Grandfather was experiencing abundantly the Mystery of “the
Other HEART”.
“LORD, if Sky-Heaven and Earth do not UNITE, there is no Fulfilment
of Life”.
In the tradition of the place 4 , the Image of Old-Man is this
Mystery. The Image of Old-Man is the Image at once of Earth and of Sky
in UNION, as SON of the “Two Worlds”. Its origin is in the Bible,
in the Prophet’s Foresight who sees the OLD ONE who,
paradoxically, is White-haired but with a YOUNG FACE. Thus, the
SON of GOD is the very Mystery of this Image. The Image of OldMan is not that of GOD the FATHER nor of SON, but of the
Mystery UNION of both Images, as a Supra-natural paradox
achieved by the SON of GOD in the Mystery of the Creation of the
World. The SON of God is the Incarnation of the FATHER’s Heart
in UNION with His own Heart of a SON. The FATHER reveals His
Face through the Image of the SON and the Image of the SON
through the Image of the FATHER. This “Supra-natural Vision” is
revealed in the Image of Old-Man, Image of Young SON with the
Long-Hair of the Old-FATHER and Image of Old FATHER with
the Hands and Eyes of the Young-SON.
4

As a Carpathian autochthonous character/way.
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Quite a long time did it take Grandfather to somehow
understand this Mystery of the Image of Old-Man, who UNITES the
past with the present and makes it into the infinite Future.
– Know this, Aurel, said Grandfather to his grandson, at the Monastery
you must see the Mystery of the Image of Old-Man. All the Monks, whether they
are Young or Old, have the Mystery Image of Old-Man, of the Union of Heaven
and Earth, of Father and Son, of GOD and World. Make sure you try to see
the Face of Old-Man.
Normally they call him Father or Avva, but in our Carpathian
tradition this means Old-Man5.
And Aurel wondered greatly at this paradox.

The Encounter with the Old-Man Hermit
Finally, the great Day of the Pentecost arrived when Grandfather
and Grandson came to the Monastery. For Grandfather who knew
the place it did not seem to be unusual, but for Aurel everything was
from “another world”.
A “Thrill of the SPIRIT of Mystery” pervaded him from head to
toe. Something inside his Self seemed “Consonant” with this “Place
of Monastery”. Was it that his Calling was to become a Monk too?...
His attention was for now to the great moment of the meeting
with the Old-Man Hermit. Everyone was talking about the Mystery of
the Old-Man Hermit. They say the present Old-Man Hermit wasn’t
too old, he even looked younger considering he was going on seventy.
His name was Neofit, his Monk Name, the same as the First OldMan Hermit from the old days who was thought to be the Father of
all Old-Men Hermits in this region. They also say that he was the one
who had built the Monastery. Hence, the immutable tradition of the
place which sees the Old-Man Hermit as a HOLY FATHER. Thus,
5

The name of Moș (Elder/Old-Man) is a Mystery of the Carpathian area. It is
where the name Zalmoxe comes from, from Thraco-Dacians, who is in fact „the
Old-Man God-Deity”.
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the Monastery pivots on the authority of the Old-Man Hermit and
everything rests on his “Advice and Foresight”. It is tradition that the
Future Old-Man Hermit should first be a Monk in the Monastery and
from there to be “chosen” as “Summoned” of the “Spirit of
Hermitage”. From among those endowed with “SPIRIT”, after
several spiritual tasks, some were given the opportunity to often
remain in Hermitage with the Old-Man Hermit, where it could be
revealed how much Soul alacrity they held. Other Hermits lived along
the Old-Man Hermit, but they were merely of the Monastery. The
Follower of the Old-Man Hermit was only “One”, who could
Incarnate entirely “the SPIRIT of Mystery” of the Image of OldMan Hermit.
Furthermore, the “Follower” was sent for a while to the Holy
Mount Athos in Greece, whence he came back, and only then did he
receive the “Succession” of Old-Man Hermit. The tradition was
preserved from the times of the Thraco-Dacians, when Zalmoxe’s
“Follower”, and after him the follower of the “Great Priests”, had
had to “travel” in “the Lands of the Sage”, after which he was
established as “Divine Sage” of His People and, at the same time,
“One” of the Sages of the World. The Old-Man Hermit was thus a
true “Erudite”, who knew all the Languages and Tongues, both those
of the invisible Soul and those of the visible world. The Old-Man
Hermit held together within him both a “Soul of Sky-Heaven” and a
“Soul of Earth”, with the specific “Soul of the People”. He was
GOD’s “Chosen one” on Earth and, at the same time, “the People’s
Chosen one”, through which GOD “Revealed” Himself in the World
and the World could “See” the DIVINE Ones.
They say that these lands were a “Place of the secludedHermits” ever since “the days of old”, since ancient times.
Christianity was “grafted” onto this “Old Root” and it “Bred” a
“Specific-Breed” through which “the Spirit of the Earth United with
the Christian HOLY SPIRIT” and “INCARNATED CHRIST” in
“the Carpathian Manger”, among “Thraco-Dacian and Daco-Roman
shepherds”.
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There have always been “Hermits and Monks” who at the same
time were distinguished by their “characteristic of ‘ICONARI’”. Not
so much in the sense that they were painters of Icons but in their
“way” of Life. There is talk of a “tradition” that in this Place there
was “the last follower” of the last “Priest of the Dacians”, after the
conquest of the Romans led by Trajan. The Priest “hid” in the
Mountains under “the Image of ‘Iconar’-Icon Bearer”. Many of the
Roman Soldiers were already Christian and sheltered those that were
Christians. They say, thus, that the Great Priest came here with an
“ICON” which represented “the Virgin Mother with CHRIST the
Child in Her Arms”. Betrayed, he was found, but when they tried to
kill him, a miracle, a “Fire” came from the ICON and the Soldiers
went blind, while he managed to escape. Moreover, on the Rock in
that place the Image of the ICON got “engraved”. Henceforth, “a
special Ritual of the ICON” was formed, which remained for
centuries as the Character of the Hermits of the place.
It is known from the historical records that Dacians, when they
died, had to grab “Earth” in their Hand, in the belief that the Soul will
not lose its “Identity”, precisely through that, as a “preservation” of
an Immortal Corporality. Some people make the analogy as a
“prefigurement” of Christ’s Resurrected Body. What is certain is that
Dacians had an ancestral Memory of an Event of Mystery, which
placed them close to Christianity.
Dacians had a “proper Religion”, even if they also adopted some
forms of so-called Gods-Deities. In an autochthonous way, the Deity
was not an “idol” but “an Apparition of Mystery clad into a BODYGARMENT also of Mystery” (which was different from material
corporality).
Dacians distinguished “the BODY-GARMENT of Mystery”
from the Body of the Soul-Spirit. As a specific “metaphysics”, they
considered Man as Soul and Body and, over those, the Unseen
“BODY-GARMENT of Mystery”. As a Mystic belief, the BODYGARMENT of Mystery was a “shared Supra-form” both of the Body
and of the Soul, wherein there could be mirrored at once the Spirit
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and the body-matter, and they also “became United” into a “SUPRABODY”, over Soul and Body, which could only be seen in the
“chosen” ones.
The whole tradition of the OLD-MAN comes from the last
Magus – the Great Priest follower of Zalmoxe who, they say, had
been one of the Three Magi who went to Bethlehem-Judea, guided by
a Star, and PROSTRATED to the BIRTH of the SON of GOD who
INCARNATED from the VIRGIN-MOTHER. He had Received a
“Wimple” from the MOTHER of the “CHILD-King” Herself, onto
which there was engraved Her IMAGE with the CHILD-King in Her
Arms […] Thus, the ICON called “not painted by hand” became the
Mystery of a Tradition which got engrained more and more.
This characteristic of “the BODY-GARMENT” over Soul and
Body was disregarded. But Christianity is well received precisely
through this vision of “the BODY-GARMENT of Mystery” wherein
the DIVINE Comes to “Reveal” Itself to the World. Christianity is,
thus, a “Fulfilment” precisely of the IMAGE of Mystery which from
now on becomes accessible to everyone.
The DIVINE “Reveals Its Face”; therein lies the great Christian
Mystery. The DIVINE cannot be SEEN except in the “BODYGARMENT of Mystery”, that is why CHRIST is not “embodied
Deity” but “GOD INCARNATED”. The BODY-GARMENT is
“DIVINE and Creation in Supra-natural Union” as “SUPRABODY” above all.
So, they say that the ICON was “the first step” through which
Christianity entered Dacia.
When word got spread that “GOD had INCARNATED”, it was
a “confirmation” of “the Belief in the BODY-GARMENT of
Mystery” of the DIVINE.
The ICON, brought by the Magus, had this very “BODYGARMENT of Mystery” through which It Revealed Itself often.
Thus, “the ICON not painted by any hand” became “the SOUL” of the
Life of this Carpathian land.
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**

They were all eagerly waiting for the Old-Man Hermit to come.
There was the custom that he would sit on a Chair at the Church
entrance and people would pass in Front of him and Kiss the ICON
of MYSTERY which he Held in his Arms and which was the
Reminder of the Miracle Worker ICON of the Hermits of the place
where they say there was the last Magus-Priest of the Dacians who
become Christian. They say that the entire Spirituality and Holiness of
the Old-Man Hermit was linked to the MYSTERY of this ICON. He
would Daily perform a Certain RITUAL of the ICON and that
represented all his Life. All the close Followers of the Hermit did the
same. Each of them had to bear at their Bosom an ICON of the
MOTHER of GOD. There was also another custom from old days in
these parts, that upon Meeting the Old-Man Hermit, every Family
should bring the House ICON and Touch with it the ICON at the
Hermit’s Bosom to receive the GREAT SPIRIT. That is why the
Old-Man Hermit came to the Monastery on Pentecost, the Descent
of the HOLY SPIRIT.
Thus, early in the morning, at the crack of Dawn, everybody had
to be in Church where a Group of Monk-Priests first Served the
LITURGY of the Great Holy Day of the Pentecost, followed by the
special Vespers with the Distinct Prayers to the HOLY SPIRIT. The
Liturgy was also Served by the Old-Man Hermit dressed in White
Garments and Bearing, hanging by his Neck, the ICON of the
MOTHER of GOD which covered almost his whole Chest. All the
Churchgoers with their House Icons were taking part, kneeling, to the
Godly Service. It was something astounding. The Canticles in the
Church and the Priests’ Answers from the ALTAR seemed truly a
UNION of Sky-Heaven and Earth.
Grandfather was kneeling and holding Aurel in his arms who, in
his turn, was holding the ICON of the House as a valuable Treasure.
Grandfather was ceaselessly and quietly crying while Aurel was standing
as if rapt within the HOLY SPIRIT. He was watching the Old-Man
Hermit, from whose ICON “Something of Mystery” was really glowing.
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He had heard from a Monk in the Monastery that the Old-Man
Hermit actually had the ICON Grown from his Bosom and while on
the outside it seemed a regular ICON, it was really the very
MYSTERY of his Soul. They say that only then can you be “the
Hermit’s Follower” when the ICON will start “to Grow” out of your
Bosom. He was so impressed by this fact that in his Heart a Joy and
at the same time a fear started to appear… That Monk also said that
your Heart must be the “Earth” out of which the ICON-Tree of
LIFE should then Grow. The Old-Man Hermit had the ICON of the
TREE of LIFE fully Grown, out of which now there came the
“Fruit” which others can also use.
The Voice of the Old-Man Hermit seemed to come out through
“the ICON’s Voice of MYSTERY”. It was flowing and soothing and
at the same time “FIRE of burning SPIRIT”. Aurel felt this “FIRE of
SPIRIT” and was afraid. He heard an old woman outside saying that
during the Day of the Pentecost many people fall ill, or the sick get
healed precisely through “the FIRE of the SPIRIT”. The HOLY
SPIRIT uncovers the hidden ones, also the evil and the damned are
exposed…
Many people receive the Holy EUCHARIST on Pentecost Day,
after having prepared with fasting, especially the sick. Aurel had gone
to confession at the Monastery’s Confessor and got permission to
receive the Holy EUCHARIST. He had also heard from the same
Monk that, through the EUCHARIST, inside all those with a pure
Soul, the very “SEED” from which the MYSTERY of the ICON
Grows is “Planted in their Heart”, which in many remains unseen, but in
others it is Revealed on their Bosom.
All this congestion of facts and teachings overwhelmed Aurel so
that he didn’t know any more what he was doing; he simply allowed
himself to be carried away by events.
During the Holy Eucharist some person, right in front of him,
fell down as if he was dead… The Old-Man Hermit appeared
suddenly and said:
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– How dare you approach “the BLOOD of Christ” filthy and with deadly
sins? The Great Mercifulness of the HOLY SPIRIT whose Celebration we Hold
today grants you time to cleanse… Do not let anyone approach “the BODY of
CHRIST” until they get cleansed of all sins … for instead of LIFE they will
receive “the damnation of death”…
Then, the man got up bewildered and hid in shame among in the
crowd.
He, Aurel, was next in line to Receive the Holy Eucharist. The
Hermit’s Eyes rested on him too. A Joy and a fear overwhelmed
him… He bowed his head slightly, but with his eyes set on the hermit
who was standing solemn and quiet… He seemed to become engulfed
in the Hermit’s Eyes but he found himself looking at the ICON on
his Chest, which was radiating something remarkable … When he
received the HOLY EUCHARIST he choked a little, but a slight
smile of the Hermit awoke him …
Then the Vespers followed and the Great Kneeling Prayers. The
whole crowd inside and outside was kneeling with their Icons held
close to the Chests. The HOLY SPIRIT WAS DESCENDING just
like it had done before over the St Apostles and rested upon Each of
the ICONS. Some bragged about seeing “TONGUES of FIRE of the
HOLY SPIRIT which entered their ICONS”… However, all were
convinced that the HOLY SPIRIT left in their ICONS “a TONGUE
of FIRE of the HOLY SPIRIT” and thus the ICONS became
“BEARERS of SPIRIT of LIFE”. And this happened especially when
the Old-Man Hermit himself was Reading one of the Great Kneeling
Prayers.
Inside Aurel a “tumult” unknown until then started suddenly …
“Two contrary Worlds” distinguished themselves inside him … He
felt a sudden weird burst to get out of the Church and run like a
madman and to furiously throw the ICON from his Arms… He was
terrified at himself… He held the ICON tightly at his Bosom.
– I will never let you go, ICON, from my Bosom! I will Bear you at my
Neck, day and night, even if you “burn” me, even when there is a “hole”, until it
pierces my Heart, until I die… I “VOW” this and I will never break my promise!
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Aurel found himself to be “another” person … He was no longer
the frail grandson of Grandfather… He was starting up a “Life and
death Battle” … From now on he knew what he wanted, he knew
that nothing would turn him back…
At the end of the service they all seemed “drunk with HOLY
SPIRIT” … as the Scripture says…
***
Another great event followed, which was in fact the “Waiting of
MYSTERY”, the moment when Each person passed in Front of the
Old-Man Hermit and kissed the ICON in his Arms.
The long service and the delay caused by the crowd exhausted the
majority of the people, but they all made a last effort, some of them
literally crawling.
The Old-Man Hermit was going to come out of the ALTAR
with his ICON in his Arms and to sit down on the prepared Chair,
right at the entrance. The crowd started cramming but a Monk was
sternly making order… Each of them had to patiently pass in Front
of the Hermit to kiss the ICON and to say in few words their “plight
and sorrow” …
Aurel placed himself right next to the Monk who, unexpectedly,
did not chase him away, he even offered to help … A special sign for
him… He was able to watch everything and to stand right in Front of
the Hermit…
Until the Hermit arrived, the Monk started to tell the crowd
about a man who, after he died, went to hell with his ICON hanging
at his Neck.
A Man after death was taken to hell, but he, unlike others, was carrying an
ICON at his Neck which, miraculously, could not be removed.
The gatekeeper of hell tried to tear it away, but he couldn’t.
A demon was urgently sent to Lucifer’s chair.
‘A man came with his idol at his chest… What do we do?...’
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‘What idol, dark one, I do not understand?’
‘The idol…the idol…’ and with fits he was trying to pronounce a name
which seemed to hurt him.
‘Tell me at once, or I will punish you harshly!’
‘Someone with the ICON at his chest…’ and saying that he was trembling.
‘What do we do?’
‘Tear it away from him!’
‘We cannot …’
‘Bring him here.’
And with the help of a crowd of demons, the Soul of the Man was brought in
front of Lucifer’s chair. It was a Man in his fifties, tall and wilful. His Eyes
looked as if he had been crying a lot and he had great sorrow on his face. At his
Chest he was carrying an ICON of the MOTHER of GOD with the Child
CHRIST in her Arms.
‘Why are you carrying the “idol” at your Chest, evil one? Do you not know
that your Synods forbid it?’
‘The ICON is no idol, it is INCARNATION. GOD REVEALS
Himself to the World in an Image which can be Seen.’
‘Do you prostrate to wood and paint?’
‘The matter of the Body, if it DEPICTS the IMAGE of GOD, becomes
itself “Partaker of the SPIRIT” and Visible Bridge of the INVISIBLE Ones.
In the Old Testament they forbade the “Depiction”, because CHRIST had not
INCARNATED and no one knew His Image. After HIS INCARNATION
His Visible IMAGE can be ICON without being idol. Thus, the ICON is the
VISIBLE BODY of the INVISIBLE IMAGE. And the BODY which
Reveals the IMAGE becomes Partaker of the IMAGE and becomes LIVING
ICONIC, meaning “ALIVE through IMAGE”. Idol is “image confused with
its very matter”.’
‘You are lecturing us, wretched! Give him a hundred smacks over his mouth.’
And the demons executed Lucifer’s command.
‘Now take your “idol” off your Chest and we will pardon you for a while
from your tortures.’
‘I’, answered the Soul with blood dripping from his mouth from the beating,
‘I have always prayed to the MOTHER of GOD’s ICON, though I often fell in
great sins… Once, She even Showed Herself to me in Life, reprimanding me for
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what I was doing. Then I asked Her to help me, so that even if I went to hell, I
would not be parted from Her ICON, which I have been carrying at my Neck
since I was a Child. My grandfather, a Priest, left this ICON of the MOTHER
of GOD from generation to generation, so that the first Boy to be Born could Bear
it. I was granted this Valuable GIFT, which I never deserved… Here I am in
hell for my sins, and the Promise of the MOTHER of GOD still stands. I went
once to a Hermit and told him about it, and he replied: --“A Great GIFT you
have received! You will even turn hell into a “corner of Heaven”. It is the Mystery
of the sinful, of those who do not despair and do not forget GOD’s LOVE. And
I am praying to the MOTHER of GOD to still have Her ICON at my
Bosom, even if I go to hell.’
‘We will show you what “Heaven” you will make in hell…’
And gave command to put at his Bosom “fire straight from Lucifer’s chair”,
fire which burned even demons… But miraculously, “hell’s fire” seemed to melt
from the ICON, and the demons were powerless at that…
‘Set then the worst blackness upon him.’ And again, it had no effect, the
ICON’s IMAGE seemed to Glow even stronger.
‘Put him in the dungeon and we will see what it is to be done.’ The dungeon
is hell’s prison, where, just like in a cage, one agonizes ceaselessly.
After a while he was brought again for verdict.
‘Only you can take the ICON… idol down from your Bosom…’
‘How?’
‘Defile it, spit it, spoil it with your filth…’
‘That I cannot do. I am a sinner worthy of hell, but I still hold a scrap of
Love of GOD. Therefore, even here in hell I will PROSTRATE and I will Pray.’
‘Wretched man, do you think you can have your way in here? Your liberty
has gone up to your… Force him to spoil the “idol” by any means!’
And they tried the most elaborate methods to make him defile the ICON.
They cut him in pieces, put him in a cauldron of filth, took his dung and threw it
on the ICON, they pulled his tongue out to lick filth, forced his spit to drip on the
ICON, burned him, choked him in soot, they did everything, so that the ICON
would disappear… and they failed. Every time the IMAGE of the ICON
showed itself more clearly. Powerless, the demons stopped and deliberated, but
couldn’t find any solution.
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‘For now, said Lucifer, we keep him isolated, so that no one can see him,
until we sort it out…’
Thus, he was taken to a remote place, where what the hermit had said to him
was fulfilled, that it would be “a true corner of Heaven”. He was hoping that a
time would come when he would be taken out of hell, precisely because he could
“Pray in hell”. They say one cannot Pray in hell any more… He, with his
ICON at his Bosom, could Pray. On Earth, he would daily kindle the Candle at
the ICON and, with all his sins, he would Prostrate and ask for forgiveness.
Behold, these Prayers bore Fruit now. The ICON was “the Heaven which cannot
even be destroyed by hell”.
The Old-Man Hermit arrived. He seemed taller now, and even
statelier. He was slightly smiling, with a Gentleness distinctive of a
FATHER … He was thin and slightly bent, white-haired, aged, but he
preserved a VIVID and youthful Countenance… As it was the
Celebration of the DESCENT of the HOLY SPIRIT, it seemed as
though the HOLY SPIRIT rested Aplenty upon him and it was
particularly GLOWING from the ICON in his Arms.
The Old-Man Hermit set in the Chair and closed his Eyes while
the crowd was moving in Front of him. When people Kissed the
ICON on the Hermit’s Chest, they also told him their “plights”…
– My Mother is dying and she is cursing me…
And the Hermit Answered:
– If you do not reconcile with your Wife, you will fall into damnation…
Another one:
– My Child does not speak, does not walk…
– O, how many innocent Babies has your wife killed in her womb…
For some of them he had no answer, but they all believed that
their wish will be fulfilled…
The Hermit suddenly stopped some man from Kissing the ICON:
– Murderer and bedevilled, do not come closer… your days too are numbered…
– My daughter and son cannot marry, they have spells on them… said
someone else.
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– Put a stop to wantonness and give Remembrance for the Departed People
of your Kind, so that the sinful legacy can be undone …
And Aurel, appalled, heard all the “plights of the world”, which
were “dropped” at the Hermit’s feet and in Front of the GODLY
ICON, out of which the Soothing and healing STRENGTH
overflowed.
Towards the end he too approached to Kiss the ICON and to say
his “concern”… he could barely stand straight from exhaustion.
Grandfather went ahead sobbing loudly…
– Old-Man Avva, let it be Fulfilled what I could not fulfil… When his
turn came, Aurel went quiet… he left out a deep sigh, as if after having
finished a long and exhausting journey … the Hermit opened his Eyes,
but he closed them immediately… Aurel was expecting more…
– Old-Man Avva, here is another Son of yours…
And he fell on his knees and took the Hermit’s ICON in his
arms… the others were appalled at the child’s audacity… But the
Hermit Looked at him attentively and put his Hand on the child’s
Head… and then closed his Eyes again… Aurel Kissed the ICON
and the Hermit’s Hand. A Cry of Heavenly JOY came over him… He
kneeled again and embraced with his small Arms both the ICON and
the Hermit…
– Come, Child, be done with it… admonished him the Monk who
stood guard.
Aurel detached himself with difficulty from his Gesture…
– Old-Man Avva, give me your BLESSING to Choose a Monk’s Life…
the Hermit opened his Eyes again and pierced him with a serious
frown… and closed his Eyes again…
At last, the crowd ended. Aurel waited to make sure he got the
“consent” for entering the Monastery. If the Old-Man Hermit accepted
him, he was sure of success.
– Child, said the guardian Monk, you will have to speak to the Father
Hegumen… do not bother Old-Man Avva anymore…
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Joining the Monastery
The Avva Hegumen was very old himself and rather ill and he
did not receive anyone from outside the Monastery. But, at Aurel’s
unremitting wish to remain at the Monastery, he made an exception.
They hardly received young men in the Monastery, as they considered
that they did not have the complete “ability” to make that choice,
which required serious discernment.
The Monastery in the Mountains was not too big; it used to have
over a hundred Monks once; in those days it had about half. There
were periods when the number grew or dropped. The elders Passed
Away and replacements came in turn. Some of them did not stay, but
left after a short while.
Aurel was lead by a Father to the Most Reverend, how everyone
called the Hegumen Father. He was one of the best, most industrious
and most Spiritual Hegumens of late.
At the first glimpse of him, the Most Reverend said:
– Son, you are just a Child. We only receive men in the Monastery at a
mature age, when the mind is fully formed… We do make exceptions … I myself
entered the Monastery when I was twelve, but I had already had here my uncle, an
experienced Monk who took me under his wing… Who would take you as his
responsibility? …
– Most Reverend, please, take me Yourself!...
Everyone present laughed at Aurel’s “childishness”…
– You are asking too much of me. Who knows what “serpent” I might
grow… there have been cases. My Father Confessor, Avva Nil, took under his
wing a young man from a poor family. Not long after, he ran away and became a
criminal; he died in prison as a bedevilled… Avva Nil repented for it all his Life:
<LORD, Thou hast sent him to me so I would help him and the wretched me
hadn’t done everything in my power, or was it a temptation from the evil one to
make me a partaker of sin…> To his dying day Avva Nil wept unconsoled…
On the face of it, Son, who knows what lies within you… I see that you are rather
frail too… You had better go home and wait, to become of age…
– Most Reverend, do not forsake me!... And a most desperate sobbing
burst out of Aurel’s Bosom…
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Meanwhile, a miracle, the Old-Man Hermit entered, as he wanted
to say good-bye before going back to the Hermitage.
– Old-Man Avva, what shall I do with this Child? … the Most Reverend
attempted a bailout.
– I recognize him, he is the one who took me in his Arms, ICON and all,
yesterday… The Child has quite a big Heart… Accept him! … Courage, Son!
Where is your ICON?...
– It is at my Grandfather who is waiting outside.
– I am giving you a NEW ICON to bear from now on, until it grows roots
in your Heart… And the Old-Man Hermit took out of his bosom an
ICON on a piece of wood, which was chiselled rather than painted.
– It is an ICON made by me in the Hermitage and I did not know who to
give it to… apparently it was for you…
Aurel received it as a “most Valuable TREASURE”, Kissed it, as
he also did with the Hermit’s Hand, and then held it tight to his
Bosom…
– My Avva, from now till Eternity,
You and the ICON will be my Soul
Which is now Reborn from UNION of Sky and Earth!...
– Behold, the Child is a poet!... wondered the Hegumen. All right, Son,
if this is what GOD wants, so be it. Father Varsanufie, take him in obedience
and watch everything he does…
From the threshold, Aurel turned his Head to the Old-Man
Hermit.
– Old-Man Avva, when will I Meet you again?...
– When the ICON grows roots in your Heart… then we will
speak again…
Outside Grandfather was waiting for him weeping. Aurel threw
himself into his Arms…
– Grandfather, from now on I am in the Monastery!... I will never forget You !...
Grandfather opened his Eyes widely and suddenly let himself fell
on his knees… He took a deep breath and his Soul Flew from his
body, as though after some “fulfilment”…
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– Grandfather! Aurel became frightened…
A few men gathered around him, some Monks came too.
– He is dead, poor man, he had a weak Heart… May GOD forgive him!...
Aurel, bewildered, did not know anymore what was going on…
Father Varsanufie took him into a Room and for a few days he
remained as if in a coma… He was told that Grandfather was buried
in the Monastery’s Pauper Cemetery. O, what a joyful and bright Face
he had…everyone wondered…

Monastery Life
Brother Aurel, after his new name, was the Neophyte in
Obedience of Father Varsanufie, one of the most Spiritual Priests and
Monks of the Monastery. He had to clean a few Monk Cells daily and
to help the Paraecclesiarch Father, a gentle and quiet Monk.
Father Varsanufie was very busy with the Daily Services; in
addition he helped Father Hegumen who was mostly staying in his
Cell. Father Hegumen, although he was ill, did not miss Services. He
went into the Altar and attended devoutly all the Day Services and
Night Services, with a martyr’s patience. The strict rule of always
being at Church Services was the main virtue of the Most Reverend.
“LORD, please, he would often repeat, help me so that, until my last
breath, I can be in Thy Church where I have PROSTRATED to Thee since
Childhood. If it hadn’t been for Thy Church, my Soul would not have
ENCOUNTERED Thee. All that I have lived Spiritually was a GIFT from
Thy Church and in Thy Church I have received it all… And he would always
repeat to everyone in the Monastery: Brothers, keep yourselves close to the
Church and thus your Soul shall be ALIVE”.
So, Aurel learned the first step of Monastery Life, the Church. He
chose for himself a place by the door, more sheltered, behind a
lectern, where he was simply hiding.
From Church he would quickly go to his Cell, a small room
which had previously been a pantry. He only had a bed, a cranny
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where there were a few ICONS, and a small low stool for the
Soothing Hesychastic Prayer.
His Monastery Life truly took the IMAGE of the ICON that the
Old-Man Hermit had talked about. ‘In the Monastery’, they say he used
to say, ‘Life is the actual Living of the LIFE of the IMAGE of the ICON.’
He only met Father Varsanufie in the evening, often briefly, as he
was so busy that he did not even have time to eat… However, he
always advised him to be cautious in everything, with “proper
measure” in things pertaining both to the body and to the Soul.
– Son, do not climb straight on the roof lest you should slip and
be killed… Take it slowly, step by step and have patience to “Receive
in good time what is useful to you.” The Holy Fathers say that “the
eager ones wrongly inclined will never arrive at their destination. In the world, the
passions turn people into madmen while in the Monastery the Spiritual
craving can generate either the crazy for CHRIST or the ‘devil’s fools’”. In the
Monastery the secret is to be a Follower, which means to Receive
everything in complete obedience and to learn everything from it. Thus, my
Son, be everyone’s Neophyte and you shall “Grow Good kind of
Fruit in Good Soil”. Search always for the MYSTERY. The MYSTERY
which the harder you chase the more it runs from you and which REVEALS
itself to you only when “the Time is Ripe”.
Father Varsanufie also gave him Books. The Pateric, a Philokalic
Selection written by a Monk from Mount Athos. What surprised
Aurel was Father Varsanufie’s demand that he learned the Greek
Language, which he himself knew from his several years at Mount
Athos. Many Monks from the Monastery had been to Mount Athos,
which was considered to be “the Homeland of the Christian
Orthodox Monachism”. They say that this is where the SPIRIT of
Monachism springs from, and it will endure until the end of Time.
But the Monastic Life has its own ‘specific character’ in every
“Region and Country”. So it happens that in our Carpathian Mountains
this character is that of the “Dacian local Tradition”, with primordial
remnants translated into the ICONIC (character) cultivated by the
Spirituality of the Hermits – its Keepers. The Sinaitic Fathers, the first
Monks of Saint Anthony the Great and Saint Pachomius the Great,
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had a “Heightened Ascesis of the Body”; the Athonite Fathers are “the
Mind reflective spirits”; the character of the Russian Fathers is
predominantly that “of the Heart’s Pathos”; the Carpathian Fathers have
a specific character of a Mystic “UNION, of Soul and Body, of SkyHeaven and Earth, of DIVINE and Creation”, more particularly, the
Mystery of the ICON of CHRIST’s INCARNATION.
– So, my Son, Avva Varsanufie would warn him, discern these
characters and do not mistake them when you hear about them and do
not confuse them either. Many get entangled in them and make
devastating mistakes.
Time passed unwittingly and seemingly faster. The first Year was
one of adjustment, but starting with the second Year, there have been
some more and more distinct delineations.
But Aurel integrated so much in the atmosphere of the
Monastery that for him it became his “HOME”. All of them felt like
Brothers and Fathers by nature. Meanwhile, he also grew in stature
and he even felt more mature.
His concern was however the Spiritual Living.
The Church was the “Place” where he underwent all his intrinsic
experiences. The long Services, the lengthy staying gave him the
opportunity and patience to put in Practice what he Learned and
heard. His turmoil found its solution every single time and the
prolonged staying in Church became a “pleasure”, as in Church his
entire life unfolded untrammelled.
He discovered an essential fact: “To stay within staying”. He had
read that you had to strive to squeeze your Mind in the Heart’s
Private Chamber through Prayer, to achieve some meditation
exercises of the Mind… The Hermit’s ICONIC (way) revealed him
another way, another “PLACE”, “not in you, nor with you” but
“Beyond you and with that Beyond”. The ICON State means “staying
in Holy Prostration”, but not with your Mind or your Feeling, or with
yourself, but with the “State-of-Prostration Itself”. You would enter
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the “State-of-Prostration”, to take its “Form”, like Water into a Vase
and through that the Water does not mix with the Vase’s Material, but
becomes One with the “Form” of the Vase. “To-stay-in-the-form-of-thestate-of-Prostration”. Your Mind, Feeling and Being remain what they
are, but they take the “ICONIC Form of Prostration” and stay in it, and
every movement of theirs gets into the Form and the “Form-ofstaying” remains beyond movement or stillness.
At the long services you can no longer stay attentive with your
Mind, nor your Feeling; exhausted, they become agitated and chaotic.
But if, instead, you enter the “Form-of-static -Prostration”, they all
turn quiet and rest. The attention should not be on you (your Mind or
Feeling), but on the very “State-of-staying-in-the-state-of-Prostration”. All
else you must let flow by and if they are external they do not have
access into you and if they do, they will also take the “Form-ofstaying-in-Prostration”. Paradoxically, this “Supra-fixity” is not
contrary with either movement, or stillness. Aurel did not know how
to formulate his discovery. The Mystic “LIVING PRESENCE” of
the “ICONIC Staying in Prostration” was becoming his continuous
experience. “To stay as if inside the ICON”, it appears, is the whole
secret. Is this perchance precisely the Old-Man Hermit’s statement
about “the ICON making roots inside your Heart” and thus starting to
Grow?... Our Life is in the “Heart’s ceaseless Movement” and
consequently this is precisely where the “ICONIC IMAGE” should
be placed, so that from within there “the Tree might Grow” with all
its Fruit. So the Philokalic Tradition is true when it recommends the
Prayer inside the Heart, only in the Old-Man Hermit’s “way” it is not the
Heart that becomes the “Place and Form” of Prayer and Prostration
but “the ICONIC-of-Prostration becomes ICONIC Form and Place
for Prayer”, like a “HEART of HOLY SPIRIT”, which becomes “the
Vase of the ordinary Heart”.
Aurel wished Father Varsanufie could explain these aspects for
him more thoroughly but he rather rejected him instead.
– My Son, I have never turned the Spiritual Life into
“philosophy”… what you are doing is dangerous. I stayed in obedience
of my Father Confessor and I did what he bade me, conscientiously,
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without comment. You have a propensity for complications which
cannot lead to good… Take care…
– But Avva, read the Philokalia and you will see that this is what
the Holy Fathers were searching for, the Spiritual Mystery, without it
being the “abolishment” of the Mystery, which remains eternally…
And Avva Varsanufie left him alone, while Aurel remained with
his unappeased unrest.
In the Church Aurel would now see everything through the
“ICON’s Eyes”. The Saints painted on the walls, the Icons in the
Church, they all had the “ICONIC LIVING PRESENCE”, which
meant precisely “the-Stillness-of-staying-in-the-state-of-ICONICProstration”.
– What kind of a language is this? Avva Varsanufie would
admonish him.
– I don’t know how to describe it otherwise, Avva… the
“SPIRIT” that the Philokalic Saints talk about is “the Spiritual
Naming”, but I also want to “name” the “State of SPIRIT”…
– Son, those who want too much end up losing what they have…
When he stayed in Church, he would often let himself unwittingly
go with the flow of his thoughts, but every time it happened he could
feel how “the Saint on the nearest wall” pierced him with his
“ICONIC-Stillness”… The Saints on the walls became so very dear
to him, apparently standing “Frozen”, but in reality holding “the
ICONIC LIVING PRESENCE in its most ardent SPIRIT”.
The ICON of the MOTHER of GOD with the HOLY CHILD
in Her Arms now truly opened itself to the Mystery… The
MOTHER of GOD one half showing the Pain of the world and the
other half the DIVINE JOY, “was ICONICALLY Staying in
Prostration” to CHRIST the CHILD, who “was also Staying in
Prostration” to His Most Pure MOTHER and, from this UNION of
“ICONIC of PROSTRATION”, a VITAL silent and powerful
SPIRIT emerged.
Aurel understood that he was to do the same. Avva Varsanufie
would call it the “State within Spirit”, he, in a simpler, less spiritual
language, called it the “Staying-in–the-State-of-Prostration”.
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Aurel was experiencing moments of exultation, which rather
worried Avva Varsanufie, who knew that young people’s “soon
kindled and soon burned fire” is “destructive”.
– Son, you are beginning to worry me…You have to move on to
some heavier physical obedience tasks, to rein in your so-called
spiritual “impetus”… The Holy Fathers test Spiritual fervour by
“bodily toil” and if it is still there afterwards, it means it is real. You
will work in the Kitchen for a while, to wait on the Fathers and
Brothers. You are allowed to eat only one kind of meal, one day Sour
soup and the next only the second course… Monks who have their
obedience in the Kitchen are constantly busy, they can rarely come to
Church, so your Prayer will be your “work”. We will see what
“ICONIC-State” you will have then…
Thus, almost a month he worked as a Cook’s assistant. Father
Varsanufie talked to the Cook, a sober but rather fractious Monk,
instructing him to be as harsh on Aurel as possible… And Aurel,
right from the first day, got a good reprimand which set him
thinking… The Cook demanded that he moved quickly, did several
things at once, paid attention to everything… He even threatened to
punish him… In the evening he was good for nothing, he collapsed
exhausted. He tried to go to Church at Night, but he fell asleep and
his back started to hurt… He still wanted to prove that the
“ICONIC-State” was real, regardless of the movement… He was
wearing the Hermit’s ICON at his Bosom and he would often press it
with his hand… which seemed to give him strength…
– Why do you keep pressing your chest, boy? noticed the Cook.
Are you sick or something?
Aurel didn’t want others to know about the ICON.
While he was washing dishes and a steam of warm water
enveloped him, the Mystery of the ICON revealed itself in the new
situation… You must have the “ICONIC-Stillness” “over you and
over everything you do”… Do not amalgamate yourself and what you
do with the “ICONIC-State”, but “Clad” them all with this
“ICONIC-Supra-Form”. Everything must remain what it is, to move
or to stay, to take their different forms, you, “over all these”, give
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them the “ICONIC-Form”. Even if some things bother you and they
seem wrong to you, “Clad them in the ICONIC-State” and
paradoxically they remain what they are and at the same time they
pass into the “Iconic Supra-Form”, where they “surpass themselves
and rest themselves”. It appears that things are not destroyed because
there is this “Mystery of ICONIC-Supraform-State” which pertains to
the “Memorial of Permanency”. When you make a move, you have
the tendency to “be consumed in it”, which generates exhaustion and
forgetfulness. You do make the movement, but don’t stay in the
“movement of the move”, instead, let the movement be made, while
you keep yourself in the “ICONIC Stillness beyond all of these”.
“To Stay without you moving in the movement, but letting only the
movement that you make or that it is made move! Here is the Secret!”
And Aurel was striving to put his new discovery into Practice.
Avva Varsanufie was surprised at his “insights”, but he didn’t like
their expression, it seemed too “technical” for him…
– Son, you just don’t express yourself no-matter-how in the
Spiritual Life, but only with a SPIRIT of Mystery which imparts the
Feeling-Experience of Mystery to you.
– Tell me, Avva, how should I call them otherwise?…
– Son, you have a great propensity for “philosophy”…
– Avva, I don’t want polyloghy, but Practice… Practice becomes
in a way a “Science”, which should not fall into “self-knowledge through
one’s own capacities”, but should “Receive from the HOLY SPIRIT” all
this Knowledge.
– It seems that the coming generations will be more and more
complicated, precisely because they “amalgamate and separate their selfknowledge with the one in SPIRIT”. I realize that today’s youth is very
complicated inwardly…
The Kitchen obedience passed, nonetheless, even if with difficulty.
In a way it did him good, as he was feeling more agile physically. He
understood now why the Holy Fathers recommend in the Monastery
the interspersion of the physical work with the Labour of the Soul.
From now on, he often looked for a more physically difficult
obedience, to keep up the pace with his Soul. Avva Varsanufie
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increased the number of Prostrations he had to make in his Cell. The
Young as well as the Old Monk who no longer make Prostrations lose
half of their Spiritual Life. There were Elders in the Monastery who
were making their Prostrations sitting down, bending the Body or who
made thousands of Bows. They all said that the Prostrations or Bows
kept their Spiritual “Agility”.
Aurel was getting deeper and deeper into the Practice of the
“ICONIC-State”. Staying or working was the same “State”. He still
had many queries, though. For a while now, he started to experience
some “disquietude” unknown to him before. Avva Varsanufie replied
he would chose humbleness... only the Old-Man Hermit could give
him the true answers.
– Let me go see the Old-Man Hermit, Avva...
– When he “summons” you, that’s when you will find him...
But Aurel by all means wanted a “meeting” with the Old-Man Hermit.
So, one Morning, he wrote a few lines to Avva Varsanufie and
ran on his own to the Old-Man Avva. He didn’t know the way, but he
had the certainty that he would find him... Avva Varsanufie, when he
came back from Church, got the news with great fear... What if he got
lost and died among the rocks... what if a certain “evil spirit” would
stalk him, to stop him from his Spiritual Life... O, LORD! What
trouble your Sons can bring upon you... He had to do something... He
decided to go himself on Aurel’s trail, right that moment, at Night...
GOD, help him!... The weather was a bit rainy and cold... where
would poor Aurel sleep if he got lost?... Was this where it all ended?...
Who made him take responsibility... he should have been entrusted to
a different Confessor...

A Few moments of Hermitage
It was barely Dawn when Avva Varsanufie arrived at the
Hermit’s Cave. Aurel hadn’t arrived yet... An unrelenting despair
came over him and he started to cry like a child... The Old-Man
Hermit couldn’t understand a thing, he was waiting for him to talk...
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– Aurel, the Child, ran away to look for you and it seems he got
lost or died... LORD, what a damnation upon my Soul!... And he told
the Hermit everything about the poor Boy’s Life in the Monastery...
– Don’t be scared, Varsanufie, young men always get into
trouble... Let’s hope he will get out of it safe... The Child has some
outbursts from his inheritance which help him, but also hinder him...
Not after long, Aurel arrived, all dishevelled and scratched but
Happy and enthusiastic... He ran to the Hermit’s Feet... and he
remained motionless...
– Old-Man Avva, I will stay for Eternity in the “State of
Prostration” at your Feet!...
Avva Varsanufie sighed in relief and Thanked GOD. His
Spiritual Love forgives everything.
The hermit helped Aurel up.
– Son, you put us through a lot of trouble... Don’t ever do such
rash things...
– Forgive me!... Only now do I fully realize my mistake...
– Still, how did you find the way? Asked Avva Varsanufie...
– I met on my way a peasant who was returning to his village... he
explained the way in detail...
– It was really GOD’s DOING!...
– Old-Man Avva, Aurel threw himself again at the hermit’s Feet,
do not forsake me... for I shall die...
– For now, Son, you will stay here for a little while and you will
do what is necessary at the time being... Avva Varsanufie, return to
the Monastery and don’t worry... Aurel knows the way, he is in no
danger anymore...
In the afternoon, the Old-Man Avva came to Aurel, who was
staying in the small cell of the Cave.
– What is ailing you, Son?...
– I got Avva Varsanufie all worried for me for making too much
“Mystic of the ICON”... I began to be afraid myself...
– In the Monastery you cannot make “Mystic”, you make
“Obedience”. Many people underestimate the “Mystery of Obedience”,
which is just as deep a “Spiritual Experience”.
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– Old-Man Avva, I have tried to UNITE them, which is exactly
the “Mystery of the ICON” that Your Holiness speaks about... Most
people “become consumed by Obedience” because they become
“one with the movement” of the Obedience, which pulls them out of
the Introspection–Gathering within the Self, which is what Spiritual
Life is... they keep talking about “exterior-outer (bodily) and Interior-Inner
(Spiritual)” and most people “battle” between the two... I have searched
for a way in which “outer and Inner” are “not within themselves” but they
pass into the ICONIC “over them, beyond and without conflict”...
– And how do you do it?...
– The Mystery of the ICON you gave me revealed this fact to me
during one evening of Vigil... I was trying to pay attention, but my
Mind was tired and so was my Heart... I felt like going to bed...
I touched the ICON on my Bosom with my hand and suddenly an
uncommon SPIRIT of Peace came over me... I understood that the
SPIRIT of the ICON is to “Stay-as-if-in-the-ICON”, that is, the
“State-of-Prostration”, only not with your Mind and Feeling but with
“the state-of-Prostration itself”. It means to “Stay-in-the-state-ofProstration”. Thus, for me, the “State-of-staying-in-Prostration”
became Prayer itself and the very SPIRIT that the Philokalic Fathers
talk about... I also make Prostrations and Bows, but the “State-ofstaying-in-ICONIC-Prostration” is for me the ceaseless Pursuit,
especially at the Church Services and at physical Obedience...
– Son, you remind me of what happened to me too at Mount
Athos. I was eager to learn the “Mind’s Prayer in the Heart” and
I was sent to a close-lipped and severe Hermit that everyone avoided.
I went to him; he didn’t even answer me, but I sat next to him while
he was doing his Day and Night Prayer... Towards the Evening he ate
something and, oddly, gave me some, but still said nothing... After
more than a Week, the Hermit said to me unexpectedly:
– How can you stay such a long time in this state? I achieved this after a
labour of years and years... And I answered:
– I am “Staying-in-the-State-of-Staying”, just as I learned from my OldMan Avva... “To-stay-in-the-state-of-Prostration” is the essential “premise” and
through it you can “Stay beyond both movement and stillness”...
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– And your Mind doesn’t say anything?
– “Staying-in-Prostration” itself is my Prayer. I let Mind, Feeling and all
flow and I “Stay beyond them” but not separated from them.
– What is “GOD’s PRESENCE” for you?
– “To-stay-in-Prostration” is the IMAGE of GOD the SON and I perform
the PRESENCE of the IMAGE of CHRIST. If I perform the “State-ofProstration”, I achieve “the LIKENESS of the IMAGE of FILIATION”,
which is the “SIGNET of GOD’s BREATH” when he Created the ManAdam and which GOD places upon all the Souls of People. Some Call it the
“DIVINE SPIRIT” which GOD BREATHES into Man and makes him
“distinct” from other Beings. Thus, the ENCOUNTER with GOD and
TALKING to HIM is in this SPIRIT and out of this SPIRIT all Virtues
and all the Good emerge. The SPIRIT has a “VITAL FORCE” namely the
GRACE-GODLY LIGHT, in which all Spiritual Life is accomplished. The
Old-Man Avva of my Land says that this SPIRIT is first and foremost
“IMAGE of FILIATION”, because through the “SON-WORD everything
was made”. That is why we must “UNITE with CHRIST” and then to Rise to
the FATHER and then the HOLY SPIRIT Descends on us. The Christian
BAPTISM is the “Recovery of the IMAGE of the SON” which at the same
time is sealed by the HOLY SPIRIT, because where there is the IMAGE of the
SON, there is also the IMAGE of the SPIRIT. My Old-Man Avva
“distinguishes” within “GOD’s BREATH” the IMAGE of the SON from
the IMAGE of the SPIRIT, although they are always at once equal and present.
The IMAGE of FILIATION is the “Premise of Creation”, “through whom all
things were made”, as John the Evangelist says. Without CHRIST- the SON
you cannot have the HOLY SPIRIT. So, I “Stay-in-the-State-of-Prostration”
through which I “Actualize” the IMAGE of FILIATION which turns into
CHRIST’s PRESENCE and I “Stay” in this PRESENCE which
“Permeates me with its HOLY SPIRIT”.
– What do you know? You are a Theologian, no kidding!? told me the
Hermit... Why did you come to me, then?...
– To Learn the way you make the “Mind’s Prayer in the Heart”, which
from the little I know is really the same fact only in another “manner”... In the
Mind Prayer you must first make the Union with the Heart’s Feeling and then
“Prostrate them both to CHRIST in the HOLY SPIRIT” which Dwells in the
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Heart-Centre of our Being. Here in the Heart you “need” the GRACE of the
HOLY SPIRIT to “bring” CHRIST into your Heart. The “NAME of
CHRIST” brings the GRACE and inside the GRACE CHRISTS
REVEALS Himself too. So as far as I understood, in the Mind’s Prayer what
is important is the NAME-Memory of CHRIST, which then, through
GRACE will also Reveal the IMAGE of CHRIST. In the way of the
“ICONIC Prayer”, the way I Practise it, one passes straight to the IMAGE of
CHRIST, the “IMAGE of Filiation”, which is the “State of Prostration Itself”.
Just as CHRIST’s NAME is “SOMETHING” of CHRIST’s, so the
“State-of-Prostration” is “SOMETHING of the IMAGE of CHRIST”. The
NAME brings the GRACE of the HOLY SPIRIT, which then brings the
“Filiation” and the GRACE becomes the “premise” of the Filiation. The
“State-of-Prostration” brings directly the “Actualization of the IMAGE of
Filiation” and the “Filiation Itself is the premise of Filiation” through which at
once comes the GRACE of the SPIRIT. In ICONIC, the Image of CHRIST
is “in the foreground”, and through the IMAGE of CHRIST comes the HOLY
SPIRIT; in the other way, the HOLY SPIRIT is in the foreground and through
the GRACE of the HOLY SPIRIT comes the IMAGE of CHRIST. It is in
fact the same thing, only from a different perspective.
– But in the Mind’s Prayer the “cleansing of passions” is done at the same
time, cautioned the Hermit, because it is done “in you” and not “over you” as
it would be in your ICONIC...
– Indeed, placing SPIRITUALITY “inside your Being”, the whole “process”
occurs with the “elements” of your bodily and Spiritual Being, which become
“active” so that they can then “Rest”. In the ICONIC way, the “active process”
is not in your Being and with its elements, but with the “Supra-elements” of the
ICONIC IMAGE of Filiation “beyond” your Being. The “component-Elements”
of your Being are “CLAD” in ICONIC, in the “State-of-Prostration-of-theImage-of-Filiation” and this “ICONIC IMAGE” will reflect upon the
components of your Being which will “awaken” to their “MEMORIES of
Filiation” which will perform the “cleansing”. In ICONIC, “the PLACE
Changes”, the rest is the same. In one manner, “your Being” itself turns into
“Temple”, which through the GRACE of the HOLY SPIRIT brings GOD
and in the other manner, the ICONIC IMAGE is “Beyond your Being”,
wherein you “CLAD with the CHRISTLY Wedding GARMENT”, through
which you Partake in “the LAST SUPPER”.
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– But the “State-of-Prostration” can also be a “prostration to idols” or to the
evil one...
– The devil is incapable of “Prostration” but paradoxically, demands others
to prostrate to him... That is why the ICONIC is not “anonymous prostration”,
but a “CERTAIN-PROSTRATION-of-FILIATION, the IMAGE of
CHRIST”. The CHRIST’s NAME and His CROSS are the “Identification”
of His IMAGE. In ICONIC, the Identification is the “IMAGE of ICON”
Itself, out of which then the NAME and the CROSS emerge.
– But the Icon without a Name is no longer Icon, for the IMAGE of the
Icon is in the NAME, cautioned the Hermit.
– The ICONIC way I am talking about is like a “Mystery of an ICONIC
IMAGE Itself”, which means “CHRIST’s IMAGE of INCARNATION”.
From “the BODY of CHRIST” emerges the NAME. At the Annunciation,
the Archangel Gabriel first announces the INCARNATION of the SON and
then gives His NAME... There is a story that a Hermit permanently wore at his
Neck an ICON of the IMAGE of the MOTHER of GOD with CHRIST in
Her Arms. The devil was looking to deceive him by any means. Once he showed
himself into the “image of Christ”, full of light and glowing and the Hermit took
out the ICON from under his shirt, kissed it, wanted to “prostrate” but the vision
disappeared... The IMAGE of the ICON dispelled the deception... That is why
in my Country’s Tradition there is also this “Faith in the ICONIC IMAGE
Itself”. This is the foundation of the ICONIC Prayer which I practise.
And I stayed with the Hermit for about a Year during which I
Practised the Mind Prayer and he Practised the “ICONIC Prayer”.
The Hermit was often severe, he would scold me mercilessly... but I
learned a lot... and I am grateful to him for being a skilled “Teacher”.
**
– Son, you will have to return to the Monastery and wait for the
“time to be ripe”. Spiritual Life has some “Steps”, though, which you
cannot skip... You must go through all of them...
Now go to rest for a while and we will talk some more...
The following morning Aurel looked around more attentively to
the landscape where the Hermit lived. O, what a marvel!... A deep
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Silence, a landscape with Rocks and Greenery of evergreen Pines... a
Sky which seemed to allow itself to be bolstered on Rocky Peaks...
Old-Man Avva had been up for a long while and was saying his
usual Prayer... He was saying it outside, as it was warm and sunny...
Aurel went closer quietly and knelt beside him... It couldn’t be said
how much had passed but the Sun had risen almost for the noon...
Old-Man Avva got up and fetched the ICON of the MOTHER of
GOD from the Cave.
– Son, let us perform now the “”Hymn of the ICON of
INCARNATION”, which is the ICON of the MOTHER of GOD.
In Hermitage, Life is an ICONIC RITUAL. In the morning there is
the Cosmic LITURGICAL RITUAL; towards Noon there is the
Ritual of the ICON of INCARNATION; towards the Evening there
is the Ritual of the UNION of Sky and Earth and at Night there is
the Ritual of the KINGDOM of the HOLY SPIRIT-REPOSAL. The
Hermit must permanently perform this complex Ritual, or he will
never UNITE with the SPIRITUAL IMAGE.
And Old-Man Avva knelt in front of the ICON and began a true
Chanting of Mystery which pervaded Aurel to his bone marrow...
In the Sky and on Earth
There is an IMAGE of
MYSTERY
The One who UNITES
The Unseen IMAGE
With the Image of Being
Who “over all measure”
Clads both
And makes them “BODYICON”,
To whom we all Prostrate:

Rejoice, ICON
HEART in Prayer,

Pure for Eternity,
MOTHER of GOD’s Image!
The UNSEEN Comes to
Reveal Itself
And in what image can that be?
The UNCONTAINED
can only fill
The IMAGE of ICON
Where the “bounds” break
Bridge over the impassable
abyss…
GOD in the Arms of the World
Also made CHILD of
Creation.
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Rejoice, Mystery of Creation,
GATE Opened by
GOD Himself
“Over the Bounds” of Being.
Rejoice, Beginning
Emerged from the CREATOR
SON,
Image which will Create the SUN,
Which Rises from Water
And through the HOLY
SPIRIT.

Rejoice, ICON
HEART in Prayer,
Pure for Eternity,
MOTHER of GOD’s Image!
There is but one ORIGIN,
LOVE;
And there is but one IMAGE of
LOVE,
The BIRTH,
In the NAME of MYSTERY,
GODLY TRINITY,
FATHER, SON and HOLY
SPIRIT
in UNION.
And this is Revealed in the World
Through the SON who TAKES
from His BOSOM
“Something” of Great
MYSTERY
Reaches His Hand out and says
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One WORD
And, behold, there Comes
The LIGHT!
The only one that can
Bear
The “IMAGE” of GOD.
The LIGHT VIRGINMOTHER
Has within Herself
The GODLY SON,
At once from the Sky-Heaven
and from Earth
Within An ALLHOLY NAME,
GREAT as a WORLD,
The IMAGE of GOD
Contained
Also into “Image of littleness”;
THE IMAGE OF ICON
Of Kneeling and Prayer.
Rejoice, Initial
VOICE from GOD,
First WHISPER of His SON
Out of which
Another Holy Name,
“The ICON of Earth”
Is Born.
Rejoice, MOTHER,
GODLY WORD
Which “makes Itself World”.

Rejoice, ICON
HEART in Prayer,
Pure for Eternity,
MOTHER of GOD’s Image!

There is no “silence” in Absolute,
There is ceaseless WORD,
THE SON who UTTERS
The FATHER He was BORN
from.
In Creation also,
There is an eternal Utterance,
GOD and Being within LOVE.
IMAGE of ICON,
The HEART with a Beat of
MYSTERY
Which always Reminds
The Eternal ORIGIN of LIFE.
This is the Prayer,
The BIRTH of MYSTERY,
The Eternal Image of ICON;
The SACRED which is Forever
With Its DISTINCT IMAGE,
To Whom all PROSTRATE.
Rejoice, Temple
Between “Two Eternities”,
With ALTAR where GOD
Himself
Comes to STAY;
Rejoice, at once Being’s
TREE of the Flower of LIFE,
From which
The GODLY SON
Himself will be Born
In Earthy Image as well.

Rejoice, ICON
HEART in Prayer,

Pure for Eternity,
MOTHER of GOD’s Image!
Here is the Mystery
Of the LIFE of the World;
The DIVINE SON who COMES
To “make Himself BODY”.
And this is fulfilled
By a Miracle,
The IMAGE of ICONMOTHER
With the DIVINE CHILD In
Her Arms,
HEART of GOD
Which Beats at once
With a Heart-Being,
Whisper in Prayer.
Make it so that within me
The UTTERANCE of the
ceaseless PROSTRATION,
Should Whisper
UTTERANCE of MYSTERY,
So that The Heart within me
Into ICON should Convert,
To Rise up to GOD
Upon the LADDER Linking
Heaven and Earth.
Rejoice, Bridge
Over “Two Realms”,
Over which GOD Himself
Passes
To REVEAL Himself,
And also the Being
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“Surpasses its dimension”
To “Enter Beyond”;
Rejoice, INSTANTIATION
At once of the Two Worlds,
DIVINE and Creation.

Rejoice, ICON
HEART in Prayer,
Pure for Eternity,
MOTHER of GOD’s Image!
O, MYSTERY of ICON,
Thy IMAGE is the HEART,
Two LOVES
ENCOUNTERING,
Two Whispered Voices,
The GODLY SON in Birth
And the Being in Creation,
Of unspoken Utterance,
Which Beats Ceaselessly
And is LISTENED by All
In amazed Chanting.
O, ICON of the World,
Thou, MOTHER of the GODLY
SON,
Thou art the Beginning of
Creation
And the End of
FULFILMENT,
GATE and Bridge,
Ladder and ALTAR,
Of Being and GRACE,
Church of LITURGY
And Prosphoron of EUCHARIST.
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Rejoice, o, ICON,
In HEARTFELT WORD,
Which can, “above itself”,
With deep-prostration,
UTTER THE HOLY NAME.
Rejoice, CHOSEN One,
EMPRESS MOTHER,

Rejoice, ICON
HEART in Prayer,
Pure for Eternity,
MOTHER of GOD’s Image!
Creation also has an IMAGE
Which is not budged by sin;
Being also has a HEART
Which does not fall from LOVE.
It is the IMAGE of ICON,
Pure for Eternity,
MOTHER of GOD’s IMAGE,
To Whom we all prostrate.
O, IMAGE of Great
MYSTERY,
IMAGE of ICON,
The SON of GOD Himself
Sings to Thee
Ceaseless Praising,
For Thou dost make Thy
HEART ALTAR
Over which at once in GRACE,
THE HOLY SPIRIT
And The FATHER Himself
Descend.

Rejoice, LIGHT
Between Two Worlds,
GOD and Being,
Who SPEAK to one another in
MYSTERY,
Speech which can be understood
In the HEART’s WORD,
Who also holds HOLY
SPIRIT.
Rejoice, Prayer,
INCARNATION in ICON,
“Body and SPIRIT and
NAME”.

Here we all Come
To PROSTRATE humbly,
To the Feared IMAGE
Of ICON,
Where DIVINE and Being
Can SPEAK Together.
And with one more Praise,
To Thee, MOTHER of GOD,
We bring Prostration,
For Thou dost Eternally
BEAR in Thy Arms
GODLY CHILD Who COMES
With LOVE and into the World.

Rejoice, ICON
HEART in Prayer,
Pure for Eternity,
MOTHER of GOD’s Image!

Rejoice, ICON
HEART in Prayer,
Pure for Eternity,
MOTHER of GOD’s Image!
***

Being hospitable, the Old-Man Hermit made an exception and
laid the “Hermitic Table” immediately after noon. This time he made
the so-called “Hermitic Sour soup” from “Hermitic Bread” mashed in
slightly hot Water, with added Herbs and some ground nutmeat
instead of oil. Aurel knew from Avva Varsanufie about the “Hermitic
Bread”, traditional in the Hermitic Life, its food base. Wheat was
ground between two slightly hollowed rocks or in a piece of wood
also slightly hollowed, it was being dipped until moist, a firm dough
was made and left to ferment at least 10 hours, then they would eat it
all at once, or it was rolled in a thin layer and it was dried as Breadcrumbs. They simply ate it like that or with local Herbs, especially
with Nettles, “hermit’s Herb”. There is a saying that you should chose
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your Cave where there are Water and Nettles. Hermitic Bread, Nettles
and Water are the Hermit’s Food, who can thus live over a hundred
years. You can add others, such as chantarelle mushrooms, but the
basic food is that. Some hermits tried to eat baked Bread made into
bread-crumbs, brought from the Monastery but they got sick… In
“the raw Hermitic bread” all the ingredients are “ALIVE”.
– Son, the Hermit cannot stay in hermitage if he does not
Experience “the hermitic environment” … If you eat “cooked food”
your smell is not adequate with what surrounds you. My Old-Man
Avva showed me, in a Holy Day, when we “boiled” ourselves a broth
(to mellow the stomach, the way he would describe it) how “Spiders”,
which up to then hadn’t bothered us while we ate, all of a sudden
swarmed into our bowls aggressively … They say some hermits had
died poisoned by Spiders, because of the boiled food… It is the same
with Snakes which do not bite, if you eat raw food.
My Old-Man Avva wanted the Monastery to also start making a
“less cooked menu” and only during Holy Days to serve cooked
meals… But on the grounds that people from the outside came too
and there were rather heavy physical works, the regular cooking
prevailed…
How is it, Son, with you and the food in the Monastery?... It is a
known fact about the Monk that he is “first Food and then Prayer”.
Man fell into sin “through food” and all the “passions” are nurtured
by food. Some brag about their Prayer, which actually proves to be
rather weak… You can see a Man’s character by what he eats, says an
adage.
The “Image of BREAD” is the “Spiritual Image” of food. In the
beginning, the Christian Fast meant “Bread and Water” and the first
hermits observed that conscientiously. How my Old-Man Avva
would say, the “Image of BREAD” is the “food’s ICONIC”. St.
Anthony the Great lived over a hundred years with “ground Wheat,
moist and sun-dried”, which is actually the “Hermitic Bread”. When
the number of monks increased and kitchens were built, Spirituality
dropped significantly. “The fire from broths ignites the fire of
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passions”, it is an old monastic saying. The Hermitic Bread is also
good for the frail and the sick, and it even heals many. They can also
make some “Hermitic Bread Milk” for the feeble, by melting crushed
Hermitic Bread into Water, until it turns into a kind of Milk and it is
sipped little by little. I myself healed a sick Hermit who could no
longer eat, and with this “Milk” I got him on his feet again.
– A Monk in the Monastery, when he saw me eat more Bread and
uncooked food, would say to me:
– Do not put your hopes in food, but rather in GOD… and I didn’t
know what to answer…
– “ICONIC Food” as we call it, does not mean a “weakening of
Faith” but a “Humbleness of Prostration”. Many monks take “Faith”
for granted, but it is a known fact that any “Faith unsupported by
Deeds is dead”. Faith without a “Backbone” “runs on empty”, which
most people ignore. You must have an “Object of Faith”, which in
our case is the “ICONIC Image of Bread” … All the Saints avoided
“direct Faith” (as self-worth), and would “attribute” it to Water or
consecrated oil or other means.
We must “Submit our Faith” to the “Prostration to an IMAGE
of Faith”, which in our case is the “ICONIC Image of Bread”.
Our Entire SPIRITUALITY must be the “ICONIC IMAGE of
FAITH”, which gets translated into ‘action”, not just imagined…
****

The second Day Aurel was getting ready for his return to the
Monastery. Old-Man Avva told him even more about the “Spiritual
Life”.
– Take care, Son, when you perform the “Staying-in-the –
ICONIC-State”, do not make it with an effort of the Mind… With
this purpose, you should also make a “Certain Gesture-position” of
the Head, of one Hand, even of your whole body. The Mind lures
you to stay inside it… but you must “Stay in another Place”, “outside
your Mind”, that is the secret. The “State-of-Prostration” should be
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the very Mind and attention, only not with the attention of the Mind
but with the “Attention of the ICONIC Gesture”. Your Attention
should be … in the bowing of the Head, in the holding of your Hand
to your Bosom, etc… through these “ICONIC States” themselves.
“Stay-in-the-Attention-of-the-ICONIC-State” and you will have an
adequate State. You will ask yourself, where is the “SpeakingDialogue with GOD”? In the “ICONIC Gesture”, the “condition of
Dialogue” is at once achieved, which you should not pressure, or you
will trigger a passion-driven “personal dynamic”. In the ICONIC
Practice you needn’t make the “Spiritual Dynamic”, but the “ICONIC
Dynamic Itself” should carry Itself out in Itself, and out of This you
may then Partake… Be very careful at this distinction… You have to
“Stay in the ICONIC LIVING PRESENCE”, how the Philokalic
Fathers say, in the HOLY SPIRIT, and It would impart to you the
“Dialogue of Mystery”. The longer you stay in the “ICONIC LIVING
PRESENCE”, the more the MYSTERY of the DIALOGUE with
GOD begins to Reveal Itself… In the ICONIC one first performs
the “Prostration” and only then the “DIALOGUE”. To “Experience
the Mystery of PROSTRATION” is the Experience of the ICONIC
Practice, of our tradition.
– When should I come back, Old-Man Avva, to the hermitage, to
Learn its Mysteries?...
– After you receive the Monastic Image, you will be able to come
again… Until then, be patient and serious with the Monastery Life,
which has its “importance”.
Old-Man Avva Blessed him. Regretfully Aurel went back to the
Monastery. The SPIRIT of Hermitage had pervaded him and he
hoped that its time would come.
In the Monastery Avva Varsanufie expected him anxiously. He
was still fear-ridden lest anything wrong should happen to Aurel…
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The Great day of Monastic Vow Taking,
the Ordination and leaving for Mount Athos

Time passed quickly and Aurel turned twenty. He grew in stature
and Spiritually. The frail grandson of Grandfather grew into an Agile
and Lively Young Man.
The old Hegumen himself went to Heaven and another took his
place; he was considered just as Spiritual and efficient at the same
time. In Monastery, without “Orderliness and efficacy” things cannot
go well… the body and Soul must be in “harmony”.
The new Hegumen wanted as many Monks as possible to pick
from them the ones most endowed “Spiritually”.
Like an event of Mystery, the moment of the Taking of his
Monastic Vows was also on the Celebration of the Pentecost, of the
Descent of the HOLY SPIRIT just as the Day of his entrance in the
Monastery. Avva Varsanufie remained his Spiritual Father. Aurel’s
new Name was Arsenie from then on, as the Most Reverend decided.
Together with the Monastic Image, Young Arsenie acquired an
even deeper Conscience of the Mystery of the Spiritual Life. But at
once he realized the “hardships” that had to be traversed, often with
painful trials.
After a few Days, the Most Reverend Bishop arrived at the
Monastery, who hadn’t been there in quite a long time. It was time for
another Ordainment because the Priests were few and rather old.
The new Monk Arsenie was chosen.
– Make obedience, Son, Avva Varsanufie advised him. It seems
that this is GOD’s Will.
And unavoidably, it was done.
The Bishop, himself quite Old, had been in the beginning a Monk
in that Monastery. He loved the Monastic Image devoutly and he
revelled in the Young people who, through the GRACE of GOD,
chose for themselves the “Path of Mystery”, that of Monkhood.
He liked Arsenie for his open and active Mind.
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At that very moment an unexpected event happened: a Hegumen
from Mount Athos was visiting the Monasteries of Moldavia and was
passing through Transylvania to go into Wallachia, through Bulgaria
and then to go back to Greece. Arsenie, who had learned a little
Greek from Avva Varsanufie, translated for him. The Bishop, impressed
with Arsenie, suggested to the Hegumen that he should also go to
Mount Athos. It was the custom that in every generation there would
be Monks that passed “through the Homeland of Monasticism”.
Young Arsenie, overwhelmed by all that, let himself in “GOD’s
Will”. He quickly sent a Father who knew the way to the Hermit’s
Cave to get his “Blessing”. The Old-Man Hermit sent word: “go, for
you have blessing from Above, but do not stay more than three years”.
And there was Arsenie, passing through all the “trials”, apparently
“beneficial”, but not knowing at what cost, since nothing is ever free.
He would have liked to stay “peacefully”, but it seemed that time
did not yet come…
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THE RETURN
Avva Arsenie the young has finally come back!
Old-Man Neofit the Hermit had sent him to Mount Athos for
Three Years, but the trip and other complications delayed his return
with almost a Year.
Old-Man Avva!... Will I still find him Living?
Before leaving from Athos he met another Monk who wanted to
accompany him. It was a Pilgrim Monk from Basarabia, with a
Romanian Father and a Russian Mother, who had travelled a lot, to
Jerusalem and even in other Countries among which India. He had
heard that there were Hermits in the Carpathians, leading a Life of
Great Mystery, and he was looking to Find out about this Life. Young
Arsenie told him many things about the Experiences of the
Carpathian Hermits, which stirred his interest even more. How
wonderful it would be if the foreign Monk could speak to the OldMan Hermit!
The longing for his birth place and especially for the Old-Man
Hermit became a burden waiting to be lifted.
It was almost Winter and he reached the Monastery in the
Mountains along with the first snowflakes. He literally ran to Father
Varsanufie’s Cell, one of the Hermit’s Followers from the Monastery.
Choking back his tears he muttered the painful question…
– How is the Old-Man Hermit?...
When he heard the answer: “– He is waiting for you anxiously”,
his Heart was relieved and a Heavenly Joy came over him. He fell on
his knees in front of Varsanufie and performed the ICONIC
Prostration. “ – LORD JESUS, how can I Thank Thee for Thy Great
Mercy for me, the unworthy?... Thank You for not forsaking me from
Thy PRESENCE.”
– Old-Man Avva is waiting for you and I was worried that you
might take even longer… It seems he is sick and ready to pass to
Eternity. He is holding up death for you…
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– I am running to him right away…
– But the weather is bad and you might get stuck and frozen in
the snow… you are risking your life…
– It’s the two of us, the foreign Monk and me. We are setting out
now, at night.
Thus, Young Arsenie and the foreign Monk, without any delay,
set out to the Cave, deep in the mountains. They climbed with
difficulty all night and they barely made it there towards Dawn. From
the Place of the Cave a string of fire came out … O, GOD, the
Hermit is Alive! He must receive his BLESSING, without which his
Soul would be “empty” of the very craved MYSTERY. He rushed
breathless into the Cave… The Old-Man Hermit was performing his
ritual PRAYER… He was standing motionless, rapt in the HOLY
SPIRIT… Yet, his eyes saw him…
– Son, GOD helped you to come back safe… You could not
have been “orphaned” from my last BLESSING… Come, so that I
can bestow it upon you!...

AVVA and his Spiritual Son
My Old-Man Avva,
You are the Likeness of
GOD’s GRACE
And the Likeness of the Saint
Through whose
INTERCESSION
I was Born,
And who made me His Son.
My Avva, in Your ICON,
GOD and the Saints and Holy
Fathers,
Together with Sky-Heaven and
Earth,
Are brought together
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In One EUCHARIST of
MYSTERY.
Avva, my Father,
I find myself on my knees,
Under Your Blessing!
Through Your Hands
GRACE descends,
Through Your Image
The Sky Glitters,
Through Your Words
CHRIST the LORD Himself
Speaks to me.

My Avva,
What a Holy Destiny to have
found You!
Without You, long would I have
wandered
Without the Hope of Fulfilment
and of Salvation…
My Avva,
You are my Holy Paraklesis

Wherein seven times a day
I kneel in repentance,
With Faithful Hope
That I will also be Saved.
All I have is a GIFT
From Your Counsel, Father,
A GIFT from the ALLHOLY
GIFTS!

“Old-Man Avva, turn me into a Follower of the SPIRIT of the
Carpathian Hermit Neofit!”
And, with a Heavenly Embrace, the Old-Man Hermit BLESSES
Arsenie.
– Son, of all my Followers, it seems that you will Pursue my
“Hermitic SPIRIT”, just as I took it over from my Old-Man Avva.
The ICONIC Tradition of the Hermits of this Place has never been
“interrupted” for hundreds of years and I strongly believe it shall not
stop, even if there are no more Hermits… The ICONIC SPIRIT of
the Place will never become extinguished, even if there are times of
silence…
And now, Son, I am Giving over to you the ICON of the OldMen Hermits, for you to HONOUR and to Give It over in your
turn…It seems old and almost faded but the LIGHT of Its IMAGE
is as VIVID as always…
My hour has come to pass on to Eternity… The IMAGE of the
Hermitic ICON has been “Imprinted” on my Soul and I am going
into “the other World” with the ICON of this Land and Nation…
Strive to have It “Imprinted” yourself, because it is only through the
IMAGE of the ICON that we will be able to “Find each other” in
Eternity, “Father and Son”, and through this there will be an
unbroken” Link” between Sky-Heaven and Earth, between the OldMen Fathers and their Follower-Sons.
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– Old-Man Avva, how will I be able to live on this Earth without
your Image?...
– My Image will forever be LIVING, if you forever keep VIVID
the ICON which I am “Entrusting” you as a Father.
– Old-Man Avva, here is a foreign Father who really wanted to
Meet you…
– Let him come closer… he has also a “foreign spirit”, but there
is “hope”…
And suddenly, the Hermit’s Eyes flashed a “Heavenly LIGHT”
and he dropped his white-haired head on his Follower’s chest. The
Hermit’s Breath passed on into SPIRIT beyond the Earthly World.
Silent and painful tears started to flow on the Follower’s
cheeks… Yet he made the ICONIC GESTURE of PROSTRATION
wherein lies all the MYSTERY of the Earth and SKY-HEAVEN…
In the ICONIC IMAGE all are Retrieved and United, without loss…
It was snowing heavily. Arsenie, dismayed, didn’t know what to
do…
– Brother, help me prepare the “grave”, to perform the last rite,
as tradition requires.
Only then did Arsenie feel the exhaustion which had accumulated
after the effort of the journey and of the emotional charge of the
recent events.
**

The painful Days of “parting” have passed and more and more
Arsenie could feel the “Working of the SPIRIT” passed over to him by
the Old-Man Hermit. The Presence of the Hermit was still VIVID.
Outside, the Snow was so heavy that they could barely move…
Firewood was scarce, but the scarce food was even more worrying…
The foreign Monk seemed vulnerable to both cold and lack of
food… But, both of them brave, they were determined to see this
trial through. Their entire attention was on the Spiritual Life. They
were carrying on with both the Hermitic Practice as well as with the
search for its “Mystic reference points”.
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Thus, a complex Dialogue began between Avva Arsenie and the
foreign Monk. The foreign Monk stated straightforwardly that he
achieved an “outlook of Unity” of all the opinions about DIVINE
and World.
– The ancient people from the first Christian centuries have
intensely debated “differences”, especially the Religious ones. It was
high time they had been surpassed, so that there would be a complete
Unity.
– Didn’t you notice how strict many Monks on Mount Athos
were?... Orthodoxy does not accept any compromise… Some furiously
damn all “traitors” of the Orthodox Faith…
– Avva Arsenie, I have come here to know the so-called
“Carpathian way” of Spiritual Life. Bear with me, so that I can make
my own “associations”. Largely, I do know the “Christian language”,
but my formation is built upon a personal vision of a “Universal
Religion”, the religious future of the world…
– We shall not make war… But we shall not mingle faiths either…
***
– What is Spiritual Life? It is the very Goal of the Christian
Living. What does it consist of? … In the Growing of the IMAGE of
GOD “seeded” within Each Creature. More specifically, it is the
Growing of the IMAGE of CHRIST from Baptism, through the
POWER of the SPIRIT which is Bestowed at the same time, so that
we can then Speak to GOD the FATHER.
– For me, replied the Monk, the purpose of Life is the
“Discovery of the DIVINE in our own created nature”. I speak about
the Spiritual Man; you speak about the Man of the HOLY SPIRIT.
– There is a great difference between the two aspects.
– I conceive it all “philosophically” first and only then “religiously”.
Your HOLY SPIRIT is “integrally Religious”, which does not allow
for many comments… “The Knowledge within the Spirit” does seem
to me too a matter to consider, but for now my conception is
“Spiritual Knowledge”. Hence the ancient dispute between “Agnostics”
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and “Gnostics”. In fact, they are not separated. Thus, for me,
between the DIVINE Absolute and the World there is an insuperable
“chasm”. The DIVINE is the “unique and absolute Spiritual in Itself”
while the “world-nothingness” “outside” the DIVINE is “absolutely
non-spiritual”. The DIVINE looks “over the chasm” and “the Spiritual
Self-Consciousness” generates a “force” which sets the nothingness
moving and thus “the Sparks of DIVINE Spiritual” become the
“Souls” of the world, which do not exist as such, but are reflections
of the DIVINE. And thus, the Spiritual Man must come out of the
“illusive memories” of the Souls of the world, to come out of the
multitude of forms, to return into the “DIVINE SPIRITUAL”, the
One beyond the “world”. The hard and slow “work” of the
“returning into Spirit” is the “work” of the Spiritual Man.
– My brother, although you stayed at Mount Athos and also at
Jerusalem, it seems that the “Christian SPIRIT” had little influence on
your Soul. There is a great difference between your Spirit and our
Christian SPIRIT…
– But do you admit that “at some place” the Spirit and the
HOLY SPIRIT still “Meet”? “TRUTH” is on both sides.
-- The Spirit you talk about is one’s personal “Freedom”, whereas
the HOLY SPIRIT is the “LIBERTY of Liberty itself”. Why does
this LIBERTY of the HOLY SPIRIT also exist?... Lest the Freedom
of the Spirit should “turn into one’s own freedom” and “self-divide”,
the very origin of sin…
For now, we start with the beginning.

The MYSTERY of Mysteries
*
O, MYSTERY,
That only through Mystery gets
revealed!
Who can say
What DIVINITY is?
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To us it reveals Itself
As the LOVE
Which represents the TRINITY.
The Absolute is
GOD THE FATHER,
Who GIVES BIRTH to the SON

And ORIGINATES
The HOLY SPIRIT.
The FATHER is the Source,
The SON is the Water,
The Flow is the SPIRIT.
In Itself, DIVINITY
Is the LOVE
Of the FATHER who GIVES
BIRTH
To the SON,
At once
ORIGINATING the HOLY
SPIRIT.
The FATHER Pours
Whole into the SON
And Flows at once
Equally into the SPIRIT.
The SON is the LOVE
Which OPENS Itself,
The LOVE is the SPIRIT
Which allows LOVE
Never to DEPLETE.
O, LOVE,
Thou art the IMAGE of the
MYSTERY
Of TRINITY!
The SON Bears
FATHER’s LOVE
And turns it into a SON’s LOVE;

The SPIRIT Gathers
In Itself the LOVE
And turns it into the HOLY
SPIRIT’s
LOVE.
But EACH OF THEM
Has the TRINITY
In Oneself at once,
Un-amalgamated.
In the LOVE of the HOLY
SPIRIT
There is the FATHER’s LOVE
Towards the SON
In UNION,
Which He Gathers and turns into
The LOVE of the HOLY SPIRIT,
Wherein at once
Both FATHER and SON
Are within the SPIRIT
And the SPIRIT is Whole and
Equal
Within the FATHER and the
SON.
The SON Bears
The FATHER’s LOVE
And at once
The SPIRIT’s LOVE,
TRINITY at once.
O, IMAGE of SON,
Wherein the SPIRIT KINDLES
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And the FATHER Reveals
Himself!

In the REVELATION
Of the SON’s LOVE,
Which the SPIRIT POURS!

O, IMAGE of SPIRIT,
Wherein the FATHER FLOWS
And the SON RETURNS!

In DIVINITY
FATHER and SPIRIT
Are the LOVE for the SON,
And the SON is
The REVELATION of
the MYSTERY Of LOVE,
Which is IMAGE of TRINITY.

The FATHER’s LOVE
Is for the SON;
The SPIRIT’s LOVE
Is also for the SON,
That’s why the SPIRIT
EXPRESSES the SON,
Wherein the FATHER
HIMSELF DWELLS.

No one can see
DIVINITY,
But through the IMAGE
Of the UNIQUE SON,
Through whom
FATHER and SPIRIT
IMPART Themselves to us.

O, LOVE,
MYSTERY OF TRINITY,
Which lies
**

“In the beginning was the WORD, through which all things were
created.”
And “In the beginning GOD (WORD) created the Sky and the
Earth.”
“– FATHER, I, Thy absolute
SON,
I, Thy WORD- IMAGE,
Here, I offer a GIFT,
A “BOOK” wherein I Sing
With a “Creation Language”
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My LOVE, which is Meant
To PROSTRATE to Thee.”
And THE FATHER
BLESSES.

THE CREATOR LOGOS
comes out of NONCREATION
into the Space of Creation. It is
the “primordial Seed-Egg”.

And LIGHT comes out,
Out of which the World will be
Born.

In the beginning
Space did not exist,
It was born
Out of the CREATOR WORD
Which the DIVINE LOGOS
WROTE
Into a BOOK as wide as a
World,
Sky-Heaven and Earth.

And the BOOK first
Is put into an ALTAR of SkyHeaven,
Where the Angels’ World
Is created,
And then, the Earthly ALTAR
Is made, in turn,
Where the BOOK
Will be opened from Its
SEALS.

Out of the DIVINE BOOK
There flows a Living WATER

Only on the Earthly ALTAR
Will the BOOK be READ.

The PRACTICE of the ICONIC Prayer
*
The ICONIC Prayer of Neofit the Hermit is a “Preliturgical Image”,
which every one of the Created Beings must perform.
The LITURGY Itself can only be carried out by the SON of
GOD, as ACT of Birth-INCARNATION of the DIVINE within the
Image of the World. Yet, we Beings make our “own Likeness of
personal Preliturgy”, through which we can take our place among the
“DIVINE LITURGICAL”.
And this is our Individual-Personal Prayer.
“The Purpose of Created Life” is the MEMORY of the SON of
GOD’s Permanent Birth into the World and at the same time the
World’s ANSWER as Act of Remembering our own Birth as
Creation.
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We too must realize the LIKENESS of the DIVINE ACT, of
Permanent ACTUALIZATION of the DIVINE INCARNATION,
to achieve our personal Actualization of our “Own Personal Birth as
Creation”. And this is the Mystery of Prayer.
The Christian Life is a Permanent CHRISTIC LITURGY
SERVICE, the Uninterrupted ACTUALIZATION of the
INCARNATION of the SON of GOD into the World, without
which the World could not exist. The cessation of the DIVINE
LITURGY would mean the cessation of the Life of the World.
Likewise, the cessation of the “personal Prayer” means the cessation
of one’s personal Life, hence disease and death.
In a Christian sense, the DIVINE IMAGE in the World is the
DIVINE LITURGY and the Image of Man is the Image of One’s
Own Personal Prayer.
Neofit the Hermit is straightforward, identifying the
Memorial/Memory of the Life of the World with the Image of
Filiation, and Identifying the Image of Filiation with the Image of the
Personal Actualization as Prayer.
Hence, Prayer is no longer a mere attitude towards the DIVINE, but
it is “the ceaseless ACT of Life” and the CONSCIOUSNESS of
One’s Personal Identity Itself.
The Christian’s CONSCIOUSNESS is in the Image of one’s
PRAYER, and the SUPRACONSCIOUSNESS of one’s Personal
Prayer is the DIVINE CHRISTIC LITURGY. The connection
between the two is absolute.
**
Here lies the first fact of the Carpathian ICONIC Traditional,
PRAYER, as a Personal Ritual of ANSWER to the DIVINE RITUAL.
We present a few reference points of “the Carpathian Hermit
Neofit’s Prayer Ritual”.
– Our Life is the Image of Filiation.
– Our Image of Filiation is in “the Image of the PROSTRATION
Gesture”, as Oblation, rightfully befitted for GOD the CREATOR.
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– The Actualization of the Image of Filiation is the RE-memorating of the
ORIGINS of the DIVINE ACT of Creation; the act of giving birth out of the
CREATED NATURE (Parents).
– The Ritual of Personal ANSWER to these ACTUALIZATIONS,
which is the Personal-Individual PRAYER.
The ICONIC Prayer of the Carpathian Hermit Neofit is a
RITUAL Prayer and the RITUAL itself, also in an ICONIC sense,
that is, the RITUAL as RE-memoration of the Birth of the ETERNAL
Image of Filiation.
The Cosmic RITUAL of the World is performed directly by the
SON of GOD, through the CHRISTIC LITURGY, but the personal
Ritual is done by Each, as a “Preparation of Integration” into the
Cosmic RITUAL.
No one can make the DIVINE ACT of the LITURGICAL
except for the SON of GOD, and our Prayer is a “pre-liturgical”, a
preparation of Entrance-Integration into the CHRISTIC LITURGICAL.
LITURGY(ICAL) and Prayer are in unbreakable Kinship and
Connection. And the foundation for both is the Mystery of the
MEMORIAL RITUAL of the BIRTH of ETERNAL FILIATION.
On this fact the entire Practice of the ICONIC Prayer is
grounded according to the Carpathian Hermit Neofit’s Traditional.
Every DAY is “a NEW BIRTH” and Life is an ETERNITY of
NEW BIRTHS. The Mystery of the PERMANENCE and of the
eternal Unchangeability is the ETERNAL BIRTH (hence, probably, the
mythical status acquired by the Ancient people, as metempsychosis and
reincarnation, as a distortion of the Mystery of the NEW BIRTH).
They say in the Christian Theology that GOD the FATHER
Permanently GIVES BIRTH to the SON, and the SON Permanently
ACTUALIZES the BIRTH of FILIATION as a Personal ANSWER.
And this also is where the Origin lies of the LITURGY and the
RITUAL Prayer in Creation. In the EXISTENTIAL-ESSENTIAL
TRINITARIAN DIVINITY, the FATHER is the ALTAR-BIRTH
GIVER and the SON is the LITURGICAL-RITUAL of His BIRTH.
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***
The Philokalic Prayer has several levels: Oral, Mental, the Heart’s
and the Spirit’s with the Participation of the GRACE. And most
important is the “Attention”, which can be on the Words of the Prayer,
or on the figuration of the PRESENCE of GOD, or on the Interpretations of
the Mind, or on the Faith devoid of any figurations of the Spirit. Do not be
focused on the feeling, or on the rational (aspect), or on the contemplative (aspect),
but on GOD’s LOVE which is above and beyond all feelings and
mental meaning. The most difficult struggle of the person Praying is
that with “the passions of the body”, with the rational and emotional
memories-thoughts and representations, even material ones. The
Holy Fathers urge for the “Channelizing of the Mind”, on virtue of
“the Mind’s power to resist all things be they material or imaginativerational. The hardest “trial” is this “Channelizing” of the Mind, which
most people came to abandon and even give up the Mystery Working
of the Pure Prayer, with no thoughts or figurations.
The greatest temptation of Prayer is the “self-relish” in Prayer,
which becomes a questionable “self-pleasure” going so far as the
“mystic lust”, very dangerous, which can even lead to bedevilling.
How is it with the ICONIC Prayer, how is the ICONIC Gesture?
‘The ICONIC Gesture” of Neofit the Hermit is a specific
Gesture, that is, a “STATIC Gesture”, unmoving. Attention should
be paid to this aspect, because all ICONIC Practice depends on it.
The Purely Christian ICON has this very specific feature, it is
“STATIC inside an unmoving GESTURE”, as opposed to the Western
Icon, to which “mobility-corporeality and figuration” is conferred.
“The ICONIC STATIC” does not mean “enclosing and
limitation”, but a “CENTRING of OPENING - In-Depth
Penetration” of Mystery. It is an Opening in expansion, but also in
the other Direction of In-Depth Penetration–Centring. One must be
cautious, this Centring should not be confused with the so-called focusessentialization or with the enclosing and self-absorption. If the Opening in
“dilatation-expansion” is “Uncovering and Effusion” of the ESSENCE,
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the Opening in “Centring” is the IDENTIFICATION of the
EXISTENTIAL ESSENCE. The EXISTENTIAL-ESSENTIAL
DIVINE ABSOLUTE is in the IMAGE of the FATHER, who is the
UNCONTAINED in His infinite OPENING of Effusion-expansion.
The FATHER GIVES BIRTH to His EXISTENTIAL-ESSENTIAL
SON as “CENTRING”, as the IDENTIFICATION of the
ESSENCE of the ABSOLUTE FATHER, which does not mean
“absorption-essentialization” but the “LIKENESS” of the other
Orientation. If there were “only one orientation”, the ABSOLUTE, even
in Its infinite expansion, would be “incomplete” and in fact It
wouldn’t be the absolute anymore. The ABSOLUTE FATHER,
SUPRAIMAGE-UNCONTAINED, IDENTIFIES HIS IMAGE not
through essentialization-selfabsorption, but through “CENTRINGOPENING-LIKENESS”, as “the SAME ABSOLUTE”. If the
ABSOLUTE wouldn’t have the IDENTIFICATION of Its IMAGE,
it would be insufficient because It would have to Identify Itself
“outside” Itself, as a “manifestation” which is no longer
“EXISTENTIAL-ESSENTIAL” but one of a still incomplete (nonessential) reflection”. This is where the ancient thinkers and
philosophers get things confused. The ABSOLUTE without a SELFIDENTIFICATION in Its direct EXISTENTIAL-ESSENTIAL
BEING, is no longer ABSOLUTE. The Christian EXISTENTIALESSENTIAL TRINITY is precisely the “Complete ABSOLUTE”.
It follows that anything without a “personal centringidentification” is not complete. The Mystic stresses particularly this
“IDENTIFICATION-IMAGE”, which paradoxically seems a
“pinning down”, but it is actually an “EXPANSION-Identification”
of what “Essence” is. In Its UNCONTAINMENT, the ABSOLUTE
has the IMAGE of Mystery, but in His “IDENTITY-CENTRING”
the Mystery reveals Its IMAGE. The FATHER is FATHER through
the IDENTIFICATION of the IMAGE of His SON.
In the Mystic Practice, the most difficult problem is the “SupportImage” of the mystic Life. Each Being has his/her own “support” as
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“personal Identity”, but what is the “Support of the DIVINE”? If you
mix it or confuse it with the personal support, it is a falsification. But,
at the same time, there cannot be admitted a “void of DIVINE
support”.
The pure Prayer, without any image, is the Philokalic Prayer, only
in the “Faith and Expectance” of Its REVELATION beyond all
images. It is a “support-centring on an Active” of yours, a
Willingness-Readiness for “Faith and Hope”.
In the ICONIC Practice of Neofit the Hermit, the “supportcentring” both personal and DIVINE is the ICONIC IMAGE of the
SON, which is the “DIVINO-Creation KINSHIP-FILIATION”.
If, from a Philokalic point of view, between Creation and the
DIVINE there is no “bridge” (as in the apophatic-exclusion of any
image), in the ICONIC specific way, the ICONIC IMAGE of the
SON is a “BRIDGE”, as ICONIC, already “ENCOUNTER of
DIVINE and Creation”.
In the ICONIC IMAGE there is a “Mystic ENCOUNTER” of
the INCARNATED DIVINE with the Body of Creation, which do
not exclude one-another, but achieve a “COMMON-SAME BODY”.
In the Philokalic view, the “COMMON” is not achieved in
“INCARNATION” but in “Out-of-the-body De-materialization” (in
the apophatic tradition – beyond any image of the body), as the
“Kingdom of the SPIRIT”.
The Philokalic Mystic is a “Higher” grade, of “Pre-Entering in
the FUTURE IMAGE of the SPIRIT”, of Eternity and of the passing
into the condition of “Godliness”.
The ICONIC is not “Godliness” (the direct IMAGE of the
SPIRIT), but it is the “EUCHARIST-BODY of the DIVINE” Who
still descends into the World, Who performs the “CHRISTIFICATION”.
The classic Philokalic (tradition) is “Spiritualization through the
HOLY SPIRIT” (the passing of Creation beyond, to the DIVINE ones),
while the ICONIC Philokalic (way) is the “SPIRITUALIZATION
through CHRIST’s INCARNATION” (the Descent of the DIVINE
onto the created ones).
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The Philokalic has the Orientation of Creation towards the
DIVINE, whereas the ICONIC is the Orientation of the DIVINE
towards Creation.
In the Philokalic understanding, one “can pass” through CHRIST
the RESURECTED ONE beyond, into the DIVINE, within the
SPIRIT. In the ICONIC (understanding), through the SPIRIT, a
ceaseless INCARNATION-Descending of CHRIST into Creation is achieved.
For Neofit the Hermit, the INCARNATION-Descending of the
DIVINE is our “Identification-Centring”, so that we can then achieve
the “ENTERING” in the SPIRIT. Sin has altered our ImageIdentity-Centring-Person and it is of vital necessity for us to regain it.
The Iconic Mystic Practice is mainly a CHRISTIC Mystic, while
the Philokalic one is mainly a Mystic of the HOLY SPIRIT. In both
ways, CHRIST and the SPIRIT are within the same ACTIVE, but in
different Orientations, as “THE HOLY SPIRIT towards CHRIST”
(the ICONIC) and as the Christic towards the HOLY SPIRIT (the
apophatic Philokalic tradition).
In the ICONIC tradition the HOLY SPIRIT accentuates the
INCARNATION of the DIVINE, as in the ANOUNCIATION and
at Baptism; in the Philokalic tradition CHRIST accentuates the
HOLY SPIRIT, as in the TRANSFIGURATION of CHRIST in the
Tabor LIGHT.
The two Mystic modalities are, in fact, inseparable, but with
specific accents.
****
Hermit Neofit’s ICONIC Prayer Ritual is consequently within a
specific Orientation of the SPIRIT toward the ETERNAL BIRTHINCARNATION of the IMAGE of FILIATION, both DIVINE as
well as of Creation, as COMMON-KINSHIP (the ICONIC). It is a
Mystic tradition prominently LITURGICAL-EUCHARISTIC.
In the ICONIC Practice, the HOLY SPIRIT performs the
ACTIVE of INCARNATING CHRIST in us, as in the
Annunciation, of CHRIST’s INCARNATION in the VIRGIN
MARY, MOTHER of GOD.
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Make an IMAGE-PROSTRATION Gesture to the SON and there will
be Actualized-rememorated within you the Mystery of the eternal BIRTH of the
DIVINE in you and yours in Him, moreover, the Mystery of your Birth in the
world and of the World in you. The Gesture of PROSTRATION is
“CRADLE of BIRTH”, not contemplation of the SPIRIT, it is the IMAGE
of CHRIST INCARNATED through the HOLY SPIRIT.
Inside a CHILD’s Cradle
The DIVINE hath Descended,
In an IMAGE of PROSTRATION
The ABSOLUTE
GAVE BIRTH to Its IMAGE.
It follows that the ICON of Hermit Neofit’s ICONIC Practice is
the ICON of the MOTHER of GOD with the DIVINE CHILD in
Her Arms.
Perform the ICONIC Prayer of the PROSTRATION Gesture in
front of the ICON of the MOTHER of GOD with the DIVINE
CHILD in Her Arms, as a Re-memorating of the DIVINE BIRTH in
the World and of your own Birth. Sing daily the HYMN of the
BIRTH of CHRIST, which is precisely the Gesture of
PROSTRATION Itself. Here it is the beginning of the ICONIC
Prayer.
Carry out this Practice of the PROSTRATION Gesture Every
Day, not only in Front of the ICON of the BIRTH, but in all
circumstances, as a ceaseless Prayer for all the time. The
PROSTRATION Gesture is the “permanent NEW BirthCHRISTIFICATION-ICONIZATION” of Life.
GOD’s LOVE is for Him to permanently Descend into the
World, and the World’s Love is to permanently RECEIVE the
INCARNATION of the DIVINE in itself, and this is the
ETERNAL NEW BIRTH, it is the Prayer-LITURGY.
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Perform the ceaseless PROSTRATION Gesture and this is
the IMAGE of the LITURGICAL Prayer. Every Day is “a NEW
BIRTH” both of the DIVINE into the World, as well as of the World
in Itself and in the DIVINE.
Bow your Head, Mind, and every sense into the PROSTRATION
Gesture, make every form and image PROSTRATE and this is how everything
is made into “IMAGE-ICON” wherein GOD ENCOUNTERS the World
and the World Encounters GOD and there occurs the “SAME ICONBODY”.
PROSTRATION-ICON
CRADLE of BIRTH,
ALTAR of Mystery.
*****
The Hermit Neofit insists on the Practice of a PROSTRATION
Gesture with a Personal specific investment. Everyone has a certain
behaviour, some qualities and some weaknesses, and they should be
the focus of the Gesture. To have a Gesture which characterizes you,
Opens you up, stimulates you and at the same time Centres-Brings
you together, a Gesture through which you both Act and Rest.
The ICONIC Gesture is a certain posture of the Body, Mind, and
Spirit, as a Gesture of one’s own Existential-Essential Integrality, but
with a sense of the SACRED, which is attained through the IMAGE
of PROSTRATION (which has a wide range of forms, from the simple
bow, leaning, up to the metany which implies touching the ground with
the forehead).
The RITUAL, “GESTIC Language” (which does not imply the
Psycho-organic Language which we normally have), is like a “Shadow of
the DIVINE SPEECH”. This GESTIC Language is “Heard through
the whole Being”, as a Language of Memories and at once of
COMMUNICATION. THE “UNEQUIVOCAL WORD” is the
GESTIC Language, that is why “GOD SPEAKS and things get Made”.
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One starts “Praying” with “RITUAL GESTURES” which
“Rememorate” the SACRED within us. Raise your Hands in Prayer
toward GOD from “Above”, from Whom the Life of the World
“flows”. Bow your head in Prostration, a Gesture through which you
“acknowledge” GOD as the BESTOWER of Life. Put your Hands
on your Bosom, to your Heart, and make yourself an “ALTAR”
literally, whereupon GOD should DESCEND to you too. Open your
Arms both sides, a prefiguration of the fact that the DIVINE
“INCARNATES” in all your Being, Soul and Body. Make these simple
“SACRED GESTURES” and the “SACRED MEMORIES” will
“awaken”.
The Soul has first and foremost the “Reception”, which makes
possible Its Participation in everything. The Soul must “reclaim” its
“Conscious Command” over Memories. The Soul must not be the
“slave” of its Memories. Do not use self-suggestion, nor logic-reason,
but self-imposed VOLITION as “SELF-RESTRAINT” and selforientation within Oneself, through which all one’s Memorial would
“orient” Itself. Do not Psychically “condone” an “abnormal, evil
memory”, reject it instead, and replace it with a Good one. Here you
have same points of reference:
Do not be inflexible (that is, to do only what you think is right);
with the help of volition listen to other people as well. In this way you
will cure yourself of self-deception and stubbornness. You will enjoy
Union and Communication. Do not be isolated and lonely, but in a
dialogue with everyone and everything (demonic sin creates a void of
dialogue). Life is Communicability. Be communicative even if you
have to strain yourself for that. Be Cheerful even if you do not feel
well, because the foundation of Life is Joy-Light. Nothing can
overwhelm the Joy of Life itself, you must foster it even through your
own suffering. Wear a smile permanently (through sheer willpower).
Bear what you do not like in others and get over all their faults
(which are connected with their personal character). Do not
reprimand directly, do not point out mistakes, be gentle when you do
make remarks. Do not get angry that other people are not like you
and maybe are even antagonistic. In this way you will heal yourself
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of contrariness and you will always relish living in community. Try to
manifest affection rather than rejection. Do not admit fear,
apprehension, worries for tomorrow; do not get carried away by
illusions, leave everything to its time. Apprehension is the
weakening of the Soul. Be optimistic, even if things seem really
snarly; believe in the miraculous solution. All symptoms of diseases,
all the fights, all contradictions, your mistakes and others’ consider
them transient and you will thus remain untouched. Even if you had
and still have violent fits, all will pass; do not admit the fear that it
will get worse, but always think it will be better. Do not admit
sadness after conflicts and mistakes, leave them for the moment
when you analyze yourself (especially at confession). Many people
create a pathological scrupulousness out of everything. Do not
abandon activity, even if you do not feel well and make too little
progress. No matter how sick you may be, do not give up activity.
Rest! Life has a Supra-law, that of the SACRED REST, no matter
the state. In this REST no evaluation matters any longer, it is GOD’s
GIFT above all considerations. Relish this miracle yourself for real.
There are many people physically feeble, with sclerosis, or intellectually
anaemic, precisely because of the lack of Mobility-activity. Moreover,
there are energetic blockages and clogging on different organic and
functional body areas which generate permanent energetic leakages and
explosions which drain people’s last energy reserves. Some have
hyperfunctions (or hypofunctions) in certain organs, for the same
reason. Due to a sedentary life, we have parts of the Body deprived of
activity, where most alimentary residue is deposited. Mobility is like
Breathing for us, in Life’s active. We, Christians, are blamed that we
neglect to “take care” of our Body. But in our understanding Movement is one
of Life’s “capacities”, which is not an end in itself, but it is only a means to
be active. It does not have as a goal “the mastery of functions and organs”,
but only a free crossing of Movement throughout the whole Body.
Don’t make a “religion” out of the Movements of the Body, for it is
pathological, instead consider them your own movements, which
have nothing to do with the Religious. RITUAL is not “movement”,
but “SACRED GESTURE”, which is something else entirely.
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Movement represents “providing nourishment” to the organs that are isolated
and blocked by disease and cannot get nourishment for themselves.
Some “overly religious” people reject that, which is “a rejection of
help to those who cannot feed themselves anymore”. You give those
without hands and feet some means of moving or someone else
carries them. Movement is just as necessary and “therapeutic” as
“food”. “The corporal energies”, through their nature, cannot be SANCTIFIED,
but only used to assist the SACRED RITUAL. Do not focus on
energetic paths because it is dangerous; we should only consider the
“movement in itself” the rest should occur according to the actual
physiology; we only have to carefully preserve “the capacity of movement”,
only this way will “the Memorial in itself” be awakened (if we meddle
with different types of concentration we may alter and pervert “the
true physiologic memorial”). Do not introduce “another” Memorial
into the energetic Mobility.
We see Mobility in three ways: Squeezing-pressing-washing; dilatingstretching; growth-accrual, on the “areas of the Body”, Head, Trunk,
Limbs (all with their appendages). Get used to having a “Position of
permanent mobile Rememorating”, according to the personal
characteristics and illness (of the head, trunk or limbs). There are
means of “mobility from the static state” (different fixed positions of
some organic parts); “semi static mobility”; “active mobility”, through
direct and repeated movements (such as the forced movements).
There is also “direct psycho-mental” mobility, through types of direct
mental concentration. We avoid the “magic danger” of the “energetic
mobility”, but we do not exclude the “natural mobile (mobility)” of
energies, which is our “regular movement”. Use movement in the
Practice of the Gesture, as the mobility of the personal Memorial.
The lifting of the Head, bending, stretching of the hands-arms,
closing and opening of the Eyes, etc are often used in Prayer. Bend
yourselves with your Forehead on the floor and stay like that for a
while. It was St. Moses the Black’s technique of Prayer. St. Pachomius
the Great only Prayed with his Hands Raised. Others Prayed on their
knees, each according to their personal specific.
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Some use Breathing in Prayer. Some Philokalic Saints recommend
it too. For people in today’s world, with so many “sins of the flesh”,
Breathing represents a great strength. Breathing opens, unlocks and
eases the movement of both the corporeal and spiritual Memorial.
Breathing corresponds to Life’s “ceaseless movement” in general.
Breathe deeply especially in the morning and in the evening (on an
empty stomach) and use this state in your Gesture. The Philokalic
Hesychasts were accused for concentrating in their “bellybutton”.
One must understand that it is not a concentration on organic areas,
but a “mobility” used within the Gesture, to make it deeper. The
abdomen is “the place of passions” and of all “immorality”, that is why it must
be “cleaned” daily, consequently as mobility not as an end in itself.
Placing the Mind in the Heart is also a “mobility” of the “place of evil
thoughts”, because the Heart is the “Mind’s Memorial”, which has to
be “cleaned and purified” in order to achieve a “CLEAN” Prayer.
Likewise, the opening and dilation of the chest area, just as the
stretching of the arms or the straightening of the backbone, they are
all “types of mobility” of “hygiene maintenance” used in the ICONIC
Gesture to facilitate it.
They say that Neofit the Hermit made prostrations and metanies
even in his old age and he advised his Followers concerning this
Practice of great importance.
Based on this, we are putting together a “Hesychast Medicine”
which includes a form of therapy using the Hermitic Bread, and the
Food also having a tremendous importance for “cleansing” the
SACRED Gesture.
Washing up with Water is important for us, people who live in
today’s world, intoxicated with all kinds of filth. The Hermits who
lived in clean air, had natural Food and clean Minds did not “smell of
cadaver”. If we do not wash, we smell of “dead corpse”.
Beware, these things are not done “for everyone to see”, but
intimately and strictly privately. Some people look for “common
practices”, which are not Christian. In the Christian sense, only in
Church do we perform the “COMMON RITUAL”, otherwise it is
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“a private matter”. Someone can “teach you” how to do it, but only
you yourself in private can carry them out.
Based on these “marks”, under your Spiritual Father’s guidance,
choose your personal specific, in reference to the mobility of the
body, attitude of the Mind, and aspiration for a more profound Spirit.
Your Daily Gesture should be made with the Integrality of Body
and Soul, with the Actualization and Rememoration of the foundation
of DIVINE and of Creation in harmony and without contradictions.
The Practice is not easy, but those who “work” for it, will “attain it”.
Neofit the Hermit would repeat to his Followers: “The Practice
of the Holy Work is only for those who work day and night,
ceaselessly, over all obstacles and weaknesses, and who always
rekindle in themselves the GODLY LONGING”.
Whether you practise according to the straight Philokalic Method
or in Neofit the Hermit’s Carpathian Specific, you must be steadfast
and resilient. Do not be disheartened if you practise with a cold-heart
and reluctantly, the important thing is to Practise Daily. Do not look
for miraculous effects, on the contrary, reject any effect. Volition is
the paramount capacity of the one who Practises. Many people brag
about the fact that you are not allowed to do anything “mechanically”.
It is only “embittered impotent” talk.
Make the Practice of the ICONIC Gesture or the Mind’s Prayer
even if mechanically. Beware, though, you should not fall in the trap
of “instrumentalism”, to consider that the very Hesychast Mystic
resides in the Repetition of the Prayer or in the making of the
ICONIC Gesture. Avoid the “empty flawless-technique”: namely to
consider that you make a certain Gesture and you get the respective
effect, or that you repeat the Prayer so many times and you have
reached perfection... do not fall in the trap of “narrow-minded piety”
of doing something with zeal and piety and consider that this is
everything. Or, that because you stay at Liturgy for one hour, you are
a great Christian. But, on the other hand, do not exclude “eager piety
and Ritual” altogether because they are still the “Bridge” towards the
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Authentic Living which comes in time, as long as you Transfigure
yourself as a Personality.
We do need some “instruments”, but we should not confuse
them with the very “essence”. So, Practise the ICONIC Gesture
ceaselessly and nevertheless, always with the tendency to surpass it in
the Mystery which it can Open. The Gesture, as well as the Repetition
of the Prayer, is the “Opening of the Door of Mystery”, which allows
then the “Entrance into the Mystery”.
For many people the hardest thing is precisely the “Opening of
the Mystic Door” and that is because they remain only at the stage of
making the “philosophy” of it. Leave aside all “philosophy and
considerations” and start the Practice, even with shortcomings.
Beware of becoming “loud and braggart”. Practise in Mystery with
only the consent of your Spiritual Father and, maybe, another person
who, like you, Practices the Hesychasm. Let it be “your private
Work”.
Read and research a lot of material to this end, in order to
broaden the horizon of your Conscience. The Practice without
“Culture” becomes “inflexible”, narrow and even harmful. The most
bothersome are “the unlearned rigid persons who brag about how
wise they are”. The stupid can be spotted from the “inflexibility of
their ignorance”. There are many who are “simple”, yet they are not
“rigid”. There is also a “smaller Culture”, but a Wise one. The
glossed-over “culture” of the enraged ignorant is the most harmful.
Hesychasm is for those who Open their “Spirit of the Understanding
of Mystery”. “My mouth has spoken Wisdom and My Heart’s Spirit
UNDERSTANDING”. This is the Mystery of the Hesychast Mystic Practice,
the UNDERSTANDING of the Penetrating Spirit.
Most people complain about the “restlessness” of their Mind and
Senses. Many people search, in the Mystic tradition, for a “Calmingdown Therapy”. One must realize that the Destiny of the Mystic way
is first and foremost the “Transfiguration into the SACRALITY of
the DIVINE”, and, only after, do the so-called Calming-down effects
come. But in any “step towards the DIVINE” there is also a “step
towards Hesychasm-Peace”. So, the first sign of the Hesychast Living is
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that, together with the difficulty, suffering and trouble, you also obtain a
Consolation of Mystery, of Hesychasm, the Mystery of the DIVINE who bestows
on you the “Surpassing” of it all. Hesychasm does not mean “insensitivity
to suffering and trouble”, but their “Overcoming of Mystery”. ICONIC
means the “Overcoming in the DIVINE” of the ordinary.
In the Practice of the ICONIC Gesture you should look for this DIVINE
Mystery Surpassing, otherwise you will end up in an “empty gesture”. In
the ICONIC Gesture you “Bring yourself together and Surpass yourself”. Do
not fight your thoughts, nor your worries, nor even your obsessing
memories; let them flow outside you like a “sweat of illness”, but with
“Serenity on the Inside”, because in this way you will become
Healthy. In the Specific Carpathian ICONIC Gesture you must have two
“states” at once, a normal one of what you are, with all your weaknesses, as
exterior (outer), and another one in Interior (Inner), of “Relief-Surpassing in the
Mystery of the DIVINE” which Pervades you. These states must not fight
one another, as it is with the Philokalic tradition, Mind should fight to
stop the images and thoughts.
In the Specific Carpathian ICONIC Gesture, the normal with the
Supra-normal should not be destructive-prone but, in parallel, each with its own
transfiguration. But, this “parallel nature” has also an ICONIC effect, to
ICONIZE both into a SUPRA-FORM which paradoxically Supratransfigures them in the Mystery of the ICONIC. Make this Practice
in the Gesture of Prostration-Consecration-Dedication for both the
normal and the Supra-normal, also both for who you are and for who
you are ICONICALLY Transfiguring yourself into.
From the ICONIC Gesture performed in moments of Quietness,
as “Gestic Prayer”, move on to expanding the ICONIC to all movements. This
is the incentive of the CHRISTIC Virtues in the Specific Carpathian
tradition of Neofit the Hermit. Every Virtue is a CHRISTIC
ICONO-FORM. Distinguish the Static Gesture which you make in
the ICONIC Prayer, in front of the ICON of the MOTHER of
GOD, from the Active Gesture which you make in your regular Life.
In the Philokalic tradition, it is recommended to Pronounce as
often as possible the Short Prayer “LORD JESUS, have mercy on
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me”. Neofit, knowing that not all can Concentrate their Mind
especially when one is busy with daily matters, points to “Repeating the
ICONIC Gesture” which does not require an effort of the Mind, but only a
“memory of movement”.
Consequently, get used to starting any task with a discreet
Gesture of Reverence-Prostration, as a slight and subtle Bow. Towards
whomever you meet and whatever you see make this Gesture. Also
when you Speak, every Word should have the “ICONIC Form”, in
other words, it should be humble, pleasant and harmless, forgiving.
Let anything you might be working with your Hands be under this
Gestic Sign of bowing and Prostration, without even being necessary
for you to make the Sign of the Holy Cross. You can make the Sign
of the Cross only when you are alone and at special moments.
Avoid becoming the “rigid fanatic ritual-performer”. Make the ICONIC
Gesture wide and leisurely, considering the circumstances and the
specific situations. You should give the ICONIC Form of Prostration
even to your Thoughts. You will be able to Think meekly, peacefully
and harmless. Practising Daily, the ICONIC Form will “pervade you to your
blood” and will ICONIZE you in CHRIST. This fact will Open you even
more for the Gestic Prayer which you perform in your Calming-down
moments, when the CHRISTIC ICONIC LIVING PRESENCE will
Pervade you to the Depth of your Being. You should “like” the
ICONIC Gesture so much that it would become a “Permanent and
Personal Nature”.
Persevere in the Practice of the ICONIC Gesture. Just as it is
difficult, in the Philokalic tradition, to attain the Continuous Saying of
the NAME of JESUS, so the ICONIC Gesture is not acquired by
many. Pray, at the same time, for Attention and Alertness of your
Entire Existential-Essential Personality. Most people make the whole
Gesture with the Mind, or as a simple mechanic position. You have to
make it with all your Existential-Essential Being, Soul and Body, over Mind
and Heart.
The most difficult thing for many would be the Awareness of the
“ICONIC FORM” of the Gesture. Here is the secret, to actually
understand the FORM Itself of the ICONIC. In the beginning, you can
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make the Gesture no matter how, but in time you will feel yourself
the need to deepen it in its Opening of Mystery. According to Neofit
the Hermit, the ALTAR Consecrated to GOD is also the Origin of the
ICONIC Gesture. In your Address to GOD, it is only by making
“Room for an ALTAR” that you can Receive the DIVINE PRESENCE.
Only where you make an ALTAR for GOD, can His PRESENCE Be.
Come out with everything that is Best in you and make them into GOD’s
ALTAR, with a Prostration-Consecration Gesture. Your entire
Existential-Essential Being should be in the Gesture, so that you can
Build an ALTAR for Prostration to GOD out of all you have that is
Saintly. The Philokalic Fathers turn the NAME of JESUS into His
PRESENCE, and the Heart into an ALTAR where He can Come, all
in the Mind’s Prayer. Neofit the Hermit takes the ALTAR Outside, where you
should Go yourself, as a “Surpassing” of personal Existential-Essential Being.
The SACRED PLACE of the ALTAR must be “Beyond” you,
where your Existential-Essential Being can Kneel. So, strive to Perceive
the Mystery of the IMAGE of ALTAR of the ICONIC Gesture. It is the
ICONIC FORM Itself which your Consciousness must Assume. The
ALTAR is the SACRED PLACE wherein you make, out of your
“Personal material”, a PLACE where the DIVINE PRESENCE can
Descend Who, thus, Transfigures your Substance into a GODLY
SAINTLINESS.
This UNION of Creation with the DIVINE into a Mutual
SAINTLINESS is the Mystery of the ALTAR. And thus, making the
Gesture Itself into an ALTAR, through the Gesture, you Really
ENCOUNTER the DIVINE CHRIST. Be Aware of the fact that the
Gesture is the ICONIC FORM of ALTAR wherein you and CHRIST are
Present at once. And in this Gesture you must have your Entire
COMMITMENT-CONSECRATION, Mind and Heart, Soul and Body.
Place your whole Being into the ICONIC Gesture and Hand
yourself over as the “ALTAR Stones”, where the PRESENCE of
CHRIST the LORD would come. In the ICONIC Gesture, thus, you
must make yourself the “Body of the ALTAR” which you must
Consecrate to the LORD, then make the ICONIC Gesture “over”
you.
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The Philokalic Fathers make “the path of the purification of
Mind and Heart” through the Ceaseless Prayer, in order, afterwards,
to achieve the Heart’s SAINTLINESS of ALTAR. Neofit “moves” the
Being Straight in the ALTAR by “Taking it out” in the Exterior, as ICONIC
IMAGE. Remaining within yourself requires a lot of Transfiguration,
whereas in Exterior the CONSECRATION and Prostration make Straight
off the Transfiguration into ALTAR of one’s Being. Then, as Expansion,
make ALTARS out of all the objects and Beings around to also receive
CHRIST’s PRESENCE.
Do not make haste to move to the next Level until you Truly
Live the Mystery of the ICONIC Gesture. Without the Penetration and
Opening of the ICONIC Gesture, you do not have access to the next level
of Mystery.
The ICONIC Gesture of the Carpathian Philokalic Specific is in
Likeness with the Liturgical Ritual in the Church. Consider the basic
Reference points of the ICONIC Gesture:
– Supra-awareness of the ALIVENESS of the CHRISTIC ICONIC
PRESENCE. The Philokalic tradition performs the Invoking of the
NAME of LORD JESUS, through which one enters into Connection
with the DIVINE PRESENCE. Here, one makes the Prostration
Gesture, through which the ICONIC LIVING PRESENCE
becomes Reality. When you Prostrate, you have already Entered this
ALIVENESS of DIVINE POWER and PRESENCE. The Gesture
of Crossing oneself and of Prostration Brings the CHRISTIC
PRESENCE.
– This PRESENCE is ICONIC only through the IMAGE of
CHRIST. The ICON in Christianity means the IMAGE of CHRIST.
That which does not have the IMAGE of CHRIST is no longer Icon.
– The ICONIC PRESENCE is not a figment or a presupposition,
it is a DIVINE Real-LIVING PRESENCE which does not depend
on you, instead you depend on Him. If, for the Jews, the NAME of
GOD is “consuming FIRE”, here, in the Gesture of ICONIC
Prostration it is the same, “burning Flame”.
– The ICONIC-CHRISTIC Gesture is Supra-exterior, which means
it must be performed with all Integrality as Body and Soul and over
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them. So, do not make the ICONIC Gesture only with your Mind or
your Senses or the posture of your Body, but with all of them at once, in
UNION. Only as a “Total” must you make the ICONIC Gesture
towards the ALIVENESS of the CHRISTIC PRESENCE. Thus, the
Mind and the Feeling pass into a Supra-Form of ICONIC PROSTRATION
which Surpasses both Mind and Heart. In the ICONIC Gesture, the
Mind and the Heart Prostrate, but not by Mental or Sentimental
means, but through the Total Supraform of your Integrality. Here, in
the Gesture, Mind and Feeling are no longer “instruments” of Work, but they
become mere components of your Entirety who makes the ICONIC Gesture.
In the Philokalic manner of the Saying of the Prayer in the Heart, the
Mind is Active and Working. Here, in the Gesture, the Active is your
Whole Body and Soul, at once and in Union.
– After you have made the ICONIC Gesture, try to be Supra-aware
that the CHRISTIC LIVING PRESENCE “Envelops” you, as within an
ICONIC SUPRAFORM, wherein you, just like the “water” in the
Vase, take this Supraform. Do not try to represent to yourself how
this form is, but just Be Aware of It with a constant Attention. Do not
create for yourself any representation either about how the ICONIC
Supraform is, or about how you feel it. “Supra-represent It for yourself just
as a LIVING PRESENCE with an ICONIC FORM which you cannot
perceive, but which is very ACTIVE in Itself. In the beginning you will
feel as if in a “prison” where you cannot make any move. Make this
“Rest enclosed within CHRIST’s ICONIC”. Beware, if thoughts and
memories come to you, let them go out of you in the “ICONIC
FIRE”, where they will melt by themselves. All your Attention should
be at the ICONIC LIVING PRESENCE wherein you are enclosed
and wherein you are “forced” to take His Supraform, and where all
things inside you are cast out and are transfigured. You are “passive”,
you Rest in the CHRISTIC ICONIC.
– This “passive intra-ICONIC” is, however, a Supra-ACTIVE CHRISTIC
which Works upon you directly, which also Supra-Personalizes you
ICONICALLY. Neofit the Hermit maintains that before you make
the “purification and Virtues”, you must receive the ICONIC “SupraForm”, and after that you will perform your Active; you must first
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have the Model, which is the CHRISTIC ICONIC. And Receiving
the ICONIC Supra-Memories, you will be able to Work the
“Likeness”.
In this way, as Hesychast Practice of the First Level, as “ICONIC
Gesture”, the accent does not fall on Cleansing and Virtues, as in the Athonite
Philokalic way, but the accent is on the ICONIC RITUAL, in which you
Receive the Memory Models of Purification and Virtues, so that then you can
use them in your Personal Work. Making the ICONIC Gestic Ritual,
you will notice that the Memories of your BAPTISM and CHRISMATION
Awake inside of you and “Guide” your Nature towards the Good. Thus,
you start to get an “ICONIC Seeing” through which you can Discern
Right from wrong. And with this Seeing, you can then work the
Virtues and Purification.
– The Expansion of the ICONIC Gesture, from the Gestic Ritual
you make Personally, in calmness, in Front of the ICON of the
MOTHER of GOD or in the Church, concomitant to the Generalized
ICONIC Gesture, through which you give everything you see the
CHRISTIC ICONIC Supraform, Seeing the “Image of CHRIST” in
everything, the WORD through which all things “were created”. As
ICONIC Gesture, to See the CREATOR WORD not as Interior, but as
Supra-exterior which Clads both the Interior and the Exterior of each thing, as
ICONO-FORM. In this way, everything becomes in your Eyes a
Holy World, BEARING the IMAGE of CHRIST.
This is the Specific Carpathian Hesychast Practice of Neofit the
Hermit. It is Permanent Prayer not through Words, but through the
ICONIC Gesture, as ICONIC Gestic-Prayer. The Gestic-Ritual Language
is a Thraco-Dacian Character which is maintained in the Carpathian
Specific.
If you already have the Hesychast Practice in the regular
Philokalic way, you can also try the Carpathian Specific, but with the
caution that you mustn’t mix them, but to perform each of them
separately. In fact, it is the same “Philokalic Foundation”, but the “Direction”
is different. The Philokalic one is “Interiorization” and the Carpathian one
is “Exteriorization”. And each of them has its “Complex/Complexity”
which, if it is not well “controlled”, can lead to pathological
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anomalies. Beware! The Hesychast Practice really needs a Spiritual
Father, otherwise one may fall into grave mistakes. The Practice of the
ICONIC Gesture is less “risky” because there is the Exterior Ritual
whereby one avoids the “Mind magic” and the “sickly sentimentalism”
which usually occurs in the Interiorization method. Contingently, a
“formal Ritualism” may occur, but without the triggering of the
“subconscious explosion” from the Interiorization method. A Good
Spiritual Father can also guide you in the Classic Philokalic Specific of
the Mind inside the Heart Hesychasm. Most Spiritual Fathers avoid this
Practice, though, especially with Young Men. This does not mean that
no one should try the Hesychast Practice any longer. Those full of
Alacrity should take all the precautions and set out on the “Mystic
Path”, like Harap-Alb, at all risks. The Honest ones will Surpass all
trials and obstacles.

THE LITURGY OF LOVE
“In the Beginning was
THE WORD LITURGY”.
In the non-beginning there was
LOVE,
With Its Mystery, TRINITY,
Which is BIRTH-WORD,
Which is LITURGY.

The “flesh floor”,
Enter the Bethlehem-Church
Where the LAMB from ABOVE
Makes Himself Earthly Liturgy also,
So the World can be Born.

Kneel in FRONT
Of the GODLY ICON,
Which is the LITURGY of LOVE,
The IMAGE of the LORD
CHRIST.

THE HEART OF LITURGY
BEATS in
GOD,
It Beats both in the Sky and on
Earth,
The SAME HEART CHRIST,
From UP there and Down here.

Cast all those inside you “out”,
Prostrate your Forehead beyond

Who can restrain LOVE,
Who can set boundaries to It?...
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Here is the DIVINE Logos, who
is at once the LITURGY of
GOD and that of Creation.
Terrible is the Mystery of Creation,
As Thou Dost Perform the
Liturgy Thyself;
Thou Dost Get INCARNATED
Thyself,
And dost make the whole World
Into Thy BODY-GARMENT,
Through whom we can also
ASCEND
Up to GOD.
I myself and each of us are
An IMAGE of Liturgy,
A Certain WORD-LOVE,
IMAGE in Eternity.

The LITURGY of LOVE
Never stops
That is why It is the “HEART
Of IMMORTALITY”,
HEART in Continuous Beating,
Which never ceases.
JESUS, Thy HEART dost Beat
In GOD,
In the Sky-Heaven and on Earth,
And in all the Hearts of the
World it Beats,
CHALICE with BLOOD
Of GOD and of
Creation,
Which always at Liturgy
Make Themselves
EUCHARIST.

And Each of us are
Image of Creation
And IMAGE of GOD,
Which ENCOUNTER One
Another
Only in Thy Liturgical IMAGE.

LORD JESUS, I am coming
myself
To the ALTAR of
Thy LITURGY,
Where I bring myself as
“Prosphoron”,
Which Thou doth Transfigure
in the LITURGY SERVICE.

Only in this IMAGE do I Find
myself
In the ENCOUNTER with
Thee,
In Thy IMAGE of Liturgy,
Unspoken Mystery of LOVE.

Do not be sickened by my scarce
Love.
Thou hast Created me out of
Thy LOVE,
And the IMAGE of LOVE Got
Sealed
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On my Being, for Eternity,
And make This SEAL
Into OBLATION
Upon which Thou dost SERVE
the LITURGY,
And in my Being dost Incarnate.
I have fallen from Love
Through many sins,
And I lie in the chasm of death,
But LORD,
Receive me as a Prosphoron
Out of which Thou Servest the
LITURGY,
And “Pour” in Thy CHALICE
A “drop” of my Blood too,
So that Thy LOVE and mine
Might again ENCOUNTER.
GOD, Thou always
Dost Give Birth to Us out of
Thy LOVE,
And the Creation
Gives Birth to Thee
As well, ceaselessly,
And the ENCOUNTERED
LOVE
Makes Itself EUCHARIST,
BREAD of Sky-Heaven and Earth,
The WORD who has Made Himself
BODY-GARMENT.
GODLY BREAD-CHRIST,
GOD and Creation in UNION,
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Here is the ICON which is no
idol,
Wherein both the World
And GOD Himself
At once PROSTRATE.
Thou, LORD JESUS CHRIST
SON of GOD,
And Son of Creation,
From the LITURGY of LOVE
Thou Dost Give Birth
to the ChurchMOTHER of the World,
The Creation with GOD in
HER Arms.
O, GOD’s LOVE,
Terrible,
How Thou dost make Thyself
also Image of Being,
So that the World would also
receive
The DIVINE Measure!
O, GOD INCARNATED,
So that the World would
ASCEND in
GOD,
TWO LOVES which Found
One Another
“Over the chasm of Absolute”.
That is why
The LITURGY OF LOVE
Never ceases,
HEART of Immortality.

Should LITURGY
Ever Cease,
“All would perish” at once.
LOVE is
The Ceaseless LITURGY,
It is Ceaseless Self BIRTH,
LOVE is the “Absolute
RITUAL”
Which makes Itself
EUCHARIST-OFFERING.
What is there more Wonderful,
The DIVINE INCARNATED
Or the CASTING OUT of the
Being “over” Self
In the DIVINE
Beyond any Created Image?
The DIVINE
made Body-Garment
is CHRIST,
Over the Body-Garment
there is the HOLY SPIRIT,
Who Are ONE,
At once, and without division.
CHRIST becomes the DIVINE,
BODY of EUCHARIST,
The HOLY SPIRIT
makes the BODY
IMAGE-GODLINESS,
CHRIST and HOLY SPIRIT,
LITURGY of the CHURCH.
One CERTAIN WORD of
Thine
Hast Created a Certain Soul of
mine,

And the Two Images stand
Face to Face,
My Life being
To See myself in Thee
Image and Likeness,
Without amalgamation.
I am First of all
A WORD of Thine,
Inscribed in thee, BOOK of LIFE,
Which Thou then dost UTTER
And dost Bestow to me.
Within my Being
The DIVINE WORD BEATS
HEART of GOD.
And when I hear It,
My Heart as well
Responds in Likeness.
O, Mystery of UTTERANCE,
Mystery of BIRTH!
Thou Hast UTTERED me
And I Am UTTERING Thee!
When I come to HEAR
The UTTERANCE
Which gave Birth to me,
Then, I myself, JESUS,
will become
“SAME BODY” with Thee.
LORD JESUS
CHRIST,
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The ICON from the Sky and on
Earth,
Thou art the IMAGE
Through which all has been
created.
The Mystery of GODLINESS
Is the Mystery of Thy BIRTH
From GOD the FATHER
without beginning.
The Mystery of the World
Is still Thy Birth
Also in an Image of Creation,
GOD and Creation
In equal measure.
The IMAGE of GOD the
FATHER
Is beyond our Seeing,
But Thy IMAGE of SON
Dost Open up for us too
A Window of Mystery.
O, IMAGE of ICON,
Of GOD and of Creation,
Of Sky and Earth,
IMAGE and LIKENESS,
To Thee we must
PROSTRATE.
GOD Opens
The DOOR towards the World
Through the IMAGE of His SON,
And the World opens a Door
in its turn
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Through which one can SEE
GOD,
The Image of the VIRGIN
MOTHER
With the DIVINE CHILD in
Her Arms,
The MYSTERY of the Icon of
Creation.
To this ICON, Sky-Heaven and
Earth
At once PROSTRATE
And through It
All things ENCOUNTER.
Each of us are “Christic
Micro-Cosmogonies”, and at
once Personal “MicroCosmologies” of Creation.
Rejoice, DOOR between
DIVINE and Creation,
Rejoice, Bridge between
Sky and Earth,
Rejoice, ALTAR Veil,
Rejoice, Window
Of Things of MYSTERY,
Rejoice, ICON,
Heart in Prayer,
Forever Pure,
Image of the MOTHER
Of GOD.
LORD, JESUS, I can Hear
Beating inside me

My Heart from inside Thee,
Wherein the “DIVINE
BLOOD” Itself
FLOWS ceaselessly.
And my Heart of Creation
Beats through this Heart,
With “blood of Creation”.
And the UNION of the
DIVINE BLOOD
With the Blood of Creation
Will UNITE the Two Hearts,
Even in Thy HEART.
Where all the MYSTERY is.

Time does not exist,
But LOVE
Is always BORN out of Itself,
And from this RITUAL
Time Emerges…
Space does not exist,
But the ceaseless BIRTH
Grants that LOVE
Is always “over” Self.
O, LOVE-LITURGY,
RITUAL and EUCHARIST!

The HEART, the PERSON’s Demeanour
There has been a lot of talk about the Heart, from vital “centre”
to the “seat” of Intelligence, Intuition and Feelings.
“Great Ideas come from the Heart”.
It is taken into consideration both a “metaphysics” and a Mystic
Theology of the Heart. Thus, the Heart would be the “window organ”
through which one actually passes “beyond”, towards Origins and the incorporeal
World. In the ancient cosmogonies the world was thought up by the
“Heart of the demiurgic God”.
The Heart is “GOD’s THRONE”; it has in itself “GOD’s
KINGDOM”; it is the ALTAR and the Seat of the Spirit; it is the
“Holy Altar” of the Temple and of Zion; the Centre of the world; it is
the “Original Supra-space” of Existence.
The Heart is considered as an Earth element and at the same time
element of Fire-Light.
The Heart-Sacred Chalice of Earth in which there is the DIVINE
SUN–FIRE out of which Light emerges. Thus, one actually sees
through the “Heart’s Eyes”. “The Sun spreads the Light, just like the Heart
spreads the Breath”.
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The Christian “CHALICE” is “CHRIST’s HEART”; in it there is
CHRIST’s BLOOD-LIGHT Itself as EUCHARIST.
It is a “Heavenly Heart”, an “Earthly Heart” and a “personal heart”.
The Heart is the “Seat” of Intelligence, Volition-Action and of
Life in general.
At the Soul’s “judgment”, it is the Heart that is “weighed”, how “heavy”
it is in Good and in evil.
In the Heart there is the “DIVINE Conscience” as well as the
personal Conscience.
The DIVINE within you is “your Heart’s Voice”, says a proverb.
In the Biblical tradition, the Heart is the “INNER Man”, the seat
of “UNDERSTANDING”. “My mouth Wisdom has spoken and my Heart’s
Spirit, UNDERSTANDING”, this is how a theological canticle goes.
Thus there is a distinction between Mind and Heart. The Mind is
Wisdom and the Heart is Understanding-Self-Conscience Wisdom.
They say that the Heart is the first Organ that gets formed in the
foetus, and the last Organ to decay after death (after 40 days).
They say that GOD, after he “had made Adam”, “Breathed
BREATH” to him, and this is “how he became Living Soul”, which
would mean precisely the “MYSTERY of the HEART”.
Thus, the Heart is “Adamic earth”, Spiritual-Heavenly
Intelligence-Model and DIVINE SPACE-BREATH”. That is why
they say that “you have as much Life and Soul as you have Magnitude
of Breath”. In the Mystic tradition they mention the “opening of the
Heart through the expansion of the Breath”; or the “union of Mind
and Breath”.
The DIVINE cannot be “comprised” in “anything else”, but it
can be contained in the HEART, where the DIVINE BREATH has
set Its SEAL.
Sin touches the Heart Directly, both as Spirit and as Body, hence the
respective degeneration.
The Heart is the “Supra-space”, both of the Spirit, and of matter,
as “link-bridge” between Body and Soul. That is why both Spirit and the
corporeal things are Memorized in the Heart (Heart - brain of Mystery),
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thus the seat of both “wakefulness” as well as of the subconscious
and even the seat of the “sleep-of-forgetfulness”. “I am sleeping, but my
Heart stands watch”.
The Heart is the “hidden chamber”, wherein you can make
ALTAR or debauchery.
“New SPIRIT and New Heart” (Ezekiel, 36, 26).
The Heart is a “Theophany”, the Mirror of the unseen World.
In the Heart, “the most concealed thoughts” dwell, the foundation
of the Intellectual Essence.
The Heart is the Mystery of CHRIST Incarnated.
The Heart is the Mystery of the Created Being Itself.
The basic Christian Character is the Mystery of the Person, in
which the Spiritual “powers” subsist and out of which Virtues emerge.
We are dichotomy Soul and Body (Being and energies of creation), and
the Soul has, within its capacities, the DIVINE Spiritual (as DIVINE
Seal) and the personal Spiritual of creation which is transposed at the
same time in the energies of the Body. Furthermore, the Soul has the
Seal of the DIVINE TRINITY, hence the Triadic Mystery of the
“Powers of the Soul”. And just as the DIVINE is PERSONAL, so our
Soul is Person of Creation. Hence a “reference point” of our Person as
“Triadic – existence-essence of the created Soul”, which does not change its
“simplicity” as created Spiritual essence. Thus, from a Philokalic standpoint,
our Soul has the “triad”: Mind, desire and agility”, corresponding to the
ancient tradition: Thought, Feeling and Willpower. Out of these we get the
correspondences: Spiritual, Spirit-Nature and Personal Self-Heart.
Some people mistake the Feeling for the Heart.
There is an “analogy” between the Soul’s Configuration of
Mystery and the physiological structure of the Body. All the mystic
traditions have looked for these intimate connections. And in the
Christian sense we have some marks. Thus, we speak of a Mind of the
Soul and of a “mind” of the body, as well as of a Heart of the Soul and a
corporeal Heart.
The Heart is at the same time as the Soul’s Demeanour, as Body
Organ and as the UNION of the Soul with the Body, in the “BodyGarment of Mystery”.
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We have “forgotten” about the Mystery of the “Body-Garment”,
which was lost when we fell from Heaven, Adam and Eve having
been left “naked”. There is a Mystery, the “Garment” covering the
Unity Soul and Body, which is precisely the “Body-Garment” It
appears that for all the Beings of Creation the Body has a “natural garment”
(hair, colours, different improvements), only Man has been left “naked”.
They say that “the Clothes make the Man”, meaning a primordial
Memory of the fact that the “Body-Garment” shows the Face-Image
of the Person-Man. “How one’s Demeanour is, likewise is one’s Soul”, so
goes another saying. Beware not to mistake the “body” for the “Demeanour”
(which is the Mystery of the UNION Soul and Body, forgotten by us
due to the sin.)
There are several concepts referring to Man’s “configuration”.
1. Philosophical:-Nous (the Spirit); Psyche (the Vital Soul); Soma
(the material body). Within the Spirit there are the “Divine ReasonsLogies”; the Psyche-Soul reflects both Spirit and Soma-body, hence
the “Rational” and the “irrational” parts of the Vital Soul. The Soul
would thus have three attributes-powers as Thinking, Feeling and Volition, to
put it another way, “Mind, desire, and agility”.
2. Religious: - Soul; body; SPIRIT. Within the Soul there is the
“DIVINE GRACE-ENDOWED BREATH”, which is the IMAGE
of the HOLY SPIRIT and which, if it is “Worked”, it will “Spiritualize”
one’s powers of the Soul (Mind, Feeling, Volition), which all the more
will prolong Itself into the material body as well.
3. ICONIC: - the IMAGE of GOD and the Created Personal-Individual
Being, as a strict “dichotomy”.
The Created Being has in its turn its Created Existential-Essential direct
Soul and its energies-Body. The Soul has in Itself the TRINITARIAN
IMAGE of the DIVINE IMAGE, which is transposed as a “Triadicexistence-essence” of the Soul, - Conscience, Spirit and Personal-Self
(what else can they be but the known powers of the Soul, as Mind, feeling
and volition). Neofit distinguishes the Soul as Created ExistenceEssence, from its energies-powers.
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The Soul, as Existence-Essence, is beyond its energies of
creation, but it “emits” them as a prolongation of Existence-Essence,
and from the “halting” of the energies of the Soul the Material
“corporeality” is configured.
Hence, the distinction that Neofit makes between SoulExistence-Essence (entity, Spirit, Personal Self) and its correspondent
energies (Mind, feeling, volition), and the Body with its own
correspondent aspects (nerves, sensitive nature, matter).
But this “configuration” works within a global “Coalescence”,
with mutual connections and responses. The Soul Itself is the
“Created Triadic-Existence-Essence” (Entity, Spirit, Personal-Self),
which manifests Itself energetically (Mind, Feeling, Volition) and is
structured Corporeally (nerves, sensitive system, material organs).
In its Integrality, the Soul and the Body are a personal, energetic,
Existential-Essential complex and “over” all these, there is the
“SUPRAIMAGE of the SIGNET” of the IMAGE of GOD.
It would mean the HOLY SPIRIT as the SIGNET of the
IMAGE of GOD, “the Spirit of Creation” as Soul and their
manifestations as energies with corporeal organic functions.
Neofit believes that the “DIVINE BREATH” given to Adam is
the IMAGE and the Likeness, which the people of old called
“SPIRIT”. Hence, the Philokalic SPIRIT, Soul and body.
Thus, knowing these important marks, we can understand the
mystic relation between the Carpathian way and the other ones.
Our Soul is, as it was previously stated, a “Triadic-ExistenceEssence” with the Signet of the DIVINE TRINITY, as: ImageConscience (the Signet of the FATHER); Spirit-Nature (the Signet of
the HOLY SPIRIT), Heart-Personal Self (the Signet of the SON).
And this direct Image of Soul (Psyche) is transposed as Psychological:
Mind, Feeling and Volition (qualities of the Soul) and at the same time is
transposed in the Corporeal Organic Physiological as: nervous
system-sex; circulatory system-digestion; corporeal matter-organs.
And in UNION, all these “Levels” are Personality-Individuality.
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The Soul is the Person, the Psychological (Soul and Body) is
Individuality and the Physiological is the biological Character. And in all
of these, there is the “SAME Image of the Person”, who has the
Three transpositions (Soul, Individuality, materiality). Thus, the Soul has
the “likeness” with the Individuality and the material organic, and
each is a “likeness-kinship of Image” of the other ones, but in their
own “specific” (nature).
There is also talk about the Demeanour of the Soul, as a “Spirit in
the likeness of the Body Individuality” (with Head, trunk, limbs). The
Head is the Image of Conscience, Mind and Nervous system; the
Trunk is the Image of the Spirit Feeling and energetic circulation; the
Limbs (arms, legs) are the Image of the Personal Self, of Volition and of
the corporeal organs. And each has specific “REPRESENTATIONS”:
- the Head: Wakefulness, Thinking, sex (Conscience, Mind, nervous
System); - Trunk: Memory, Feeling, Vitality; - Limbs: Speaking, Gesture,
Meaning.
And as a UNION there is the HEART-Personality, Individualitypersonal Active. Thus, the HEART has Three Representations: Person-Spirit (Psycho-Soul), the Soul’s HEART; - Person-Individuality (Psychological), the Heart of the Body; - Person-biological
(Physiological), the Organic Heart.
And all are, in fact, a “UNIQUE HEART – UNIQUE
PERSON”, which “Beats” on Three Levels at once.
And this “UNIQUE HEART” is the “biological-IndividualPERSONAL WHOLE”, as the Mystery of the Heavenly HEART,
the “HEART of the BODY–LIVING GARMENT”, lost through sin
by both the fallen Angels and by Man.
The Holy Christian Fathers always speak about the “HEART of
MYSTERY”, that which is “over” the “organic heart”. And the
ancient mystic traditions remind about the “mystery of the heart”, but
as “centre of Interiorization”. In the Christian sense, the Heart is not
“interiorization”, but “SUPRA-EXTERIORIZATION over interior
(inner) and exterior (outer)”, of “HEART PERSONALITY”.
There is a whole mystic tradition which says that in Eden the
Soul was “exterior”, which was visible first and the Body was seen
“behind” the Soul, and over them there was the “BODY-GARMENT
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of Mystery, the HEART Personality”, so that Adam, when he
“Named” the Creatures, he had direct access to each of their
character through this very Seeing.
The Ancient tradition considers the “interior” as the “Mystery of Life”,
which is the “image of the fall” from Eden, when “the HEART
Personality” is lost, the Soul is “shadowed” and the Body turns into a
“compensation” both for the Soul and for the HEART Personality.
Adam and Eve remain with their “skin body”, meaning the
Corporeal “nakedness” over which they must put the “clothing” of
leaves-clothes, while the “SUPRA-EXTERIOR HEART” is no
longer there to “Mirror” both the Soul and the Body; the skin mirrors
this “nakedness-emptiness”.
In the Christian Mystic tradition we insist on stressing the
“Rebuilding” of the HEART-Personality, the Garment of GRACE,
or the “Wedding GARMENT”.
We, after the fall, believe the Soul to be “interior” and the HEART Person
as an “interior” of the Soul Itself. In the Eden reality, the Soul is “in plain
sight” and the HEART Personality is the Spiritual SUPRAEXTERIOR- Wedding Garment. Everything shall be in plain “Sight”, says
the LORD, and nothing shall be “hidden” (the image of sin). The
MYSTERY is not the “hidden”, but the “WONDERFUL GARMENT”
which Clads everything and out of which everything “Springs”.
This paradoxical “INTERIOR and Exterior”, at once and over
them all, is the Christian IMAGE of MYSTERY. And the HEART
Person-Body is its Image. The statement “they shall be one Body”
means that “they shall be the SAME IMAGE of HEART”, wherein
the “UNION Mirroring” is made, both of the Interior and of the
Exterior, wherein “dimensions” are transcended.
Each of us is
the HEART within us
In Demeanor.
The Soul’s Heart, the Body’s Heart,
Make up a “sole” Body.

JESUS, my Heart
Longs for the encounter with
Thy HEART,
Within the CHALICE HEART
Where GOD and Creation
Are one “sole BODY”.
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The ENCOUNTER in the HEART
In the Christian sense, the HEART is at the same time the
Mystery of the ICON. That is why the HEART as ICON Reveals, it
does not hide; it discloses, it does not close; it Bestows, it does not
take. Thus, the HEART is not “interiorization”, the way it is usually
considered, but it is precisely the “OBLATION of SUPRAEXTERIORIZATION”. The ancient scholars who see the Divine as
an “essence” perform the “interiorization”, but in the Christian vision
the DIVINE being a PERSON, Its “essence” is in “Opening”, not in
the “simplification of the absolute closing” (essence).
We must underline insistently this fact which is specific for
Christianity.
An “interior” heart is not Christian. A GIVING HEART, a
REVEALING HEART, a SUPRA-EXTERIOR HEART is the
CHRISTIC HEART, HEART of the SAME BODY, HEART
EUCHARIST.
There is a parable which tells about how when Man lost Eden, inside
him, the Mind broke from the Senses, the Soul broke from the Body,
and the Organs were reset into a contrary duality (head-sex; heartdigestion, organic-inorganic). Hence, the mystic intuition of the
“rebuilding” of the lost integrity through the “reunion of the
contraries”.
The magic-occult mystic ways talk about the reunion of the
Head-mind with the sex-energy (masculine and feminine, going all the
way to metaphysical-religious orgies); the pietistic mystic ways talk
about the reunion only in the senses (going all the way to exclusive
sentimentalism).
The Christian Orthodox Mystic tradition talks about a Reunion
within the HEART of MYSTERY which is not the Mind, or the
Senses, or the Organs with their energies, but a “TOTALITY” which
surpasses all of them and at the same time UNITES them within the
“SAME BODY-EUCHARIST” (Oblation-Eucharist-Participation
without amalgamation).
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For the ancient thinkers the Heart is an “Eros”, Mind and sex in
mutual sublimation (from non-corporeal Platonic Eros to corporeal
eros). For them, there is another “beyond” of “essence”, like the pure
Idea-Spirit, like the Divine Eros. That is why the ancient mystic
approaches are either of the “Mind” (with the ‘magic’ of thinking), or
of the “Senses” (with the occult of the energies).
In Christianity, having the Image of the Person-HEART, the
mystic is no longer the magic of Mind, nor the organic energetic
paranormal, but the Mystic of IMAGE of the “HEART-SAME
CHRISTIC BODY” wherein Mind, Senses and organic energies are
transcended in the “HEART-CHALICE-OBLATION-EUCHARIST”.
Anyone who does not make these clear distinctions mistakes the
Christian mystic way with those of the Mind, Senses and energies.
The specific Christian Mystic is the ICONIC Mystic, the Mystic
of the “Integral Personal GESTURE”, wherein Mind, Senses as well
as organic energies are Mirrored.
The ICONIC-GESTURE does not “essentialize-abstract”, does not turn
Thinking into Senses and Senses into Thinking or into energetic forms (as in the
ancient techniques), but it straightforwardly makes the “GESTURE of
the ICONIC HEART”, as OBLATION-ADDRESS-OPENINGRECEPTION-PARTICIPATION-EUCHARIST. And in the ICONIC
GESTURE there is the DIVINE and Creation UNION, with all its
also Iconic “corollary” of Mind, Body, energies, colours and lights.
In the ICONIC GESTURE one does not focus on Mind, or
Senses or the paranormal energies, but straightforwardly on the
“ICONIC GESTURE Itself”, which is the “HEART-SAME
CHRISTIC BODY”. Many people fall into mental, sentimental,
energetic-paranormal mysticism, which no longer constitutes the true
Christian Mystic.
The Hesychast Mystic, of the known Prayer of the Union of
Mind and Heart, works precisely in the sense of Rebuilding the Unity
(through the annulment of the contraries between mind and senses),
through which then one can REMEMORATE the CHRISTIC
HEART, the Mystery of the HEART CHRISTIC BODY, which is
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actually the Spiritualized HEART, which has at once the HOLY
SPIRIT, Who Transforms “the Creature’s Body” into CHRISTIC
BODY-EUCHARIST.
Thus, the Hesychast way is the Christian way of ICONICSpiritualized CHRISTIC HEART, precisely the “GARMENT for the
DIVINE Wedding”, which is “the LAST SUPPER” and not “a
nuptial bed of mental or corporeal eros” (as in the non-Christian
mystic ways).
In my Heart of clay
I Bring Down my earthly Mind,
And in Union of “Gesture”
I Call Thy NAME, JESUS,
So that with Thy Coming,
My Mind and My Heart
should transform into
Prosphoron, within which
Thou canst Liturgise
Thy BODY, the HEART of
GOD’s LOVE for the World,
And so, Thou couldst FILL
My Mind and my Heart
Chalice of Creation-Being,
With Thy GODLY BLOOD.
May My Earthly Heart
Incarnate Thy HEART,
JESUS,
Over which
the BREATH
of the HOLY SPIRIT
Should Transform it
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Into the GODLY BODYGARMENT,
And thus I, together with Thee,
Should be a “sole BODY”,
HEART of MYSTERY
Wherein I, JESUS,
Imprint Thee in my Being,
As Thou dost IMPRINT Thyself,
ICON wherein
GOD And Creation
Are TOGETHER at once.
In the ICONIC GESTURE of
the HEART
The Mind can only watch in
wonder
And so can the heart,
Thou, JESUS, being the One who
Dost FLOW with the DIVINE
BLOOD,
While the HOLY SPIRIT Beats
In MYSTERY SPEAKING.
Do not stop
In my Mind, or my earthly Heart,

Or in my Soul’s Heart,
But only in the HEART of
MYSTERY,
The ICON HEART,
RITUAL of Liturgy,
CHALICE and EUCHARIST,
Over which there is the HOLY
SPIRIT
And the FATHER’s
Absolute BLESSING.
The HEART has Three
Realms,
The KINGDOM of
GOD,
The Realm of Sky-Heaven and
Earth,
IMAGE of the TREE of LIFE
Amid Eden.
Through sin we have lost
Both the TREE of LIFE

And the Heavenly Union,
And we are left with the “tree of
death”,
Blind Heart of the Soul,
Bodily Mind and Heart, likewise,
A naked Body upon which
The “snake” sits
With “his poisonous forkedtongue”.
Cast “off” the snake
And make your Body CROSS,
GESTURE of HEART
Which remembers its IMAGE.
The Mind and the Heart
in the GESTURE
of PROSTRATION,
With Thy ICON NAME,
JESUS,
I shall Get Back my HEART
of MYSTERY.

HEART, MYSTERY AND SPEAKING
GODLY HEART,
Thou art the SON of GOD,
And Thou dost Offer It to the
World,
BREAD of LOVE
Thy IMAGE Itself.

Only within another
HEART of Mystery,
Large as a whole World,
The MOTHER’s HEART’
LOVE’s IMAGE
Transformed into Body-Garment.

GODLY HEART,
It could be contained

GODLY HEART,
IMAGE of CHRIST,
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HEART as large as the Absolute,
Thou Flowest Outpouring
BLOOD-communion,
CHALICE of LOVE.
REJOICE, ICON,
HEART in Prayer,

Pure for Eternity,
MOTHER of GOD’s IMAGE.
And over the HEART
Another MYSTERY still,
The HOLY SPIRIT who
Ceaselessly BEATS
LOVE in REMEMBRANCE.

THE OATH OF THE PRACTICE
Anyone who became Hermit Neofit’s Follower first had to make
a promise which, moreover, was a type of “Oath of the Practice” that he
could never break or it brought with it a heavy “damnation”.
– So, my Brother, continued Arsenie, the Practice is the Door of
the Holy Learning. The ancient people made the Sacred Learning a
Mystery meant only for the “pundit and the privileged”. Whoever
managed to “find out” the Sacred Learning, also achieved the
“Practice”. The people of old would sacrifice their fortune and even
became servants and slaves for the Sacred Learning. As it is also
written in the Gospel, the man who wants the “Treasure of the Land”
sells everything to buy the Land and the Treasure with it. The Land is
the Learning and the Treasure is the Practice. One needs the “alacrity” of
the Practice, which is supported through the wilful “exercise”, over all
obstacles. The Hermit Neofit asks from his Followers to strictly observe
the “Daily Practice Rules”. Do not undertake God knows what “great
deeds”, only a little and “diligently” practiced.
The Mystic of the FORM is vital in the Practice. The ancient
thinkers were suspicious of any Form, considering that it could
generate unpredictable effects. The first writings were in Forms. They
say that the first people Thought in Forms. Children think the same
way. The Form is considered the Expression of Content Structuring.
But, the Structuring itself must be made according to “some forms”.
Any Structure is “a form of Interior”. The Platonic Archetypal Ideas
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are considered the “ultimate Forms” of Thought. Hence, the Mystic
of the IMAGE.
Christianity, though, distinguishes the IMAGE as Essence in
Itself, from Form as the Distinction of the IMAGE, as PERSON.
Thus, the Content as Essence already has the Form in itself as
IMAGE and through Distinction the Form makes Itself the
REVELATION of the IMAGE-Essence.
As Existence-Essence, has the Content no Form and then it takes
Form, or does the Form gradually fill with Content? They say that
only through Self Structuring does Content take Form. But on what
basis does the Structuring occur? There still needs to be a “Form”
through which Content can be Structured.
We, Creation, are in Essence Created Forms. There are Corporeal
and Spiritual Forms, also Mental, Auditory, energetic, Sentimental,
sensitive Forms, etc. Neofit the Hermit speaks about a Trinitarian
Logic, as Supraform, Form and Content. The Supraform is the IMAGEEssence GODLINESS in Itself, out of which at once and Equally emerge the
Content-Nature-NATURE-KIND and the FORM-Distinction-PERSON.
Thus, the origin is the Supraform out of which Form is Born and Content
Emerges. Form and Content do not mutually determine one another,
but they are in the Origin of the Supraform. This is how they are
considered: Supra-substance as Supraform; Content as Substance and Form as
Substantialization. The IMAGE, Nature-Kind and PERSON as
TRIADIC-EXISTENCE-ESSENCE of the Being in Itself.
It is worth mentioning that in the Christian Revelation the
Relation is never between Contents, but between FORMS wherein
Supraform and Content Subsist. That is why the FORM is the
EXISTENTIAL LIVING PRESENCE of Reality. In the Bible GOD
Creates Forms, not Contents, as the latter are in the respective Forms.
He Creates the Form of Sky and Earth, of Water and Land, of Light,
of Day and Night, Forms of Vegetal Life and Animals up to the Form
of Man. Sin brings with it the “breaking from” the Supraform and
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thus, Form and Content become contrary and turn destructive to the
“death”.
The Living Form is the proof that there is the Supraform. The
Mystic in Christianity is thus between Living Forms, and not
between Contents which become Forms, the ICONIC FORM –
LIVING PRESENCE that Neofit the Hermit talks about. We,
Creation, cannot Enter GOD’s Essence-Being, but we can in effect
Communicate with the PERSON-LIVING FORM of the
(EXISTENTIAL-ESSENTIAL) BEING.
The mystic substantiality of the Mystery of the LIVING FORM
is the SACRED GESTURE. The Gesture is an Act of Expression
within a Certain Form, as posture, orientation or distinction.
In the Christian sense, Gesture is connected with Ritual,
“discerning movement”. Gesture is an Address, a Communication and an
Orientation towards Someone. Thus, Gesture is more than Word, Feeling,
it is also their Bearer. Gesture is directly connected to Form.
But Gesture is a Living Communication of Form, that is why it is
the Active of the Form. Hence the Power of Gesture in the Cultic Ritual.
Any Gesture is a Potential of Actives and trigger of Actives. Gesture
is “the Form that Forms”. If one Invokes the DIVINE through
Sacred Words, through Gesture one brings Its PRESENCE.
The Philokalic tradition also, as Mind Mystic, makes the Word
into a Gesture of Address, through the Uttering/Saying of the
NAME of JESUS. Yet, Neofit the Hermit also maintains the Form of
the DIVINE from the Gesture. The Word alone is a self-expression,
only with personal content. Neofit wants in the Gesture also the Content
of the Presence of the DIVINE, as ENCOUNTER and even as UNION.
This Gesture is his Specific Carpathian Way.
In the Hesychast Mystic Gesture of the Hermit there is
straightforwardly a mutual Dialogue, not only from your part as an Address
to a DIVINE who is “unanchored” into any Form. Neofit “Anchors”
the DIVINE in the Form of the Gesture, wherein at once you anchor
yourself and thus Gesture becomes UNION. The Gesture must have a
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Double Substantiality: an Address towards someone and a Certain Form of
Communicability. Neofit’s Gesture must be at once on your behalf and
on the DIVINE’s, in UNION and in Concert.
We must also bring into discussion the ICONIC of PERSON of
the GODLY BEING. As a Christian Revelation, the Category of
BEING/EXISTENCE-ESSENCE is within the Reference Points of
a THREEFOLD EXISTENCE-ESSENCE in Itself.
Neofit the Hermit uses the term TRIADIC–EXISTENCEESSENCE. The Christian BEING has in Itself an EXISTENCEESSENCE, which is then transposed as “Essences and existences” which
philosophers talk about. The Being of singular Essence that philosophers describe cannot have in Itself an EXISTENCE-ESSENCE,
but only “existences” “outside” Being-Essence. The TRINITY of the
Christian Revelation also has an INTRAEXISTENTIAL-ESSENCE,
which the Eastern Holy Fathers frame within the Reference Points of
Essence, Nature and Distinction. Essence is GOD(LINESS), Nature
is the DIVINE NATURE/ESSENCE and Distinction is the TRIAD
of PERSONS. The Western Theology with its philosophical
remnants puts Essence first and then the TRIADIC Distinction. The
Eastern Fathers maintain that Essence and Nature are never without
Distinction, on the contrary, they actually Subsist in Distinction.
Thus, GOD(LINESS) IS IN PERSON and never “separated from it”.
This EXISTENTIAL-ESSENTIAL PERSONALISM constitutes the
distinguishing mark of Eastern Theology.
As Hesychast Mystic tradition, the IMAGE of Mystery of the
DIVINE EXISTENTIAL-ESSENTIAL TRINITY is fundamental.
All Mystic Experiences are Identified in this IMAGE and without it
the Personalization which the Existential-Essential Image of Creation
must realize is not possible. Thus, one speaks about this Mystery
above Speaking not for speculative purposes but from the necessity
for a Relation with our Being, without which it cannot Identify its
own Image of Creation. We are Created in the likeness of “GOD’s
Image” and through Him we Identify ourselves. What is GOD’s
IMAGE in us?
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Neofit the Hermit says that the DIVINE IMAGE within us is
the IMAGE of EXISTENTIAL-ESSENTIAL PERSON. Some say it
is some kind of a Divine Spark, others that it is a “Spiritual Principle”
from within the Depth of our Mind – our Spiritual, as the Rational
(aspect) which has its roots in the DIVINE RATIONAL and at the
same time transposed into a Created Rational.
Neofit sees our Kinship with the DIVINE through our Global
IMAGE of PERSONAL BEING, which only then has its
Components of Spiritual and Vital. Neofit has a vision akin to that of
St. Gregory Palamas, which Reveals GOD(LINESS) as BEING and
Its GRACE-Bestowed Energies. Yet, Neofit speaks about an
INTRAEXISTENTIAL-ESSENTIAL of Foreground, which then is
Transposed into the Energies of GRACE. For St. Gregory Palamas,
the EXISTENTIAL-ESSENTIAL IMAGE cannot be Seen in Itself,
but only through the Attributes and Qualities of GRACE, as the
BEING remains permanently “covered-shadowed” by GRACE. St.
Gregory Palamas’s Apophatism is applied rigorously, and in Itself the
BEING (EXISTENCE-ESSENCE) is considered “above” Name
and Image. Thus, the DIVINE PERSON is rather a PERSONALIZATION through GRACE. Neofit displays an “exaggerated”
PERSONALISM, and some people hold that against him. He puts
GRACE in the “shadow” of the PERSON, considering the PERSON
as Evidence, and GRACE as being “covered” by the PERSON.
Neofit insists first and foremost upon an Existential-Essential
IMAGE of PERSON, as ORIGIN of the BEING Itself. The
PERSON as THEO-PERSON. Moreover, he considers: the THEOIMAGE as PATERNITY; THEO-NATURE as PERSONALTY;
THEO-PERSON as THEO-FATHER.
Neofit excludes the “impersonalism” of the Essence in the sense
of an undefined GOD(LINESS), conferring it precisely the IMAGE
of PATERNITY, he does the same for the NATURE-BEING
giving it the PERSONALITY of the IMAGE. The ancient thinkers
have the shortcoming of departing from a Divinity “without” Image,
impersonal, who then takes a professed Personal Image, which thus is
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no longer EXISTENTIAL-ESSENTIAL but merely “of existing”. In
order for it to be a Real INTRA EXISTENTIAL-ESSENTIAL, there
has to be an EXISTECE-ESSENCE with an IMAGE, even in
Essence. Thus, the IMAGE of PATERNITY as IMAGE-Essence,
makes it possible that the FATHER PERSON be the
EXISTENTIAL-ESSENTIAL REPRESENTATION of Essence.
GODLINESS is no longer “separated” from Its Distinction, the
PERSON being IMAGE of Essence of the PERSON. IMAGE,
BEING and PERSON are within a TRIADIC–EXISTENCEESSENCE. The PERSON is thus no longer a “transformation” from
an impersonal Divinity, but it is the Essence Itself which is
Distinguished. The PERSON is the THEO-FORM of the TheoCONTENT. It is an ARCH-IMAGE of PERSON in itself, as the
PERSON of GOD the FATHER, the ONE Unborn who Gives
Birth to the SON and to the HOLY SPIRIT, without any “gap” of
Continuity. For the ancient philosophers this is where the “gap” is,
between the simple Divinity and Its Trinity. The PERSON, in a
Christian sense, is the one who Represents and Identifies DIVINITY.
Many people use the “Mind Inside the Heart Prayer” as a
“formula”, hence the belief that the Hesychast Practice is the
“exercising of the Mind”. What Mind is, they say little about. It is
considered to be a “sum of ideas”, thoughts, representations and
images, memories associated with objects and senses, all the load of the
subconscious. And the Hesychia would mean finding one’s Peace
inside this personal “jungle”. And where is the Salvation? In the Heart,
where the SIGNET of the IMAGE of GOD is, and where thus His
PRESENCE is. And through the Prayer of the NAME of JESUS you
Activate the DIVINE PRESENCE. You keep the mind “alert”
through the Saying of the NAME, and other than that, “stop” all
mental content from manifesting itself. With the Sword of the NAME
of JESUS you cut out any thought, image, memory. Some people,
though, cannot achieve the Concentration of the Mind to stop the
Mental “flow”, so they use some “tolerated” Supraimages, (when in
fact no image is admitted). For example the “Ladder”. A Ladder upon
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which all Mental content descends – flows from the Head to the Heart,
where the DIVINE PRESENCE IS and where it all “melts-burns”.
The repetition of the NAME of JESUS is foundation of
Conscience upon which this is achieved. And this is how there occurs
a “quieting down” of the Mind. Other people use the CROSS, all the
Mental burden falling at Its feet, where it dissolves. They also use the
DIVINE LIGHT wherein, likewise, all Mind matters melt. The more
intellectual types use larger symbols such as the “Steadfastness of a
Mountain” of Mind, or a Bird which flies above all. Other people
perform some “hesychast-therapy”, without any religious content.
However, all these psychological and physical methods and
techniques need a Spiritual Father’s guidance lest one should fall into
the “self-mentalization magic” that generates the “self-hypnosis”
inadmissible in Christianity.
Neofit the Hermit has the distinct Specific of an ACTIVE
“emerged” from one’s Personal Mental (content), to avoid any error.
Instead of Saying the NAME of JESUS, he uses GESTURE in Front
of the ICONIC of the PRESENCE of the PERSON of JESUS.
Instead of the Heart, he uses the ICONIC Gesture Itself.
This Gesture is a Double Gesture, yours Towards the DIVINE
as well as that of the CHRISTIC DIVINE towards you. You should
make the Gesture with all your Being.
“Throw yourself” at JESUS’s Feet and stay as long as you can in
this ICONIC Gesture. HE, JESUS, will not reject you, but will make
and ACT towards you. You mustn’t imagine how this ACT Works, you
just “accept it” and Open yourself up completely. Your Conscience
should be that of your Entire Being, not just a Focus of Mind, but a
“Conscience in ICONIC Gesture”, and simply that. Do not Identify
yourself in your Personal Conscience, but in the Supra-conscience of the
CHRISTIC ICONIC. Thus, you shall take the CHRISTIC ICONIC
FORM and shall Personalize yourself as CHRISTO-FORM.
In this Iconic, allow all your Existential-Essential content to
“flow”, not only the Mental one but also the Spiritual and Bodily one,
so that they would be Purified in the CHRISTIC ICONIC. You may
sometimes Say the NAME of JESUS, if that intensifies the
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Conscience of the ICONIC Gesture. The whole secret of Neofit’s
Specific is the Conscious ACTIVE of the Gesture, and within the
Active of the Gesture, not in your Active of Mind or Feeling. Do not
admit anything Mental or Sentimental, keep only the Integral
Conscience of your Gesture and of the ICONIC ACTIVE which
ACTS upon you. This Specific is not “something else”, it is the same
Philokalic, but in another “Manner” of Action. Neofit makes the Gesture
become the Place of the Heart, the place of the Mind, the Place of one’s own Being,
the place of the PRESENCE of JESUS, the ICONIC Place, the Place of
Encounter and UNION.
If you perform the ICONIC Gesture within your own Personal
Existence-Essence (as Heart or Mind), there is the risk of falling into
“self-iconizing”, that is why Neofit “Removes” the Mystic Active to a
“Place between GOD’s BEING and the Created Being”, as the
“Place of the ICONIC Gesture”. In this “Place of Mystery”, LORD
JESUS’s PERSON can REVEAL Himself, without you having to
enter the inaccessible DIVINE BEING, and without the amalgamation
of the Created Being with the DIVINE. The Philokalic Fathers speak
about the “Place of GRACE”. In this case, for Neofit, the “ICONIC
Place” is first and foremost the “Place of the CHRISTIC IMAGE”,
which then effects the GRACE.
Thus, as far as the Practice is concerned, give great importance to
the ICONIC Gesture and do not rush to skip to who knows what
other “more miraculous ways”. The experiencing of the ICONOCHRISTIC Gesture is so Deep and Vast that your whole Life is not
enough for that. Hermit Neofit’s Followers say that many get to
become Saints just by Practising this ICONIC Gesture. In fact,
Neofit the Hermit’s specific has Three Stages:
1. The ICONIC Gesture, Improving oneself in the CHRISTIC
Likeness (Purification);
2. The UNION in the CHRISTIC Liturgical EUCHARIST
(Enlightenment);
3. Rising up to the FATHER, becoming Spiritualized in the
ICONIC of the PERSON of the HOLY SPIRIT. (Eternizing
Created Life).
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THE ICONIC GESTURE
The Gesture-Act of Expression into a Certain Form-Meaning, as
posture, orientation or as distinction.
In a Christian sense, the Gesture is connected with the Liturgical
Cultic Ritual. It is called “Speaking Ministration”, “penetrating
movement”. The Gesture has a double meaning, a Meaning for the person
making it and an Orientation towards Someone. Thus, the Gesture is more
than Word or Feeling, it is also their Bearer. The Gesture is directly
connected to the Form.
But the Gesture is a Living Communication of Form, that is why
it is the Form’s Active. Hence the Power of the Gesture in the Cultic
Ritual. Any Gesture represents a Potential of Actives and a trigger of
Actives. The Gesture is the “Form that Forms“. If the DIVINE is Invoked
by the Sacred Words, through Gesture one Effects Its PRESENCE. The
“anti-ritualistic” tendencies of many a Mystic person bring about a
“breaking” of the Image-Form from the Gesture-Living Presence of
the Form. Thus, they stop to the mere Mental and expressive Meaning.
Reducing the Gesture of the Form to Mere Word or Thought has
brought about changes in the mystic approach. The Philokalic Fathers
themselves, for their Mystic of the Mind, make the Word into a
Gesture of Address, by Saying the NAME of JESUS. However,
Neofit the Hermit also preserves the Form of the DIVINE from the
Gesture. Merely saying the Word is a self-expression of personal
content. Neofit wants the Gesture to also contain the Charge of the Presence of
the DIVINE, as ENCOUNTER even as UNION. This Gesture is his
Carpathian Specific.
In the Hesychast Mystic Gesture of the Hermit there is a direct
mutual Dialogue, not only from your part as an Address to a DIVINE non“anchored” into a Form. Neofit “Anchors” the DIVINE into the Form of
the Gesture, where you anchor yourself too, and thus the Gesture becomes UNION.
The Gesture must have a Double Substantiality: an Address towards
Someone and a Certain Form of Communicability. Through mere Word,
there is a unilateral Expression of Gesture only from your part as SubstanceConscience, as personal Address and attempt of Communicability.
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Neofit’s Gesture must be at once from your part and from the
DIVINE’s, in UNION and in Concert. And in this UNION you are
the Passive one, the DIVINE is the ACTIVE One.
In Practice, you make the Personal Address Gesture and then you leave yourself
Passive under the ACTIVE of ADDRESS which the CHRISTIC ICONIC
makes towards you. For Neofit the Mystic Gesture is in this Double Charge.
*
The First Stage is the ADDRESS towards GOD’s LIVING
PRESENCE. The LIVING PRESENCE of GOD is His IMAGE.
The IMAGE of GOD is “GOD out of GOD”.
GOD is GOD even before the Creation of the World, and the IMAGE
of GOD does not depend on the Form of Creation, for He Creates “in His
IMAGE”, which presupposes an IMAGE in Itself, in whose Likeness the
World is then Created.
Its IMAGE cannot be mistaken for Its “limit”, as it is precisely
the UNLIMITED of all Limitlessness. In the IMAGE, the BEING
(Existence-Essence) Identifies Itself and the BEING distinguishes the
IMAGE. The IMAGE is the UNSEEN which always tends towards
REVELATION.
Hence, the Iconizing of the World; all have within them the IMAGE
of GOD. Philosophers would turn GOD’s IMAGE into a Spiritual
notion of Divine Pure Ideas.
The NAME of GOD, an ICONIC NAME, towards which one
makes the Prostration “Gesture”, is more than the mere “Calling of
his Name”. The tradition requires that you first build an ALTAR
which you give the Sacred NAME, which will Effect the Coming of
the DIVINE IMAGE. Without the ALTAR of the DIVINE NAME,
which is Its ICONIC, there is no Presence of the DIVINE. Hence the
Specific of the RITUAL towards the ICONIC of the DIVINE.
The accent falls on the ICONIC RITUAL of the CHRISTIC
NAME, as Gesture not as Utterance. The CHRISTIC NAME is
like an ARK wherein there is the DIVINE EUCHARIST instead of the
Tablets of the Covenant. Thus, in front of the ARK you Prostrate and
perform Metanies, and His NAME is a Sacred which is Uttered in Fear
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and only at special moments, otherwise you will be “scorched” by the
Consuming FIRE. Only the NAME Clad in His ICONIC is
accessible, and nothing else.
“Some Fathers instruct that the Prayer be made pronouncing It with the
mouth, others urge for saying It in the mind. I say it should be both. Because
sometimes the mind becomes too weak to say It, turning idle; and other times, the
mouth. That is why we should pray both with the mouth and with the mind…
But we must say it in Peace and with no noise, lest the voice should disturb the
mind’s perceptiveness and attention and hinder them. This will go on until the
mind gets used to working the Prayer, progresses and receives strength from the
Spirit, to pray completely and in a powerful manner. At that point it is no longer
necessary to utter the Prayer with your mouth. At that stage, all the working of
the Prayer will be done only by the mind. ”6
The Specific of Neofit the Hermit starts with the ALTAR of the
CHRISTIC NAME, which is at once the CHRISTIC NAME as
ICONIC, not as mere pronunciation of a Name. The NAME of
JESUS should be like an ALTAR towards which you have a
Prostration Gesture. Thus, the Practical Attention is not on the
pronunciation of the NAME, but on the Gesture towards the
ICONIC of the NAME. The NAME should not be WORD, but the
ICONIC of the WORD. The WORD is Inside, the ICONIC NAME
is the REVELATION of the WORD.
The First Stage is the ALTAR of MYSTERY of the CHRISTIC
NAME, which is made concrete in the “ICONIC Gesture of
PROSTRATION” towards the ALTAR of the DIVINE NAME.
The ALTAR is the ICONIC of INCARNATION. The ICON of
CHRISTIC INCARNATION is the Mystery of the SON of GOD,
the WORD who “made Himself Body”. HE First UNITES with His
Created World, so that the World can unite with GOD.
The DIVINE “Clads” Itself also with the Image of the World
and gives it an ICONIC “SUPRA-REPRESENTATION”. This does
6

St. Gregory of Sinai, About Prayer.
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not entail idolatry; the represented Image does not transform into
Divine (as with the idols), but it Clads into a DIVINE which accepts
the INCARNATION into ICONIC Representation. Thus, this
ICONIC is not “substantive”, nor DIVINITY, but SUPRA-FORM
which Clads them unamalgamated and in Connection.
The Dacians connected everything with Image-Forms (the Omu
Peak, Cozia, Râmeț, etc.). In Christianity the FORM is connected with the
PERSON. The whole Mystery lies in the IMAGE, the ICONIC
LIVING PRESENCE that the Hermit talks about, the LIVING
PRESENCE of the “Connection of Mystery”. For Neofit, the
ICONIC LIVING PRESENCE is not “inside” the ICON (as it is
with idols), but Outside, Cladding the ICON. And in this Exterior
Miraculous ICONIC LIVING PRESENCE of the Represented
IMAGE, the Dialogue with the ICON is made, as SUPRAREPRESENTATION.
Neofit is interested in the Mystery of the SUPRA-LIVINGPRESENCE from the ICON’s Exterior, the one connected with the
PRESENCE of the PERSON of the ICON.
Where there is the Representation of the ICONIC IMAGE, the
PRESENCE of the respective PERSON immediately Comes, but
“over” the Representation. And the PRESENCE of the PERSON
from Beyond the Representation effects then a sort of “Graceblessing” of the Representation – ALTAR.
The First Stage is the Mystic of the Gesture towards the direct
PERSON of the IMAGE and of the CHRISTIC NAME which the
PERSON Includes. To only Pronounce the NAME leads to an
explosive Mental active, often with dangerous bodily and Spiritual
effects, especially if they are not under the Guidance of an
Experienced Spiritual Father.
Neofit is “apprehensive” towards the reminiscent Mental magic
of the ancient character. The Communication Relation with the
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CHRISTIC DIVINE is thus made by “passing through a different Level”.
And this LEVEL is the direct ICONIC PERSON.
What do you perceive, if you do not Pronounce the NAME nor
do you mentally visualize the IMAGE? You mustn’t confuse it with a
sort of “mental and verbal void”. Here, in the ICONIC, there is
precisely the FULLNESS of the PERSON who Includes the whole
diversity and which He at once PERSONALIZES in the UNITY of
all diversities, that is, PERSONALIZING all our “de-personalization”
which was brought over by sin. The hardest problem is to “rebuild”
our Personalization broken by a passion-driven polluted Mental
(content). The ancient thinkers had tried that through the “effort of
Mental concentration” and an Ascetic Discipline.
You must PERSONALIZE IN CHRIST first and foremost your
Mind and Body and, at the same time, everything around you.
The PERSON is the SUPRA-REPRESENTATION of the NAME
and IMAGE.
Make a Prostration “Gesture” in Front of the CHRISTIC PERSON.
The Athonite Philokalic Fathers also perform this Gesture of the
Mind, but with an Active-Mental Pronunciation of the CHRISTIC
NAME. At this stage, Neofit also “stops” the Pronunciation, with the
Attention being oriented towards the ICONIC Gesture.
Especially in the beginning, let there be no Active in your own
Mind and Body, lest the “occult explosion of the abnormalities within
you” should be triggered, which normally happens in the Mystic
Practice. The Gesture should be the very Attention of the
Gesture. And this will CHRISTO-ICONIZE you, it will Rebuild
your own Personality so that later on you will be “prepared” for an
Active of personal Reply.
Identify yourself with the Gesture; become one with the
Prostration Gesture, as a sort of interpenetration-Perichoresis
between your Personal Self and the Integral Response of your Person.
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In the Athonite-Philokalic method you feel the Prostration as
“Love of HOLY SPIRIT”. In the ICONIC Gesture Love is within
the direct image of Prostration and as the Gesture Itself it is not
confused with the SPIRIT. It is also a “Love of Gesture”.
Once made, the Gesture becomes a Permanent ICONIC,
wherein you Identify yourself and are Personalized. To stay
“unmoving” in the ICONIC Gesture as long as you can is an ascetic
Practice of the Carpathian Hermits.
To make a “Prostration within your Self” is Neofit’s ICONIC
Gesture.
The Prostration Gesture and the ICONIC are synonymous
terms, in Neofit’s understanding. ICONIC means Gesture of
Prostration within Oneself. Do not confuse the Iconic as
“Incarnation” with the ICONIC Gesture of PROSTRATION. The
ICONIC Gesture is the SACRALITY of the ICONIC of Incarnation.
The Athonite Fathers make from their own Personality Centre a
“SPIRIT of Communicability”. Neofit identifies it in the ICONIC
Gesture of Prostration. The SPIRIT and the ICONIC are two mystic
specifics which fundamentally have the same “goal”, as INTERPERSONAL Dialogue between your Person and the DIVINE
PERSON.
The Incarnation in Body or the Prostration in SPIRIT. The
Athonite Fathers seek to free themselves from the body’s senses in
order to enter the SPIRIT of the Soul. Neofit the Carpathian makes
the “Prostration in the ICONIC Gesture” which is neither of the
body nor of the SPIRIT, but of “Gesture in Itself”.
The Gesture is made with the body, but at the same time with the
Soul, as Gesture of Personal Integrality, wherein at once both Soul
and body Prostrate. In the Prostration of SPIRIT a transcendence of
the body is made, a passing into the SPIRIT of the Soul.
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The ICONIC Gesture preserves both Prostrations, of body and
of Soul, without passing one into the other, but passing both into the
COMMON of the ICONIC Gesture Itself. The SPIRIT dissolves the
body and the body dissolves the SPIRIT, while the ICONIC Gesture
gives them both the SUPRA-FORM of ICONIC Gesture in Itself.
The Athonite Philokalic Fathers talk about a LIVING PRESENCE
of SPIRIT, while Neofit the Hermit talks about a LIVING
PRESENCE of the ICONIC GESTURE.
The Athonite Fathers have the “Common of SPIRIT” (which has
Image over body), while Neofit has the “Common of ICONIC
Gesture” (which has both Images, of body and of Soul, in the Supraencounter within the Same ICONIC Gesture).
In the Image of SPIRIT there is an intense Active of Soul, which
is translated through an Active of Mind, Prayer and Prostration with
the Mind - the Worker of the SPIRIT.
In the ICONIC Gesture, the Active is neither the Soul’s (through
the Mind), nor the body’s (through senses), but it is a direct Active of
Gesture in Itself.
The Athonite Philokalic Fathers make the “closing into the
SPIRIT” of the body’s senses, through an “augmentation” of the
Active of the SPIRIT Mind, as a “PRESENCE of SPIRIT”, both of
the personal Self and of the HOLY SPIRIT who brings the
PRESENCE of CHRIST and of the HOLY TRINITY.
In the Iconic Gesture one makes the “closing in the ICONIC
Gesture” both of the Soul and of the body, through the
“augmentation” of the Active of the Gesture in itself, and then the
Gesture is the effecter which “brings” the HOLY SPIRIT. Thus, the
HOLY SPIRIT Himself “INCARNATES” into the CHRISTIC
ICONIC Gesture.
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In the Athonite way, the HOLY SPIRIT brings CHRIST, while
in the ICONIC Gesture, CHRIST brings then the HOLY SPIRIT.
Hence the two specific types of mystic Active. In the Athonite way
there is a direct Active of the SPIRIT through which CHRIST would
COME, while in the Carpathian way, there is a direct CHRISTIC
Active of ICONIC Gesture through which the HOLY SPIRIT would
come and with Him the HOLY TRINITY.
Hence the two specific types of Practice, through Mind-SPIRIT
Active and through CHRISTIC-ICONIC Gesture Active.
In the modality of the SPIRIT the body searches the contradiction with the Mind, hence the “battle of the senses” which invades
the Mind and make it partaker of the body, as enemy of the SPIRIT.
In the Iconic Gesture modality, both the Soul and the body’s senses are
“closed” in the ICONIC Gesture and even if they do make some
contrary outbursts, without an active of Mind or of senses they are
compelled to enter the UNIQUE Active of the ICONIC Gesture itself.

The ICON of Creation
Neofit the Hermit uses, in the Specific of his Hesychast Practice,
the Mystery of the CHRISTIC INCARNATION, through the Icon
of Creation which is the MOTHER of GOD. We have the
REVELATION of CHRIST through His Birth from the MOTHER
of GOD. Thus, the ICON of the MOTHER of GOD with the
CHRISTIC GODLY CHILD is the ICON of the Spiritual Life.
The beginner who wishes to become initiated in the Hesychast Practice,
must go through the experience of “Growing up together with the CHRISTIC
CHILD” who gets INCARNATED into the world. The Mystery of
Creation is directly linked with the SON of GOD’s INCARNATION, and every Creation has within itself the Mystery of the CHRISTIC
INCARNATION. Neofit is a major CHRISTOLOGIST. All the
Creation “passes” through CHRIST and becomes His Mystic BODY.
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Acquire for yourself an ICON of the MOTHER of GOD and
begin to Practice the Ritual Gesture towards It. You may even light a
votive Candle or at least a wax-candle. You can also use incense. Try
to Discover the Sacred RITUAL Gesture. The CHRISTIC CHILD in the
Arms of the MOTHER of GOD will become more and more of a
LIVING PRESENCE, towards which you will feel drawn.
The Mystery of the PERSON of GOD is BEYOND all Images
and all Representations of Creation, and we cannot Talk about Him
except as far as He Discloses Himself – Reveals Himself. GOD is the
Absolute BEING who Created the World and towards whom each
Created Being had a Relation of Specific Response. Furthermore, the Created
Life cannot “separate” from the PRESENCE and ACTION which
GOD has towards His Creation, as any “void” of DIVINE brings
“death” with it.
Do not attempt, as a beginner, to imagine GOD or to misconstrue Him with
your own confused Mind which lacks the Seeing of the SPIRIT. The
IMAGE of GOD is through the IMAGE of CHRIST, His SON,
who Comes into the World with the REVELATION of the Mystery
of the DIVINE IMAGE, which cannot be seen directly by us, with
our condition of Creation. And the ICON of the INCARNATION of
CHRIST is the Eye through which we ourselves must Look.
– “…go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the Name of
the Father, and of the Son and of the HOLY SPIRIT”. GOD NAMES
Himself for Moses: “I AM WHO I AM” (Exodus, 3, 14). HE is the
Ultimate Mystery and therefore to Speak about HIM one needs the
Mystery.
GOD is not a mere DIVINITY, but also IMAGE of GOD the
PERSON. And CHRIST is the REVELATION precisely of GOD’s
IMAGE of Mystery. “To begin to See the World in the Mystery of the
IMAGE of GOD” is Neofit’s Specific, that is “through the IMAGE of the
ICON”, making out of every Aspect of the World an ICONIC Representation
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of the IMAGE of GOD who INCARNATES in His Creation, to
give it Being and Life.
Neofit does not make a metaphysics of the Mind, to conceptualize GOD
through a Name, but the metaphysics of a PERSONAL IMAGE who can
only be perceived through the ICONIC IMAGE. GOD is IMAGE in Itself,
wherein both NAME and PERSON subsist. Without the CHRISTIC
ICONIC the IMAGE of GOD is just a conceptualization of the
Mind, which can easily fall into phantasm. The CHRISTIC ICONIC
is a Reality towards which the Mind can no longer make an “intramental mentalization”, but makes a Gesture of Prostration. The
IMAGE of GOD is not considered to be the “Depth of the Mind”,
that DIVINE Rational. For Neofit, the IMAGE of GOD is Sealed over
“all” our Existence-Essence, wherein Mind and Body at once Enter.
The IMAGE of GOD, as ICONIC, is more than GOD’s
IMAGE “in relation to the world”. GOD is not a “functional” Name, but
a SACRED SUPRA-NAME in Itself and through It also GOD of His
Creation. This INTRA-EXISTENTIAL-ESSENTIAL GOD is the
DIVINE ICONIC. The ancient philosophers consider GOD an
EXISTENTIAL-ESSENTIAL DIVINITY, which “outside and in
relation to creation” becomes a “God”, as a God without a Name in
Itself and a God with Name and Names “outside” Himself. The IMAGE
of GOD is the ICONIC Itself of the GODLY EXISTENCEESSENCE, through which GODLINESS Itself is. We do not know
the IMAGE of GOD, but His LIKENESS is becoming Revealed to us.
The NAME of GOD is not a “Naming” done by Creation, in its
Image, but Comes from GOD Himself who NAMES Himself and
Reveals Himself. It is a Supra-sacralization of the NAME of GOD as
DIVINE ICONIC in Itself, toward which you must make a Prostration
Gesture and then in “great awe” CALL His NAME.
Kneel for a few minutes in Front of the CHRISTIC ICON of
INCARNATION, in the ICONIC Gesture, with all your Being. Your
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Mind is blurred, your Body is filled with anxiety, your Heart is pained
and torn between contradictory feelings… In the ICONIC Gesture,
let them flow by… Do not strive to control your thoughts and
passions, do not force your Mind to concentrate, let it all flow by, to
the last drop. All you do is remain steadfast in the Iconic Gesture. Do
not fall in phantasms, you just preserve the ICONIC Gesture. If you
seem to “doze off”, do not get scared, renew the Conscience of the
ICONIC Gesture by Remembering the SUPRA-REPREZENTATION
of the CHRISTIC PERSON. If you also feel the need to Pronounce
the NAME of JESUS, you may do it, but at rare intervals and with the
intensity of the Prostration Gesture. Beware not to allow your Mind to
be the centre of your Conscience. Your Conscience must be “relocated”
in the CHRISTIC ICONIC. Do not annihilate the Mind, but only “move” its
“place”, from the Personal Mental, into the CHRISTIC ICONIC Supra-mental.
It should not be as a Mind “drawn out” of the Body, but as an Entrance
of your Whole Being, Body and Soul, into the ICONIC of the
CHRISTIC ACTIVE, wherein your Being Identifies itself.
Some people attempt a “division” through the “exiting of the
Mind” outside the Body, which is actually a “false exiting”, a “selfmentalization over the personal Mental”, meaning the “self
projection” in a double reality. Herein lies the Mind’s occult which
traps many people. Neofit the Hermit has a terrible “fear” of this “mystic
magic”, that is why he completely “disallows”, in the beginning, any Active of “the
Mind through the Mind”. And he does that by “moving the place” of the
Mind from the Mind into the CHRISTIC ICONIC, where it Receives the
CHRISTO-ICONIZATION “over” the Mind. The Mind should allow all
the Mental content to flow into the ICONIC. The Mind will acquire
the Taste of Resting within the ICONIC and it will no longer like its
own “nature” of Mind, but only the ICONIC Supra-nature.
The Philokalic Fathers place the Mind in the Heart precisely to
Open this Existential-Essential Total Seeing. Neofit places it in the
CHRISTIC ICONIC to remove it completely from “self-mentalization”, to leave
the personal Being “Free” for CHRISTO-ICONIZATION. Our Mind is
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polluted by the “forms of sin”. Entering the CHRISTIC ICONIC,
these “abnormal forms” are left unsupported and thus the Mind will
receive the Potency of the CHRISTIC VIRTUES through which it will
then Respond to the ICONIC. Neofit considers that one must first make this
Entrance into the ICONIC, so that one can then practise the VIRTUES. Some
mystic thinkers recommend the working of the Virtues straight away,
which are practiced also according to “personal forms”. Neofit sees
VIRTUE as ICONIC Supra-form “over” the personal Forms.
Practise in this way Daily this Carpathian Specific type of Prayer.

MYSTERIES and Discoveries
ICONIC means “IMAGE in Distinction”. The IMAGE is the
DEPTH of the BEING in Itself, which is Distinguished through Its
LIKENESS, as PERSON – “the limitless Expansion” of the IMAGE
which, in all Its Expansions does not “change”. An IMAGE closed in Itself,
just like “an infinity also closed in itself” is a “closing within infinity”,
unless it “surpasses” its own infinity. And this “surpassing of
Mystery” is an infinity both of interior and of exterior. For our
conceptualization this Mystery is translated as what we call “FORM”.
“The FORM as infinity over infinity” is the THEO-FORM Distinction of the
TRINITARIAN PERSONS. To “Contain infinity” is an “impossibility”,
so the FORM which can still Contain infinity is itself an “INFINITY over
infinity”. The FORM is the most enigmatic problem. The Content
tends towards a Form and it cannot be “without” Form. The Form is
the “Content of the Content”. The FORM can Contain the infinity of the
Content, because it is also infinite-Content, but in Self CONTAINMENT. If
the Infinity couldn’t CONTAIN Itself, it wouldn’t be an Infinity, but
closure. This is in fact LIVING PRESENCE of BEING “over”
BEING and in COMMUNICATION with all aspects of the BEING.
Actually, you must become more and more Aware that you “Enter” into
an ICONIC FORM. The Philokalic Fathers have a FORM of Interior.
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The Specific of the Hermit Neofit is the ICONIC FORM, “Interior taken out
into Exterior”. Thus, Neofit’s Mystic is not the “Entrance into
BEING/EXISTENCE-ESSENCE”, but the PARTICIPATION to an
EXISTENCE-ESSENCE of “EXISTENTIAL-ESSENTIAL FORM”.
For Neofit the FORM is the Mystery in REVELATION of the
Interior UNSEEN. And one can Participate in the things SEEN. The
REVELATION is SACRED too, just like the Interior, that is why the
FORM of REVELATION is the ICONIC of the IMAGE of the
One Beyond REVELATION. The Mystery of the FORM of the
DIVINE BEING is the “Turning” of the Infinity “back and over” Itself, as a
“Cladding” of the Infinity with its Own infinity. And this EXISTENTIALESSENTIAL FORM is the PERSON – Self Distinction of the
BEING.
In Practice, try to Enter more and more in this Mystery of the
DIVINE ICONIC FORM, into which you need to Transform, to
Iconize. Neofit recommends such a Model through the Gesture of
Prostration; Gesture of Iconizing all those around you. Thus, Daily, let
all your movements be first a Prostration Brought to LORD JESUS, who
Created it all. Towards any object or other Person, make the gesture
of the Form of Prostration. “Bow” discretely with every movement. This
Form of Gesture will get you into the habit of “respecting” anything. If the
Philokalic Fathers strive to ceaselessly Pronounce the NAME of
JESUS CHRIST, in Neofit’s Specific there is the endeavour to make a
Gesture of Prostration towards anything and at every movement. It will become a
habit.
Impart to everything “the ICONIC Garment”. Everything that is
Form, from the smallest object, has the CHISTIC ICONIC “over” its
Appearance. You must Clad it all with the CHRISTIC ICONIC, over all
considerations. You must Iconize everything with the CHRISTIC ICONIC of
Mystery. In this way, imparting the ICONIC FORM to everything, you
impart Sacredness to the World. Impart the ICONIC even to the evil
people and you will notice how everything seems to change around
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you. These are the First CHRISTO-ICONIC Virtues which you must
practise. And you Personally, Stay Daily for a while into the Gesture
of ICONIC Prostration with all your Being.
Be careful, in every move, ICONIC move, to feel the Impression that
the CHRISTO-FORM is the one Acting, and not you with your Mind or
your Senses. When you do the Prostrations or the Metanies, your
Attention should not be on the respective movements, but on the ICONIC of the
FORM of Prostration. Try to Perceive more and more the ICONIC FORM
in which you Personalize as Likeness of CHRISTIC ICONIC. Neofit the
Hermit disallows any focus on the Bodily Organs. Even if you raise
your Hands, move them to your Chest, these Gestures should be
made within the Impression of the ICONIC FORM in which those Organs
Enter. Many people make a sort of “mystification focused on the
organs”, which is not permitted in Hesychasm.
To Perceive the FORM of Prostration is the First Perception of Neofit’s
ICONIC. To feel it to your bone marrow and to Impart it to every
move you make. In the Philokalic Practice there is the Pronunciation
of the NAME of JESUS, which requires an Active and an effort of
Mind. Neofit spares the beginners of this effort, which few people are
capable of anyway. The ICONIC Gesture is made easier. In Practice
you can alternate the two modalities. The ICONIC of Pronunciation
Calls the DIVINE in your Heart. Neofit’s ICONIC of Gesture is
your Entrance into the ICONIC. Neofit says: --Throw yourself into
CHRIST’s Arms, for HE will not reject you. If you Call Him, because of your
sins, He may delay to Come, as a certain Cleansing would be needed first. Thus,
Throwing yourself directly into His Arms is more preferable.

DIVINE and Creation
Neofit talks about an ARCHIMAGE of Creation, a Hexameron of
the Genesis of the World, of a EUCHARISTIC Hexameron and of a
Supra-Hexameron in Eternity, as Theosis/Divinization in the ICONIC
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of the HOLY SPIRIT. Hence the Levels of Mystic Practice, of the
ICONIC Gesture for the CHRISTIC ARCHIMAGE Assumption; of
the EUCHARISTIC UNION after the ARCHIMAGE Assumption;
and of the DIVINE Life wherein Creation can Enter through the
GRACE which Imparts, Beyond Creation, the DIVINE Itself as the
KINGDOM of HEAVEN.
From the ICONIC Gesture made in your moments of Peace, as
“Gestic Prayer”, move on to the expansion of the ICONIC to all movements.
Here is the purpose of all CHRISTIC Virtues. Any Virtue is a CHRISTIC
ICONO-FORM. The Philokalic Practice recommends the frequent
Pronunciation of the Short Prayer, “LORD JESUS CHRIST, have
mercy on me”. Neofit points to the “Repetition of the ICONIC Gesture”,
which does not require an effort of the Mind, but only a “memory of movement”.
Thus, get used to starting any work with a discreet Gesture of
Prostration-Reverence, as a slight unobservable Bow. Make this
Gesture towards anything you meet, and anyone you see. Also when
you Speak, let every Word have the “ICONIC Form”, meaning to be
humble, pleasant, harmless and forgiving. Let anything you work with
your Hands be under this Gestic Sign of Prostration and reverence,
without actually needing to make the Sign of the Holy Cross. You
may make the Sign of Cross when you are alone and at special
moments. Avoid becoming “a fanatic, rigid, ritual observer”. Make the
ICONIC Gesture relaxed and broad, considering the circumstances
and the specific situations. Let even your Thoughts enter the
ICONIC Form of Reverence. You will then think humbly, quietly and
harmless. Practising this Daily, the ICONIC Form will “enter your
bloodstream” and will ICONIZE you IN CHRIST. This will Open you
even more for the Gestic Prayer which you will make in your
moments of Peace, when the CHRISTIC ICONIC LIVING
PRESENCE will Pervade you to the Depths of your Being. You
should “like” the ICONIC Gesture so much that it would become a
“Permanent and Personal Nature”.
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THE ICONIC PRESENCE
As a Practice, the Specific of Neofit the Hermit is the Gesture
towards the ICONIC PRESENCE of the PERSON of JESUS CHRIST,
who Descends through the Mystery of His INCARNATION. Where do we
find CHRIST the One RESURRECTED and Ascended to the
Heaven, and what is His PRESENCE?
We do not imagine Him, we become Aware that He is really
PRESENT everywhere, as He is GOD the Omnipresent. Due to sin,
we no longer See Him and no longer Perceive His Real PRESENCE.
Jove, in the Old Testament, answers those who urge him to forsake
GOD, that he cannot, because he “Feels the BREATH of GOD in his
Nostrils”. The Saints Truly Perceive the DIVINE LIVING PRESENCE
which is GOD’s PRESENCE. Some Call it GRACE, DIVINE
Uncreated Energy. Neofit the Hermit considers it an EXISTENTIAL-ESSENTIAL LIVING PRESENCE, who indeed also has
GRACE, but cannot be confused with It. The BEING, in the perspective
of the Christian Revelation, does not “go” “outside” Itself, but COMES OUT
in an INTRA-EXISTENTIAL-ESSENTIAL manner, as Distinction of
TRINITARIAN PERSONS. And the PERSON has the capacity, then, to
really, actually go “outside” Oneself, without losing One’s EXISTENCEESSENCE. This “Coming” of the EXISTENTIAL-ESSENTIAL
PERSON “Outside” Oneself is the PRESENCE, in Neofit’s understanding.
The PERSON, as Distinct from the BEING Itself, in order to be
complete, also has a Distinction “over the boundaries” of BEING, since the
PERSON is the paradoxical Mystery of the “Infinite FORMCONTAINMENT of the Infinity of BEING”. Thus the PERSON is”
AN INTRA-EXISTENTIAL-ESSENTIAL OUTSIDE”, as Distinct
from BEING and “AN Outside” “Over” BEING.
The BEING is not “enclosed” in Itself, but OPEN both in Its
Self and Outside Its Self and “Over” these, as Energy of GRACE.
The DIVINE BEING is not inside a Space, but the DIVINE
BEING ITSELF is Its Personal SPACE, which means both INTERIOR
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and EXTERIOR “Also” DIVINE, and then there is the “Created
Space”, as a “Place of Created Existence-Essence”.
For the ancient philosophy, the greatest enigma is how the
Intelligible can transform into “matter-body”, ultimately concluding
that they actually “unite in a dual-contrary way”.
In the Hesychast Mystic the enigma is not the “material Body”,
but the “Space Created” in the DIVINE Absolute, which is both
INTERIOR and EXTERIOR. And this “Created Space” is the “Created
Existence-Essence” Itself, because “Space” is the “Interior of the Being” which
has came out in Exterior. They make a mistake when they consider that first
there is the Space and only then the “Object”... The Space is the Interior of the
Object cast out into the Exterior still as Object... There is no “empty space”
actually, but after the Fall there appeared “voids of Existence-Essence” which
give the impression of “empty space”. It is the same with Time. Thus,
the PRESENCE of the DIVINE EXISTENTIAL-ESSENTIAL
PERSON is precisely the DIVINE SPACE, as DIVINE EXISTENCEESSENCE which has come out into Exterior.
Thus, the PRESENCE is not energy, beware, but
PROLONGATION of EXISTENCE-ESSENCE over “Its Boundaries,
out of which, then, an Energy of GRACE comes out. Neofit strongly
differentiates with sustained evidence this distinction between
PRESENCE as EXISTENCE-ESSENCE of Exterior and Energy as
Glow of PRESENCE. Through PRESENCE “Those” Pertaining to the
BEING and then those Pertaining to the PRESENCE are Communicated
through the Energies of GRACE. If Those Pertaining to the BEING
were Communicated straightforwardly through the Energies, there
would be an inadmissible “transformation” of the BEING in Energies.
At the same time, Neofit the Hermit insists upon the Mystery of
the Inseparable “Connection” between the CHRISTIC PERSON
ASCENDED to Heaven and His Earthly Body-Garment in Ceaseless
ASSUMPTION.
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CHRIST has Bequeathed us in particular the Mystery of the
Liturgical EUCHARIST, through which Permanently and
Continuously the World Transforms and becomes His BODY, as
ASSUMPTION and ASCENSION of the Earthly World to Heaven.
“I am the GRAPEVINE and you are the Sprouts”.
The Hesychast Mystic is precisely the Transformation of all that
is Creation into the BODY of CHRIST. If philosophically and
Theologically they say that GOD Created the World, so that the Spirit
(the IMAGE of DIVINE) could Spiritualize “matter” (the image of
creation), Neofit, as part of the Mystic, sees this in the Mystery of the
“ASSUMPTION of the World” as CHRISTIC BODY. This Christological Vision of the Meaning of the World is for Neofit as the
ENTRANCE of the World into the BODY of CHRIST. And then, His
PRESENCE is Truly Permanent. In all the “Places” where CHRIST IS
CALLED, HE COMES to ASSUME those from the world as His BODY.
The Philokalic Fathers choose the Heart to be “the most intimate
Place”.
The Hermit Neofit’s Specific is to make an “ALTAR” in the
Exterior, first, which then will become Interiorization, hence the Specific of
“ICONIC Gesture”.
We have to mention, as Neofit’s Specific, the fact that the DIVINE
PRESENCE is once PROLONGATION of EXISTENCE-ESSENCE
which once has an Energy of GRACE, but Covered by the Direct
ACTIVE of the PRESENCE, and once again this is “Located” through
the making of an “ALTAR”, where one Invokes the LIVING PRESENCE
ACTIVE (of the PRESENCE), Towards whom one then makes the
ICONIC Gesture. The DIVINE PRESENCE as “general and un-located”
is not particularly “Communicable”.
Neofit is looking precisely after the “Communicability” of the
CHRISTIC PRESENCE. The Philokalic Fathers achieve it by the
Pronunciation of the NAME of JESUS, Located in the Mind and in
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the Heart. Neofit considers an indubitable Communicability of the
PRESENCE in the IMAGE of Exterior ALTAR, not Interior, where it
could be “falsified by its inner components”. That is why, in Practice,
Neofit “removes” the Prayer from the Inside, in the Exterior Gesture. In the
Exterior you can build an ALTAR straight up, whereas in the interior you need
to first transform the Interior into ALTAR, which is hard and often impossible...
Hence the necessity of Church, as a PLACE where there is a Direct
DIVINE PRESENCE, without the problematic changes of a “personal
interior”. And in these “ICONIC Places”, GOD’s PRESENCE
transforms into an ACTIVE LIVING PRESENCE which Works and
wherein you can Iconize-Form yourself.
Neofit the Hermit considers that in the First Stage of the
CHRISTIC ICONIC one must accentuate the direct ACTIVE of the
CHRISTIC-ICONIC. The ICONIC Gesture is direct CHRISTO-FORM,
after which there follows the Transfiguration through GRACE. The
CHRISTIC ICONIC is LIVING PRESENCE of CHRISTO-FORM,
which is “through Himself”. Within this Direct CHRISTIC LIVING
PRESENCE one must Enter as Hesychast Presence, first. Once you
have become “CHRISTIC FORM”, you will also be Clad in the Glow
of GRACE.
The GODLY SON ASSUMES directly and PERSONALLY the
ACT of the HOLY TRINITY towards Creation and Manifests
Himself in Creation in the IMAGES of His INTRAEXISTENTIAL-ESSENTIAL SUPRAMANIFESTATIONS, which
He translates into Images of Creation. The SON pours into Creation the
DIVINE IMAGES, as “the KINGDOM of the FATHER”. The SON
makes Himself this GESTURE of DIVINE PROSTRATION. Neofit
relies extensively, in Practice, on the ICONIZATION of our Memories,
through the CHRISTIC ICONIC. The ICONIC Gesture is the first
possibility. “Make an IMAGE of ALTAR in any move you make, and out
of everything you see make an IMAGE of ALTAR, where there is the Real
PRESENCE of JESUS CHRIST.”
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Persist in the Practice of the ICONIC Gesture. Just as it is
difficult in the Philokalic tradition to acquire the Continuous
Pronunciation of the NAME of JESUS CHRIST, in the same way,
the ICONIC Gesture requires the Alertness and Attention of the
Entire Existential-Essential Personality. Most people make the
Gesture with the Mind too or as a mere mechanical position. The
Gesture must be made with all one’s Existence-Essence of Soul and Body over
Mind and Heart. The most difficult seems to be, for most, the
Awareness of the “ICONIC FORM” of the Gesture. Here is where
the secret lies, to understand the FORM Itself of the ICONIC. In the
beginning you can make the gesture anyway, but in time you will feel
the need yourself to deepen it in its Opening of Mystery.
In the Hermit Neofit’s understanding, the ALTAR Consecrated to the
LORD is also the Origin of the ICONIC Gesture. In your Address to
GOD, it is only by making a “PLACE for an ALTAR” that you can
Receive the DIVINE PRESENCE. Where you make an ALTAR for the
LORD, that is where His PRESENCE will Come. Come out with everything
that is Good in you and build from them an ALTAR to the LORD, with a
Gesture of Prostration. In the Gesture you should put your Whole
Existence-Essence, what you have that is most Sacred, out of which
you must Build an ALTAR of Prostration for the LORD. The
Philokalic Fathers make from of the NAME of JESUS CHRIST His
PRESENCE, and from the Heart, an ALTAR where He can Come,
within the Prayer of the Mind. Neofit the Hermit casts the ALTAR in the
Exterior, where you should Come out yourself, as a “Surpassing” of your own
Existence-Essence. The SACREDNESS of the ALTAR must be
“Beyond” yourself, where your Existence-Essence can Kneel. So, strive
to Perceive the Mystery of the IMAGE of ALTAR of the ICONIC Gesture. It is
the ICONIC FORM in Itself, which your Consciousness should Assume.
The ALTAR is the SACRED PLACE where you make, out of your
“Personal material”, a PLACE where the DIVINE PRESENCE can
Come, to Transform your Substance into GODLY SACREDNESS.
This UNION of Creation with the DIVINE into a Mutual
SACREDNESS is the Mystery of the ALTAR. And thus, by making an
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ALTAR out of the very Gesture, through the Gesture you will Really
ENCOUNTER the CHRISTIC DIVINE. Be Aware that the Gesture is
the ICONIC FORM of ALTAR, wherein you and CHRIST are Present at
once. And in this Gesture you should have your Entire COMMITMENT, Mind
and Heart, Soul and Body. Place your whole BEING in the ICONIC
Gesture and Hand yourself over as “ALTAR Stones”, where LORD
JESUS CHRIST’s PRESENCE can Come. Thus, in the ICONIC
Gesture you must make yourself the “Body-Garment of the ALTAR”,
which you should Consecrate to GOD. The Philokalic Fathers make the
“journey of the purification of Mind and Heart” through the Ceaseless
Prayer, in order to arrive then to the SACRALITY of ALTAR of the
Heart. Neofit “moves” the Being Directly in the ALTAR, by “Casting it out” in
the Exterior, as ICONIC IMAGE. To Rest-Halt within oneself requires a
lot of Transformation, while in Exterior, the Self CONSECRATION and
Prostration achieve Directly the Transformation into ALTAR of one’s Personal
Being. Then, as Extension, make out of every object and Being around you, also
ALTARS wherein the PRESENCE of CHRIST is. Do not hurry to
pass to the next Stage, until you Truly Experience the Mystery of the
ICONIC Gesture. Without the Depth and Opening in the ICONIC Gesture,
you do not have access to the other Mysteries.
The Christian Revelation is par excellence the Mystery of “the
SON of GOD’s INCARNATION”. The INCARNATION should
never be mistaken with the adoption of a material Body. In the Christian
Theology, the SON of GOD INCARNATES in the ExistenceEssence of Creation, that is, in Soul and Created Body-Garment.
INCARNATION is thus the ASSUMPTION by the DIVINE
EXISTENTIAL-ESSENTIAL NATURE of “An-Other” Existential-Essential Nature of Creation. The Ancient thinkers considered
“the Incarnation of the Body in matter”. In the Christian Revelation,
it is not the Spirit that is considered as the Mystery of the World, but the
Creation of an Existential-Essential Nature of Creation. The
INCARNATION of CHRIST is in the Integral Nature of Creation,
as the ASUMPTION of the Created NATURE, at once Soul and
Body. For the ancient thinkers the “Incarnation” of the Spirit is only its
“Incorporation” into matter, with all that it implies.
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NEOFIT the Hermit’s PRAYER RITUAL
The Hesychast Life starts with the RITUAL of the
AKATHIST of the ICON of the MOTHER of GOD; it begins
with the SEEING through the EYES of the MOTHER of
GOD’s ICON.
“Upon meeting St Maxim the Kapsokalivite, St Gregory of Sinai,
among other things, told him: – Please, confide in me: Do you Hold
the PRAYER?... He smiled slightly and replied: – I do not wish to
hide, Father, the WONDER that the MOTHER of GOD made with
me. I Prayed to Her in tears to give me the GRACE of the Ceaseless
PRAYER. One day, when I went to her Church, I asked Her again
for the same thing, kissing Her Holy ICON. And all of a sudden I felt
in my chest a Warmth and Flame which came from Her Holy ICON,
which did not burn me, but it cooled and mellowed me... ever since
then, Father, my Heart started to SAY INSIDE IT the PRAYER,
and from then on the PRAYER never ceased from my Heart.
FORGIVE me.”
(Philokalia Vol. VIII.
Maxim the Kapsokalivite).
O, MOTHER of GOD,
From Thy ICON,
A SPIRIT of Mystery is Born...
Within Thee there is
The ICON from ABOVE,
Because Thou DOST Carry in
Thy Arms,
GODLY JESUS,
Within Thee there is

The Icon from Down here,
On Earth,
Thus, in Thy ICON there are
Both GOD and Creation
Together.
Here is the SPIRIT
which should Pervade me,
The SPIRIT of Hesychia.
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On my knees in front of the
ICON,
The Consuming SPIRIT
Pervades me.
GOD makes Himself
CHILD into the World,
And I, Creation,
Make myself the Child
Of GOD.
Here is the MYSTERY of my
DESTINY.
O, IMAGE of the MOTHER of
GOD’s ICON
Thou dost open for me

The DOOR to GOD
Who INCARNATES into
The World,
So that I can Incarnate
Myself into GOD.
To ASCEND to GOD
Is the PATH of Hesychia.
O, MYSTERY of the ICON,
Thou dost sing within me
ceaselessly,
Like a LITURGY.
And within me begins the
RITUAL
Which begets the SPIRIT of
Hesychia.

Neofit the Hermit left to his Followers a Word of Mystery,
precisely to this purpose.
There is a Hymn for the MOTHER of GOD’s ICON called
AKATHIST. All of them knew this AKATHIST by heart.
One of them couldn’t possibly learn it... Only after twenty years
did he manage. He ran happy to Neofit the Hermit. From then on, he
began to have the Hesychast Ceaseless PRAYER.
Make yourself the Paraecclesiarch of the ICON.
It is the “Prayer of PROSTRATION”.
Anyone who wants to enter the MYSTERY of the Hesychia must
first learn to PROSTRATE to the ICON.
The CONCENTRATION they all talk about is PROSTRATION.
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ICON PROSTRATION with
METANY
Is SPIRIT of great MYSTERY.
ICON PROSTRATION is
FLIGHT

For the eagerly LONGING Heart,
Who falls humbly at Its feet
Only then, into blue Sky,
TO GENTLY SOAR
In PRAISE-SINGING CHOIR.

JESUS, the INCARNATED One, into the MOTHER of GOD’s
Arms is the JESUS of the Hesychia.
The PEACE-HESYCHIA descended into the World is JESUS
the INCARNATED One.
Every follower of Neofit the Hermit’s tradition has the CULT of
the RITUAL of the MOTHER of GOD’s ICON. They all carry with
them the MOTHER of GOD’s ICON and perform daily the
PROSTRATION RITUAL.
One of the Followers recounts: “First you must force yourself.
Once, while I was kneeling, a LIGHT seemed to radiate from the
ICON and in this LIGHT there were the EYES of the CHILD
JESUS CHRIST, looking at me Innocently and kindly, coming closer
to my bosom... From then on, the MOTHER of GOD’s ICON
became for me truly the DOOR of the ALTAR of MYSTERY.
I acquired a great devoutness for this RITUAL. To acquire the
“SPIRIT of the SACRED RITUAL” is the first step”.
The ICON carries SPIRIT precisely through the LIVING
PRESENCE of the RITUAL in it. This SPIRIT is the LIGHT of
MYSTERY.
“To begin to See the World through the Eyes of the ICON”.
To see the World in the NEW LIGHT. This “bridge” between
Earth and LIGHT is the “Way”.
In the Christian perspective, the world is born from the
“DIVINE CHILD and MOTHER-Creation”.
The ICON RITUAL must be your “RITUAL WATER” in which
you will cleanse yourself forever.
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To obtain a SEEING of ICON of the World, to transform the
World in the ICON of CHRIST’s INCARNATION. GOD does not
descend into the World only to exit from it then, but in order to
REMAIN in Eternity in it. CHRIST the INCARNATED One is the
DIVINE’s ETERNIZING into the World.
They say that the legendary Zalmoxe is a Name of the “WiseOld Man, Zal-moșul”. The Carpathian Old-Man is the “Wise OldMan”, not just any elderly man. It is the Carpathian specific of the
Name of AVVA-Spiritual FATHER. The Old-Man and the Avva are
similar. They say that in the old tradition, the Carpathian Hermits
called each other “Old-Man Father”.
They say that Neofit the Hermit was called “the Holy Old-Man”
by his Followers. The Old-Man is the “Accrual of all the Holy
Inherited Wisdom”. GOD reveals Himself in the Image of OLDMAN. The Magi who come to the CHRISTIC CHILD are Old-Men,
hence the Romanian “Moș Crăciun” (Moș means Old-Man). The
Old-Men – The Wise Men of the World, Prostrate to the GODLY
CHILD in the VIRGIN Mother’s Arms.
The Cult of the Ancestors springs from here. Whoever does not
have an Old-Man in his kind will perish. Permanence rests in Grand–
Old-Men.
I kneel
In front of the ICON,
And CHRIST the CHILD
Whom She is holding in Her Arms,
TRANSFORMS
The whole World
Into His ICON.

The VIRGIN MOTHER
Is the ICON of the World,
CHRIST the CHILD
Is the ICON of GOD
And their ENCOUNTER of
MYSTERY
Gives to the World
The GODLY GARMENT.

To See the World in a Cosmic ICON is the MOTHER of GOD
with the GODLY CHILD in Her Arms.
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The BOOK of LIFE is MOTHER of GOD’s ICON.
Anyone who does not receive the SPIRIT of the ICON, will not
be able to Read the MYSTERY BOOK of Hesychia.
Where can I find the IMAGE
In which my Mind
Could REST?
It is in the Arms of
The MOTHER of GOD’s ICON,
In CHRIST,
GODLY CHILD.
O, Innocent CHILD-LAMB,
Wherein all the LIGHT

Of the SKY-HEAVEN
And of the Earth GATHERED.
Hesychia,
SUNLIGHT
GOD INCARNATED,
MYSTERY of ICON,
May Thy SPIRIT
LIVE/DESCEND in me too...

“Do you see, at each step, the ICON of CHRIST’s INCARNATION?” Until you see the whole World as an ICON, don’t you dare
enter the MYSTERY of the Hesychia.
All Neofit’s Followers acquired the nicknames of “metanymakers and prostraters”. They say that even in his old years, Neofit
the Hermit made about a thousand metanies and prostrations from
the knees, without reducing their number. He had a Follower who
was full of alacrity but weak and frail from birth, who, as he couldn’t
make many metanies and prostrations, made them “Spiritually”, the
way he put it. He stood unmoving, even lying down, but he made,
with the Spirit, all the Hesychast metanies and prostrations. He would
often repeat: Just as the sun, whether he wants or not, must
conscientiously travel a certain number of Hours, so must the
Hesychast make a certain number of metanies and prostrations. The
same frail Follower used to say: If I skip my metanies and
prostrations for one Day, for that day I am dead in Spirit.
The Spirit of the Hesychia is not “stillness”, but the SUPRAMOVEMENT of the SACRED RITUAL. To enter DIVINITY, you
must acquire the SUPRAMOVEMENT of SPIRIT.
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Prostration and metany are “SACRED Gesture” and it attracts
the SPIRIT of SUPRAMOVEMENT, over the “energetic natural
movements”.
GOD Himself
Prostrates,
Willingly Descending into Creation,
When He makes Himself
CHILD Being
In His MOTHER’s Holy Arms.
The Hermit Neofit’s Followers were also called “humpbacks” by
some, because they constantly walked with a slight bow. They
sometimes slept on their knees with their Forehead on the Ground,
or they Prayed for a long time in this posture. St. Moses the Black
stood precisely in this posture, kneeling with his Forehead on the
Ground and with his Hands tight and stretched, a posture as much
uncomfortable as “Ritual”, which brought him Peace.
Acquire the Mystery of the Ritual Gestures.
Some people experience energetic explosions in the Head or in
the Heart, or in other Organs and, through the Ritual Gestures, they
can be remedied. Those with explosions in the Head should always
look down, sing the Prayer, read out loud, and any thought of theirs
should be Humble. Those with explosions in the Heart should Raise
their Hands in Prayer, open their Eyes wide, and look up. Those with
explosions at the inferior organs should stay with their Forehead on
the Ground, and raise their Hands.
Learning to Read the MYSTERY BOOK of the ICON, you
accomplish the Hesychast WORK.
Through the ICON of CHRIST’s INCARNATION in the
World, rise to the ICON Beyond all Icons, to the ICON of GOD
the FATHER.
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The Origin of Creation is the SON, “through whom all was
made”, who TAKES Creation with Himself to GOD the FATHER.
They say that before dying, Neofit the Hermit would see an
ICON which he would gaze at with wide Eyes and in front of which
he would stand as if rapt in Spirit. What do you see, Old-Man Avva?
His Followers asked him. The ICON... the ICON... Prostrate to the
ICON, Sons, It is everything... the LIGHT... the LIGHT... the
ICON... JESUS...JESUS, Thou art the LIGHT. And the SPIRIT of
the ICON, what consuming FIRE... which takes us to the THRONE
of GOD the FATHER... FATHER... FATHER, the REST of all
Rest... “Our FATHER Who Art in Heaven”... And he would say “the
Lord’s Prayer”...
There is an abrupt leap, from the Earth up to the very
SUPRAHIGHT of the DIVINE Absolute.
To say the Lord’s Prayer “Our FATHER...” is quite “shattering”.
You see your “nothingness” of created Being. You must become
yourself a Son Worthy of GOD the FATHER. It is as if an
OMNIPOTENT EYE watches you and His Gaze pierces you to your
bones. The ICON of GOD the FATHER, the ICON of all Icons...
These ICONIC Representations should not make reality “mental”,
instead they should give it an EXISTENTIAL-ESSENTIAL aspect,
as a direct LIVING PRESENCE.
O, what a LONGING of MYSTERY our Being has, to
PROSTRATE to the GODLY BEING.
The Lord’s Prayer “Our FATHER...” “awakens” within you the
Mystery of the EXISTENTIAL-ESSENTIAL IMAGE.
They talk about the professed level of “Purification”. Neofit calls
it the Level of RESACRALIZATION. The ancient mystics start with
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a sort of a mystic “moral sermon” of “norms-rules”. Neofit the Hermit
has the specific of the direct entrance into the “SACRED Fire”.
Moses sees the “BUSH KINDLED by the DIVINE FIRE”,
where he must enter barefooted. This “taking one’s shoes off” is the
iconography of PURIFICATION. Neofit’s BURNING BUSH is the
MOTHER of GOD’s ICON and the taking off of the shoes is the
Prostration-Metany Gesture, and the DIVINE FIRE is the LORD’S
PRAYER “Our FATHER...”.
The CHRISTIC SON Reveals the FATHER to the World.
“He that has seen Me has seen the FATHER” (John, 14, 9).
Neofit the Hermit is “simple and straight”. Say the LORD’S
PRAYER “Our FATHER...”, and say it assiduously.
Who can say
The IMAGE of the FATHER?
The only one who can
Is the IMAGE of the SON.
The SON is
The WORD-LIKENESS,
BORN
Out of the FATHER’s EYE,
The LIGHT-REVELATION.
Also from the FATHER’s EYE
EMERGES
The WARMTH of the IMAGE
of the SPIRIT,
Which, Together with the LIGHT
ARE the TRINITY Itself.

The SON of the FATHER’s
IMAGE
Sings,
The SPIRIT also
Seals
And in the SON and the SPIRIT
The FATHER RESTS,
And in FATHER, SON and
SPIRIT
They are the UNIFIED TRINITY.
FATHER, GREATEST NAME,
SON, DEAREST NAME,
SPIRIT, HOLIEST NAME,
To Thee, GOD-TRINITY
We PROSTRATE.

“Rest” in the Hesychia of ICONIZATION.
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The Gesture of Prostration and of Metany, just as the saying of
the Lord’s Prayer, must become something natural. It is not
Meditation, nor Mind Concentration.
Neofit the Hermit’s Followers make the PRACTICE of the
Hesychast RITUAL conscientiously, out of which, then, the
“enlightenment” of the Mind comes, as an Iconization of the Mind.
The Mind should Prostrate to the ICON. The Mind’s “splurge” is the
“sin of the fallen angel”. Our sinful-demonic Mind should kneel in
front of the ICON.
“In the beginning GOD created the Heaven and the Earth”.
Heaven-Sky is the IMAGE of the SON of GOD who Incarnates in
the Arms of Earth, MOTHER of GOD’s Image.
O, what a MYSTERY!
So it happens that we are also “an Earth” wherein Heaven can
Incarnate. Our Earth is our Created Nature, which must Incarnate the
CHRISTIC DIVINE SUPRANATURE. The RITUAL of the
ICON is the DOOR for that.
The Mind and the Senses are Iconized with difficulty. Through
the RITUAL of the ICON this “Wonder” is also possible. The Mind
and the Senses are the Magi within us, who Kneel in front of the
ICON of the MOTHER of GOD with the CHRISTIC CHILD in
Her Arms. The Mind brings forth as OFFERING, the Mind-Gold
Itself. The Heart brings as OFFERING the Imagination-Myrrh. And
the Senses bring the Incense-burning of good scent. The Mind is the
First which must “Kneel” in front of the DIVINE CHILD. The
Mind must receive in Humility the MYSTERY of the CHRISTIC
REVELATION. The Mind should have the REVELATION as
Thinking, and Kneeling as Judgement.
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The Senses also begin to enter Sacredness. The Heart
ACKNOWLEDGES CHRIST. The Taste searches the LIVING
BREAD and WATER. The Hearing sings the Holy WORD. The
Hands learn better and better how to Prostrate, replacing the
“negative aggression”. The Legs learn how to Kneel and to stand
“straight” in front of the DIVINE SACREDNESS.
The SPIRIT of the HESYCHIA begins to WORK within you.
The Creation Loves GOD also as Image of Son, as BROTHERS
of the SON of GOD.
Make your Mind a Child,
Make your Heart a Child,
Make all your Senses Child,
In the Likeness of
CHRIST the CHILD,
And with the GODLY CHILD
Say the PRAYER of the HEAVENLY FATHER.
The Image of the CHILD is the Image of the ICON of Creation.
In front of the Child, even a wild animal “bows”. The CHILD is the
“Saint of Creation”. The MOTHER is Saint only through the Child’s
Saintliness.
Whoever dishonours or harms a Child commits a “crime against
Divinity”. Whoever harms a Mother who has a small Child also
commits a “crime against Divinity”. Before the MOTHER and the
Child one must Prostrate.
Neofit embraces the “Carpathian Character”, straight up, of
“Offering” the DIVINE GUEST the “BREAD and GLASS of
WATER”, the “Sacredness of the House”.
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What shall I bring as
OFFERING
To the Manger of the DIVINE
CHILD?
I bring my very Heart
Wherein I am myself Offered.
Who can contain
GOD’s LOVE?...
Only His SON can.
And the SON’s LOVE,

Only the MOTHER’s Image can.
O, Image of Great MYSTERY,
To Thee, the most DISTINGUISHED Image,
Although Image of Creation,
Holding the GODLY SON
In Thy Arms,
Thou dost make Thyself ICON
of Prostration:
Rejoice ICON,
Of Godly Incarnation.

To advance on to the ICON of the Incarnated WORD is the
ASCENT of the Hesychia.
Neofit the Hermit makes the Mystic of the CHRISTIC ChurchIcon. The temple is the “expectation” of the Coming of the Messiah.
The Church has the CHRIST-Messiah. The Icon is the Fulfilled
Temple, as Church.
Thus, the Icon is no longer “idol – self-divinization”, nor
“deification-personification of the idol”, nor is it “investment with
divine”, but Supra-sacredness over all these.
Neofit the Hermit departs directly from the EUCHARISTICON. It is the Carpathian character of the Dacian “Fistful of Earth”.
Neofit the Hermit’s ICON is the “EUCHARIST – Deified BODY”.
Christianity means “RESSURECTED Body”. The Icon is
RESSURECTED Body-Garment, not “idolized Body-object”;
SACRALITY of RESSURECTION.
The “Condition” for RESSURECTION is the MYSTERY of the
ICON. For many people, the RESSURECTED Body is an “out-ofcorporeality Body”, an “idealized-spiritualized body”. The Christian
EUCHARIST reveals however the “Corporeality of the
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RESSURECTED Body”, as Deified-RESSURECTED BREADFLESH. Neofit the Hermit is the Philokalic Mystic of the
EUCHARISTIC Condition of the ICON.
“The mystic beheading”. Neofit the Hermit often repeated to his
followers: “The Hesychasm begins with the Beheading, as it does with
St John the Baptist, so that the Mind’s Blood should pour into the
CHALICE of the EUCHARIST of CHRIST the HEAD”.
“I am the LIVING BREAD”, says CHRIST. In this BREAD
there lies the LIVING Body of the Icon.
The EUCHARISTIC BREAD is the “mystic obsession” of
Neofit’s Hesychasm.
For Neofit the Icon is not Body, but SUPRABODYGARMENT of the Incarnated Body and SPIRIT. The Icon is first a
SUPRABODY-GARMENT of Icon, and then it is Spirit, and after
these, it is also material Body. This SUPRABODY of the Icon, which
transcends both Spirit and Body, is the Hermit Neofit’s Mystic.
There is a “Beyond” where the inaccessible BEING can “COME
OUT” of the Self in order to Impart and Sanctify (as in the Holy
Communion) at the same time “Those pertaining to the BEING”. For
Neofit all the Mystic Trial is the arrival at the “SUPRAPLACE”
where both the Being and its Energies, as well as the Spirit and the
Body can at once Encounter each other within a mutual Imparting,
which normally it is not possible. The SUPRAPLACE of the
EUCHARISTIC SUPRABODY is precisely the SUPRABODY of
the Icon.
For Neofit, the Icon is Holy and Real, because it achieves the
Miracle of the Condition of the EUCHARISTIC ICONIC
SUPRABODY.
This Mystery of a PLACE where the BEING COMES out of
ITS SELF still as a BEING is the whole foundation of Neofit’s
Mystic (perception).
Theology has found the Miraculous PLACE in the Uncreated
Energetic GRACE. Neofit finds the PLACE of Mystery in the
EUCHARIST, which is EXISTENTIAL-ESSENTIAL HYPOSTASIS
and GRACE and Creation, at once, and in unamalgamated UNION.
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The Philokalic Mystic Theology is the Theology of the GRACE,
of the Uncreated TABORIC GRACE-BESTOWED LIGHT.
Neofit the Hermit talks about a Mystic of the EUCHARIST.
The Creation can “See those pertaining to the BEING”, not the
BEING itself. Hence the Theology of the BEING “through GRACE”,
through the GRACE-BESTOWED LIGHT.
Neofit the Hermit is searching for a Theology of the
“EUCHARISTIC SUPRAPLACE”, which is “at once BEING and
GRACE” in Imparting (Eucharist).
For Neofit, there is the “fear” of losing the EXISTENTIALESSENTIAL HYPOSTASIS in the “impersonality” of the GRACE,
just as with the Holy Fathers there was the “fear” of the amalgamation of the BEING with Its GRACE-BESTOWED Energies. For
the Holy Fathers there was the “fear of the existential-essential
pantheism” and for Neofit there is the “fear of the energetic
pantheism”.
The EUCHARIST is the CHRISTIC PERSON and His BODY
at once and also the BEING and the GRACE are inseparable. The
EUCHARIST is in fact CHRIST, BEING, and GRACE, SPIRIT and
BODY.
The Hermit Neofit’s Mystic nostalgia is HEAVEN-the ICON of
the SUPRABODY of the DIVINE of Creation, of Spirit and of
matter.
The EUCHARIST is thus the Origin of the Icon. The Icon is the
Condition of the EUCHARISTIC IMAGE, which, through RITUAL
is made the EUCHARISTIC PROSPHORON through the HOLY
SPIRIT.
Neofit conceives the Hesychast Practice, the “Ritual journey”
between the CHRISTIC CHILD in the MOTHER of GOD’s Arms
and the Liturgical EUCHARISTIC CHALICE. It is the transposition
of the Carpathian specific of the “Dacian Fistful of Earth”, which is
the MYSTERY of the UNION between Creation and DIVINE, and
at the same time the Divinization-Deification of Creation Itself. The
Carpathian Thraco-Dacian “dies with Earth in his Hand”, to take on
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“the other side” his very “materiality”. The Earth is prolonged in the
Sky-Heaven, and the Sky-Heaven is prolonged through the Earth.
The “Fistful of Earth” is the Prefiguration of the EUCHARIST
which TAKES the Body to Heaven as a RESSURECTION. The
EUCHARISTIC BREAD is the TRANSFIGURATION of the Earth
into the Immortal BREAD of LIFE.
Many people get trapped into “pathological mystic behaviour”,
often with dramatic effects.
Make sure you have the right “attitude” towards the Mystic Icon.
Do not focus on the Icon because you may suffer Head-aches and
flashes of heat.
Be patient, until you acquire the SPIRIT of the Icon, the one that
Neofit the Hermit talks about. One RECEIVES the SPIRIT.
“PRESENCE in the SPIRIT”. The SPIRIT is PRESENCE,
beyond senses, beyond any imagination, which brings the
PRESENCE of the HYPOSTASIS WORD.
There is a TRANSFIGURATION of the Icon, as SUPRAREPRESENTATION of the PERSONALITY of the Represented One.
They talk about the Mystic GRACE-BESTOWED Supralight.
Neofit the Hermit does not talk, as St Symeon the New Theologian,
about the Pithiness of the GRACE-BESTOWED LIGHT, but about
the Pithiness of the EUCHARISTIC ICON. Neofit is not the Mystic
theoretician of the LIGHT, but the Mystic Father of the
EUCHARISTIC Liturgical ICON, wherein the LIGHT is
“shadowed” by the SUPRABODY of the HYPOSTASIS who
Imparts his GODLINESS. He is not the Mystic Father of the “Seeing
of the Light”, but of the “GODLY BREAD”.
In the LIGHT there is CONTEMPLATION, in the
EUCHARISTIC BREAD there is DILOGUE of ENCOUNTER,
“SUPRABODY”.
The Mystic of the Liturgical EUCHARISTIC BREAD and the
Mystic of the TABORIC LIGHT are two Philokalic specifics.
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One of them transfigures the Earth into a GODLY Light, the
other Transfigures it into GODLY BREAD.
Neofit sees Mystically the HYPOSTASIS as a sort of an
EXISTENTIAL-ESSENTIAL SUPRABODY of the BEING, that is
why one can “See” the HYPOSTASIS, but the BEING in Itself
remains inaccessible-apophatic. The HYPOSTASIS of the
CHRISTIC SON is accessible to us, Creation.
The SON of GOD makes Himself Created Being also, which He
adopts within the SAME HYPOSTASIS of GODLY SON. The
HYPOSTASIS can UNITE with the Nature of the Created
Hypostasis.
O, GOD,
When Thou dost REVEAL
Thyself to my Soul
All lights are “shadowed”,
And Thou, only the
PERSONAL One,
Art PRESENT,
Inside and Out.
The Mind’s Eyes close,
The body’s eyes likewise,
Only Thy GODLY EYE
Which dost focus on me,
Remains the ONLY SEEING,
Wherein I begin to See,
The EYE-PERSON,
Who is before the LIGHT,
Who then engenders the Light.
Eye of the Mind,
Bow your eyelashes of thoughts,

Light, go inside
In the Refuge of “beyond”!
There is A LIVING PRESENCE
More ALIVE then Light
A LIVING PRESENCE in
Itself
Who can Originate it all,
Wherein all go back
And all Rest.
Above all
THOU in PERSON art,
And Thy LIGHT
Is the “SHADOW” wherein Thou
Dost REVEAL Thyself.
My soul is looking for Thee,
With the Mind’s Eyes quiet,
With the Eyes of Light shadowed.
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This insistence on the PERSONAL IMAGE is Neofit the
Hermit’s specific, as the EUCHARIST of the EXISTENTIALESSENTIAL HYPOSTASIS which Includes both the LIGHT and
the Spiritualized Body.
Neofit places the PERSON before the LIGHT. Through the
PERSON, the Light is revealed.
One of the Hermit’s Followers comes one day happy to Neofit: –
Avva, a Blinding Light revealed itself to me in Prayer. I thought I
would die from such a Light. And the Hermit answers: – If you
haven’t seen the PERSON of JESUS, you have only seen “His
Shadow”.
For now, you See the PERSON of JESUS as CHILD in the
MOTHER of GOD’s Arms.
Neofit the Hermit insists on the RITUAL of Iconization, which
replaces the usual Prayer.
The Issue of the Practice is the Centre of Personality, as one’s
Personal Centre of Presence, and the DIVINE CENTRE of
PERSONALITY with Its CENTRE of PRESENCE, as Realities in
Dialogue. They say that GOD is Inside you and Some people confuse
that with the “nature of Divinity” of one’s own nature. Neofit the
Hermit’s specific goes so far as to consider the Nature in Itself of
Creation as Existence-Essence of Creation. The ancient thinkers
consider Creation without “its own Nature of Existence-Essence”, as
being just an “energetic reflection” of the Divine from “outside” It.
Neofit is unequivocally Creationist.
GOD can truly CREATE a Created BEING. The Nature of
Being is GOD’s “Image and Likeness” in Creation. Most people talk
only about “certain qualities” of Spirituality, as the Creation’s Image
of Divinity.
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Creation is “neither Divine, nor un-divine”, but it is a NeutralNew Nature. Creation has Potential for Sanctification through the
UNION with the DIVINE. If it does not Unite, it cannot stand on
its own, and thus it self-creates a false divinity, anti-divine, “Lucifer’s
fall”. That is why Neofit ascribes great importance to Creation’s
Centre of Personality, as Potential of UNIFICATION with the
DIVINE.
Neofit’s Icon is IMAGE of PERSONALITY, which is more
valuable than the philosophic Spirit. The IMAGE of PERSONALITY
is the One that manifests Itself as Spirit, as matter, and in the many
qualities.
The RITUAL of the Iconic Gesture, as the Hermit Neofit’s
specific, is precisely the Reacquiring of the Image of Personality.
If for philosophers the Mind is “everything”, for Neofit the
PERSON-HYPOSTASIS is everything. The Mind is an “energy” of
the Centre of Personality, that is why Neofit places the Mind
“behind” the HYPOSTASIS.
The Philokalic Saints say that: Mind, Senses and Volition are
“energetic powers” of the Spirit. Neofit searches directly for the
Centre of Personality, through which then the “mental work” can be
done.
Neofit’s specific (way) is when the Centre of Personality
performs the whole Mystic ACTIVE. Neofit “operates” directly with
the Person-Hypostasis.
GODLINESS in Oneself is EXISTENTIAL-ESSENTIAL ACT
in Itself, as TRINITY OF EXISTENTIAL-ESSENTIAL
HYPOSTASES and at the same time a GRACE-BESTOWED Act of
the TRINITY. We, Creation, do not have access to the “Intraexistential-essential” ACT in Itself, but to the GRACE-BESTOWED
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Act. But the GRACE-BESTOWED Act is never singular but as an
“effect” of the EXISTENTIAL-ESSENTIAL HYPOSTATIC ACT.
Neofit achieves an ICONIC-EUCHARISTIC Mystic which
“shadows” Contemplation and brings the HYPOSTATIC Dialogical
“ENCOUNTER” to the foreground.
Neofit no longer uses the “Working-Wrestling Mind”, but moves
the “Battlefield” from the Mind outside of it, in the direct RITUAL
of the Icon. He uses Iconization, “wherein and whereby” the spiritual
battle should be waged.
The RITUAL of the Icon should be the Active in Itself. Neofit is
the mystic (advocate) of the Iconic ACTIVE “outside” the mind.
“Have GOD forever before you”. Neofit requests an AttentionPresence through the RITUAL Field-Range of the Icon, outside the
mind.
Make Daily the Prostration to the MOTHER of GOD’s ICON,
this RITUAL should linger in your Memory the whole Day, make a
perpetual Iconization of the surrounding World. “Do everything as
you would make an Icon, see everything through the Icon’s Eye”, it is
the “rule” of Neofit’s Practice.
The next step is the ICON of the EUCHARISTIC WORD.
ICON, EYE of Mystery,
Through which the
EXISTENTIAL-ESSENTIAL
HYPOSTASIS
LOOKS,
Out of which then
LIGHT
Originates,
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Through which one Sees
The UNSEEN.
ICON, the IMAGE
Cast Outside,
Turning Thyself into
The PLACE of Mystery
Where the BEING can

REVEAL Itself
As EUCHARIST-BREAD.
EYE of ICON,
GOD is SEEN
Within Thee
And at the same time we,
Creation, can See ourselves
Near GOD.
EYE of ICON,
In FRONT of Thee
The Mind kneels and is silent,
As in a SUPRAHEART,
Where GOD’s HEART
BEATS Itself,

And where everyone’s Hearts
Also Beat
Kneeling.
Supranatural PLACE of ICON,
Wherefrom one can
HEAR
GOD’s WORD,
ARCH of
GOD’s FINGER.
ICON,
IMAGE and PLACE of Mystery,
Only in Thy Temple
Can we
ENCOUNTER GOD.

As the Hermit Neofit’s specific, do not make Mental Prayer, but
first enter the ICONIC SPIRIT, Kneeling and with Prostration.
In the ICON, the SON of GOD and the HOLY SPIRIT PRAY.
Your Being with Its forehead on the Ground should be
ATTENTIVE to the ICONIC RITUAL. The Mind should enter the
Church of the ICON, where it should Prostrate to the IMAGE of
CHRIST which Makes Itself EUCHARIST-IMPARTING.
LISTEN to the Liturgy “from the ICON”.
All Neofit the Hermit’s Followers are called ICON BEARERS.
Most of them have a Wooden ICON upon which it is chiselled
the IMAGE of the MOTHER of GOD with the CHRISTIC CHILD
in Her Arms, which they Bear at their Necks, together with a simple
CROSS.
Neofit asked from the beginner Follower first to put, in the place
where he stayed, an Icon of the MOTHER of GOD with the
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CHRISTIC CHILD in Her Arms, and often to kindle a Wax-candle
or Votive Candle. He would have to kneel Daily before the Icon, to
stay like that for a few moments, increasing the amount of time
according to circumstances. Also to the lay people, the Hermit would
give the same advice. He would often say:
– The beginner should first make the RITUAL of the Icon and
then move on to Prayer. The RITUAL is the specific of the HOLY
SPIRIT, and through the HOLY SPIRIT we can make the true
Prayer. The RITUAL demands no effort, but it Rests the Mind. The
SACRED Gesture should be the beginners’ Prayer.
Most of them need the Re-sacralisation through the SACRED
Gesture.
A Follower came once to Neofit: Old-Man Avva, I want to Pray
with the Mind’s Prayer, as the Philokalic tradition says. Neofit
answers: Son, Prayer is a HEAVEN which you must receive in “your
House of Earth” and you must first be “prepared”, so that it can
“contain It”. You must make a “Paraklesis” from your “house”,
otherwise Heaven won’t Enter. The RITUAL of the Icon is this fact.
Another Follower was very rigorous in the RITUAL of the Icon,
to an extreme, and he said: Old-Man Avva, when I want to Pray with
my Mind, everything becomes agitated inside me. If I make the
RITUAL of the Icon, I Rest and it feels like the SPIRIT is Praying
inside me, on my behalf. They say this monk died in old age, after
having lit the Votive Candle at the Icon, with his Eyes wide open as if
he HAD SEEN Something DIVINE, with a PEACE and JOY which
persisted on his dead face.
Another one who was weaker, because of the “Monastery
obedience work”, couldn’t Pray, but he would kneel before the Icon
and would often fall asleep like that, from exhaustion. He too was so
Serene and Gentle, as if he had a “Divine Light” inside him.
They also say that the Hermit had many Followers, also laymen,
who Practised the RITUAL of the Icon with particular devoutness.
One of them had ten children and worked hard to support them. In
the Evening and Morning he would kneel in front of the Mother of
God’s Icon and would “be Filled” with a special Strength. His
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children, all of them, since they were little, got used to this daily
RITUAL. One time, the poor Man, having many family problems, left
home without kneeling. One of his daughters noticed straight away
and she immediately knelt herself in her Father’s place before the
Icon, saying: Don’t let anything bad happen to Father because he
didn’t kneel before the Icon. And, indeed, that day he had an accident
with his cart and he was miraculously saved.
There was also a Dumb man, a bit mentally challenged, but who
practised the RITUAL of the Icon so assiduously that he amazed
everyone with his devoutness.
Neofit insists a lot upon this Hesychasm of the RITUAL of the
Icon, which he considers to be the “essence”. Whoever does not first
acquire the RITUAL of the Icon, will never be able to make the
Hesychast Practice, in his way.
Make the RITUAL of the Icon until your Mind thinks in ritual
forms, not in mental forms, not in Ideas but in Gestures.
There is a story about a very stubborn Follower who blamed
Neofit for disregarding the “Philokalic tradition”, of the “Mind in the
Heart Prayer”. Neofit replied kindly: – Son, do as the Philokalic
Fathers said, say the short Prayer “LORD JESUS CHRIST, SON of
GOD, have mercy on me, the sinner”. They advise to start saying
with your Tongue, then gradually to say it with your Mind and then to
go down to the Heart with it. After a while, the Follower came to
Neofit very upset:
– Avva, I cannot say it at all, I have a very bad Headache,
especially in the Forehead. What should I do? Now I cannot even
read, or make prostrations and metanies, my sleep is agitated, I have a
restlessness in my whole Body...
– How do you Pray, Son?...
– Avva, after I said it for a while with my tongue, I said it with
the Mind. I also connect it to Breathing, but a “vibration” started,
pleasant at first, then stronger and stronger up to suffocation. I tried
to take it down to my Heart, and it calmed me for a little, but some
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Heart aches appeared, and flashes of heat in different organic parts, a
restlessness in my whole Body.
– You see, Son, if you hurry things up? We, the people of this day
and age, can no longer do straight what the Holy Philokalic Fathers
did, that is why, my Old-Man Avva taught me to first make the
RITUAL of the Prayer and only then to Pray. The Philokalic Fathers
first advise a “cleansing of passions” and only then to take the Prayer
down in the Heart. The RITUAL is a direct “way” to “cleanse
passions”.
– So, what should I do, Avva?
– Son, you have to make the RITUAL of the Prayer to the Icon.
Go back to the Akathist of the MOTHER of GOD’s Icon, as a First
Step. I myself, after thirty years of Practice, still do Daily the Akathist,
through which I maintain the “Entrance” into Prayer. So, Practically,
the first step is the ICONIZATION through the RITUAL of the
Icon.
– But I want to start directly with the “Lord, Jesus Christ” Prayer.
For most people today, any mystic of the Mind generates mental
and energetic disorders. That is why we must use a way to reduce the
Mind’s Active. The RITUAL accomplishes this miracle.
The same is true for the Heart which, for us, debilitated men, can
produce severe disorders. There must be an “Exiting” “outside”
yourself.
Neofit the Hermit insists on the method which keeps you within
a “normalcy” of Earthly Person and at the same time a Person who
tends towards DIVINITY and Spiritualization. Many people look for
supra-normal states in different Practices.
The Hesychast Practice is neither “energetic” nor purely Spiritual
mystic, but EUCHARISTIC, so that beyond both, without excluding
them, but surpassing them in THAT EUCHARISTIC SUPRAMYSTICAL.
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From this world
Full of sin,
The SUN was taken away,
And you must go
To the “Other Realm”
To TAKE IT in a VESSEL
And BRING IT Home.
There is a PLACE
Where there is a LADDER,
The PLACE in the ICON,
Whose one end
Is Hanging from Sky-Heaven
And the other one down on
Earth,
Upon which the SUN Descends.
Beware to “restrain”
Your Head and Eyes,
Your Mind from giving out
Some thought,
And your Eyes you must close,
For a Great POWER
Comes out from the SUN,
And consume you.
Stay in prostration
With your Palms to your Chest,
In FRONT of the ICON
Of the DIVINE CHILD
Who makes Himself BODY.
Cover your Ears
So you don’t Hear Him,
For He so flashes

And thunders,
That you may fall apart.
On the LADDER of ICON
HE Serenely Descends,
With Hands of LIGHT
And with a Heartrending
VOICE
Which Sings tremendously:
– Our FATHER of us all,
THOU ART THE LORD OF
LORDS
FATHER, ALLHOLY NAME,
From THEE everything
ORIGINATES.
And Descends Singing on
Until He COMES down
And He touches your Chest...
He wants to ENTER your
HEART,
But it cannot hold Him.
This HALTING at the
Heart’s “entrance”
Generates the Mystic
LONGING.
On the LADDER of the ICON
The Incarnated WORD
Descended
And STOPPED
In your Arms,
And you are Joyful and upset
That he CAME to you,
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But you cannot
Receive Him
In your scanty Heart.
O, DIVINE Joy
And sinful cry!

O, Heaven and hell at once,
You no longer have
The separating “Chasm”,
There is the LADDER
Of the WORD between you.

Neofit the Hermit establishes the LORD’S PRAYER “Our
FATHER...” as the Origin of the Mind’s Prayer “Lord Jesus...”.
Through this, CHRIST IDENTIFIES Himself.
CHRIST is also the SON and the LADDER towards the
FATHER’s SKY-HEAVEN.
Thou, LORD,
Hast Created me as a Creature,
Over whom
Thou hast BREATHED
The SIGNET of Thy IMAGE.
And Thou dost WANT then to ENTER me
And for me to RECEIVE Thee.
GOD, Thou hast BREATHED
Thy IMAGE in me,
Which hast INSCRIBED Itself
As upon Moses’ Stone,
But This is not Thou Thyself,
Only Thy SHADOW,
Which has in it
The LONGING for Thee,
That I might ENCOUNTER
Thee.
Neofit does not use the “imaginative” Mystic, as it seems, but the
SUPRAIMAGINATIVE one, which means something else. That is
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why, in the first Levels of the Hesychast Practice, he does not use the
“direct Prayer”, but the SILENT Prayer, the Ritual-Gestic Prayer.
Movement within the RITUAL is SUPRAMOVEMENT, “over”
movement and non-movement.
Neofit admits neither the purely mental “abstracting”, nor the
material Iconic Representation, but the EUCHARISTIC ICONIC
SUPRAREPRESENTATION, which has them both and Surpasses
them at the same time.
The Hesychast Practice is, thus, in the first place, the “Opening”
of one’s Personal Centre of Personality at the ENTRANCE of the
DIVINE, hence the professed Mystic HEART. The Heart means
“opening-receiving” and its Conscience is precisely the Centre of
Personality, the professed Personal Self. Whoever does not have the
Opening of the Heart, does not have a Centre of Personality.
Here are some directions from Neofit the Hermit’s Prayer Ritual.
1. Daily and conscientiously make the Akathist of the
MOTHER of GOD (Neofit died reading this Mystic Akathist).
2. Daily make the RITUAL of the MYSTIC ICON, that is, light
the Votive Candle at the Icon, often kneel before it, make the usual
metanies and prostrations. This RITUAL will Fill you with the Mystic
SPIRIT.
3. Attend Church Services. The Church is the “Core-Seed” of
ICONIZATION. Whoever does not first “go through” Church, will
never be able to make the EUCHARISTIC Mystic of Hesychasm.
Even Hermits would often come down to Church and even the most
isolated ones had to Commune in the Liturgical EUCHARIST. The
Hesychast Practice is in fact a “Prolongation” of the Church Liturgy.
First, Neofit makes a Rememorating of the Origins. Our First
Word is of Mother and Father. As a Mystic, thus, the ICON of the
MOTHER of GOD and that of the HEAVELY FATHER are the
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AWAKENING of our background as Brothers into Creation of the
SON of the CREATOR GOD.
Neofit walks step by step through the AWAKENING of our
Existential-Essential Nature, which should make itself worthy of the
Incarnation of the DIVINE. He intuits that the background of our
Nature of Creation is the Conscience of Son, which, in its turn, is the
Conscience of one’s Origins, of the FATHER as Being Himself and
of the Mother as Created Being.
Hence, he ascribes great importance to the LORD’S PRAYER
“Our FATHER...”.
The Centre of Personality is the HEART Itself, which has
correspondent in the regular Heart. And this will have to “replace”
the Mental, which “pretends to be” the psychic centre, which is in
fact the “prolongation” in the “energetic (field)” of the Being. The
Centre of Personality is in the “direct depth of the Being”, which then
gets transposed also in the Mental as “energetic (aspect)”.
Do not dare
Look Up,
Do not dare raise
Your Mind to sky-heaven,
See CHRIST
The One Who Descends
On Earth.
Stay with your Head bowed,
Stay with your Mind in metany,
Place your Hands to your Chest
And grab yourself
on the LADDER-CHRIST
Who supports Himself
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Upon your Heart,
Connecting the Sky-Heaven with
the Earth.
But your Heart is too scanty,
He cannot Enter it,
He Stays right by your Chest
Like an ICON hanging from
the Neck.
O, ICON of CHRIST
Pasted to my Chest,
My Heart begins to hear
Thy Mystery
Of SON of GOD,

Who NAMES the FATHER,
Who awakens within me
The LONGING for Prayer.
I bow my Mind in metany,
I hold the ICON to my Chest,
And I hang
Desperately from It
When the “waves” of the passions
Want to swallow me.
O, ICON-LADDER of
CHRIST,

O, LOVE of GOD,
I am Wearing Thee
Like a TREASURE
Of great value.
Icon, ICON,
LADDER
From Heaven
To the Earth,
I hang thee at my Bosom
Wherein there is
CHRIST of MYSTERY.

There will come a time when the ICON-LADDER will become
GOSPEL-WORD and then EUCHARIST-CHALICE. Neofit’s pathmovement is RITUAL Liturgical.
There is also an “Ecstasy” of the CHRISTIC ICON RITUAL.
One of the Hermit Neofit’s Followers was so Responsive to the
RITUAL of the Icon that he would often stay motionless for days.
The BEING Itself
Is beyond Thinking,
But it is
SPEECH-UTTERANCE.

“I AM WHO I AM”
IMAGE, BEING, WORD,
Who even outside
Glows within GRACE.

To BE is BEING,
To EXIST is SPEECH,
BEING and NATURE.
To BE is IMAGE,
Who Gives Birth to the WORD
And Originates the BEING,
The EXISTENTIALESSENTIAL TRINITY,

The WORD UNITED with
GRACE
Makes Himself MIND,
Within the same NATURE.
The BEING never
Is without GRACE,
Thus, the WORD
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Clads Himself in Thought,
And they are both “together”.
The WORD is of BEING,
Thought is of the WORD,
And they are at once.
The WORD is
The BEING in UTTERENCE,
Thought is
WORD cast out,
And first there is the WORD,
And from UTTERANCE
Originates a Thought.
The WORD is Born
From the BEING’s “Rib”,
Thought is Born
From the WORD’s “Rib”,
Both WORD and Thought
Are Akin,
BEING and GRACE,
Of the same NATURE.
The WORD exits
And enters the BEING,
Thought exits
And enters the WORD,
And WORD
And Thought REST
In One another.
HESYCHIA, you are Mystery
At once of BEING and GRACE.
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Mind, through sin,
Has forgotten
The EXISTENTIALESSENTIAL WORD.
And remained with a Thought
Of the “fallen world”.
Sinful Mind of mine,
Fall on your knees,
Be silent
And Desire
The REMEMBRANCE
Of the WORD.
Make the RITUAL
Of the ICON of the WORD
Who Descends from Heaven,
BEING and GRACE,
The LAST SUPPER (of
MYSTERY).
Make the RITUAL of the ICON
The WORD of MYSTERY,
So you can Regain Him
As Taboric Garment.
O, WORD,
It is Thee I LONG FOR!
A CERTAIN
WORD of GOD
Created
A Certain Soul of mine,
And THIS WORD

Sealed Himself and Incarnated
Himself
In me,
“TREASURE” of GOD,
Which I am wearing as an ICON
Where my Heart also is,
“Beating” in the pace of the
MYSTERY.
Sin has torn
My Heart in “two”,
With a “beating” towards sin,
Which has buried
The HEAVENLY Treasure
Inside a “depth”
Of mud.
O, I often dream
The DIVNE TREASURE,
My Heart beats at a different
“pace”,
But shadows and phantasms lead
me astray.
The WORD of MYSTERY
Beats in my Heart,
The UTTERING

Through which I will be able
To SPEAK with JESUS.
Kneel, Mind,
To the ICON,
Through which
The WORD Descends,
Listen
To the WORD
Of GOD,
And your Heart
LONGINGLY
Will come out of Its Self
To Embrace
The Heavenly WORD.
O, what a Mystery, when I am
able
To Utter the Word!
O, what Mystery,
When the WORD
Makes Itself EUCHARIST.
When the WORD
IMPARTS Himself,
Mind and Heart
Will UNITE.

A big menace is the “toxic” mystic of the Body’s energies. A Young
Man desired the Hesychast Practice. He talked about visions, mystic
smells, dreams, out-of-Body experiences during his so-called Prayer. He
was unequivocally told to totally renounce all these if he desired the
Hesychia, which has the particular goal of skipping all the energies. The
Christian Hesychia is the direct Mystic of the Soul beyond all energies.
He didn’t want that at all. In a short while he went crazy.
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This is the Mystic ICONIZATION of Neofit, the Carpathian,
which has Endured from our Fore-Fathers, as memorable Tradition.

The Spiritual HERMITAGE-SCARCITY
To be able to live the Mystery of the Hermitic Life, you need to
have the hermitic frame. Many people insist that the essence of
Hermitage is “the Peace”. Yet, the Great Hermits talk about the
Mystery of SCARCITY, as the Image of HERMITAGE. In the
Hermitage there is no Peace, but there is a “struggle” with yourself and
with the evil spirits, often a fierce battle. SCARCITY is thus the
“Power of Hermitage”. In Hermitage all is reduced to a “minimum”.
If it is a plain Hermitage, everything is sand, scorch, aridity, poor
greenery, small trees, small fruit... If it is a Forest Hermitage,
everything is wood, massive trees, thick shadow which lets hardly
anything to grow, humidity and weak light, small and sour fruit, bitter
root crop... If it is a Mountain Hermitage, everything is Rock, small,
arrowy greenery, cold and wind, no crops.
They say there is a strict Law of Hermitage, “not to spoil the
specific character of the respective Hermitage”, otherwise you create
very harmful contraries. If you choose the Mountain, you should Live
like a Mountain Creature; if you are in the Forest, lead a Life adequate
with the Woods. Whoever does not obey these specifics, will not last
long and will be “cast away” by the very “nature” of the place. If you
Live according to the respective chosen place, the “environment” itself
will consider you its own, otherwise you will come into contradiction
not only with its creatures but also with its “atmosphere”. You must
respect the garment, air and food of the respective specific. In the
Woods, you should eat Forest fruit; in the Mountain, Mountain fruit,
and in the Plains, Plain crop. In the Mountains, fire is not benefic,
that is why, in the rocky Caves only strong and cold-resistant Hermits
can stay. In the Forest, fire is admitted, and also in the plains. But
because Man is predominantly Cereal eater and grower, and only then
fruit and vegetable eater, the most difficult thing for Hermits is Food.
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The Image of the respective Hermitage is according to the Image
of the Local Food. And the Image of the Hermitic Food is the
SCARCITY of the Food-Diet.
So, the SCARCITY of Hermitage is in the first place the
SCARCITY of the Food-Diet, which if it is not respected, one enters
into contradiction with the local environment and one cannot live in
such a way. Many Monasteries have been built in the Mountains,
regular Citadels, which brought in, to the foreground, a food alien to
Hermitage, hence the contradiction between the respective environment and the environment of the Monastery, leading up to a “hidden
war”, which generates illness, anxiety, passions and an incapacity for Spiritual
Living. In some Sketes in the Mountains, one can feel a “heavy” even
“hostile” atmosphere, and many people do not understand its cause.
In the Christian Mystic, SCARCITY, HERMITAGE and
Spirituality are in close and mutual connection and influence.
CHRIST the Redeemer starts His Sermon on the Mount with
“Blessed are the POOR in Spirit”. SCARCITY/POVERTY is thus the
very Image of the SPIRIT. POOR in Spirit represents something else
than “needy and naked”, it means just like One’s Personal Being is,
without “other addition”. To neither “falsify yourself” nor those around
you, that is what POVERTY/SCARCITY in SPIRIT means. Any
addition is a Memory of Spirit in excess, which covers and hides, even
harms. Food is the strongest memorial, which adds new negative and
destructive memories. It is a deviation to Eat in the Mountains meals
that are specific to the plains and lakes, just as the reverse is, eating
those from the Mountains when you live on the plain. It is a mistake
to eat lots of Fish in the Mountains, when the specific for the
mountains is Dairy and Cheese, or to eat lots of plain fruit when you
live in the Forest, instead of eating Forest fruits.
Whoever wants to Live the Mystery of the Hermitic Life will have
to conscientiously consider all these pieces of advice, otherwise one
cannot carry out a Hermit’s Living.
The Hermit’s SCARCITY also means a “Minimum necessary” of the
respective place. They say that in the time of Neofit the Carpathian,
the Spiritual Ascetic Monks and especially the Hermits even had a
“rule” to only use one “type of Food”, one type of clothing, one type of
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drink; it was a serious concern of theirs. Some of them only ate the
Hermitic Bread with one type of Vegetable or Fruit every time and
they would never touch anything else. Others never ate Oil, only
oleaginous Seeds; others only ate raw food, without broths or perhaps
only one and the same broth. Moreover, they also considered the
“quantity of the food”, a delicate and thorny problem, since different
people have different biological measures. Someone may eat half a
loaf of Bread a day, someone else may need one and a half even
more. Still, despite this, the Hermit measures a “minimum portion”,
which he respects. Thus, if the minimum is one kilogram, he will only
use one kilogram; or a certain quantity or number of Fruit (not more),
or of vegetables. Water however does not have “fixed portions”,
because that could cause serious organic disturbances.
Thus, the Hermit does not “store” things and food, except the
strictest necessary and the ones he uses, the rest he will reject. Some
of them make periodical alternations. One Year he would only eat
Bread and Salad and all his supplies will consist only of these.
Another Year they may use Cabbage, etc. Even the sick Hermits, out
of a will for “supererogation”, did not admit the changing of their rule.
Some only eat once a Day, others eat twice or only once in a few
Days... However, the experienced Spiritual Fathers must know how to
discern the specific and capacities of each one. Those without a
Spiritual “control” often fall prey to destructive mistakes. It is the same
thing with Sleep and with the length of the Prayers, prostrations and
metanies... The usual rules are the same for all, but the Ascetic Hermits
also need the special guidance of their Spiritual Fathers.
So, the Mystery of the Hermitic POVERTY in enclosed in these
Images. This POVERTY in SPIRIT is the Hermit’s Garment. No one
should dare try to be a Hermit without this Garment of SPIRIT,
because he will dishonour the Sacred Mysteries. They say that Neofit
the Hermit placed a “COVENANT with a curse” that no one should
dare take on a Hermit’s Image, unless one Clads oneself first with the
HOLY Spiritual SCARCITY.
If you have the Image of the Spiritual SCARCITY, you can make
an Image of Hermitage anywhere, even in the Family and in the middle of
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people and cities. You can make a Cave or Hut in one room of your
house, where there is nothing but the ICON of the MOTHER of GOD
with the CHRISTIC CHILD and a Cross, a Votive Candle, a simple
bed, an Akathist, a Book of Psalms and the favourite Philokalia. The
Kitchen can also be like the Hermitic one, as I described before.
O, Blessed Hermitage,
Spiritual SCARCITY,
Shadow of Heaven
Of Heavenly SPIRIT.

The Spiritual Seclusion
There are many monks who play the Hermits, but they do not
know the Mystery of the “Spiritual Seclusion”. Neofit the Hermit
talks about the “Spiritual Work” residing precisely in this “SeclusionWithdrawal”. It is no use to isolate yourself in some secluded place, in
so-called peace, if you do not do the “ICONIC STANDSTILL”, how
Neofit calls it. If you pay attention, in Hermitage, plants and bugs, all
have periods of “Standstill”, alternating with activity and movement.
In Hermitage the most important thing is the “standstill” which is
something else than the professed “rest”. All one’s strength of
“endurance” of a harsh environment and scarcity of food rests in this
“STANDSTILL”. The more a creature can do the “Standstill”, the
more vitality it has and the livelier it is.
In Hermitage, if the Hermit does not struggle to attain this
“STANDSTILL”, and if he continues to be “wriggly and always agitated”,
he will not be able to stay put and will quickly abandon Hermitic Life.
In the words of Neofit the Hermit this is the “Centring of Spirit”, and
it is the “Hermit’s specific work”. “To stay as if in the ICON” is the
basic precept of Hermitic Life, to stay STILL but within the LIVING
PRESENCE of the SPIRIT.
The professed “Withdrawal-Seclusion” is the “shadow” of this
“Standstill of Spirit”, but it is not enough, one must actually stay
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“STILL as in the ICON”. Do not let this be confused with the Prayer
or meditation, nor with the so-called “relaxation” (which is so
overemphasized by many mystic practices). The Carpathian specific
of the “ICONIC” resides precisely in the Mystery of the STILLNESS
in the SPIRIT, which cannot be confused with other states. On the
basis and on condition of this is then the Prayer made, even also
meditation and Rest. Whoever is incapable of attaining first this
STILLNES in Spirit, will not be able to Experience the unperturbed
Prayer, nor will he be able to actually rest. Agitation is so intense
within our Existence-Essence that we cannot be rid of it even for one
minute. Neofit the Hermit always insisted upon this “Standstill of
agitation”. He would test those who wanted a Spiritual Life according
to this capacity. The Follower was asked to “stay put in a certain
position” as long as possible. One should first pick a “Posture in
which one can totally Centre Oneself”, both bodily as well as in the
Soul (great attention should be paid to this integrality). This Posture-State
should be your “Personal Existence-Essence”. It must not be “mental
or bodily concentration”, but an UNMOVING STANDSTILL on
your own Integral Centring. The “STANDSTILL within a Gesture”
is Neofit’s formulation. Even more, you should be able to identify the
“Gesture which characterizes” you or a Gesture in which you have greater
Potency or one which weakens you (so you can strengthen it). The
Spiritual Man is advised to perform Christian Gestures, Prostrations
and Gestures of Consecration to GOD.
To “Withdraw in the Gesture” is Neofit’s motto. It is useless to
go into hermitic Seclusion, unless you make the “Withdrawal in the
Gesture”, you will never know what true Withdrawal is. The ancient
mystics talk about “Interiorization”. Neofit’s “Withdrawal in the
Gesture” is not Interiorization, lest it should be confused with the
“mental abstraction” (excluded by Neofit’s specific). The Standstill in
the Gesture is neither Interiorization, nor exteriorization, but a
“COMMON of one’s own Integrality”, wherein “everything is
Gathered, everything is Open, and everything is Answered in full”.
“Stay within Staying”. Several times, Daily, “stay still” in the
position where you find yourself to be, UNMOVING for a few
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minutes. If you are walking some place, interrupt your walk with these
“states/standstills”; if you are reading, or if you are doing some
manual work, if you are lying down, make these “standstills in
MOTIONLESSNESS”.
“Bring yourself together within a total Centring of the Self”, with
deep Breaths through which you absorb your own senses and thoughts, so that
nothing remains “fragmented” within you. Beware, do not “locate”
the attention of this MOTIONLESSNESS in any part of the body or
Soul. Only become “Supra-aware” within an “Integral ExistentialEssential Centring of Self-Identity”, as your own Personal ONENESS.
GOD is “WHO HE IS”. We, Creation, are “What We Are”.
“TO BE” is the Mystery of the Christian PESONALITY.
When you are Supra-aware that “You Are, actually, in Being”, the
SIGNET of GOD’s IMAGE in you is Activated.
A warning, though: do not perform this “Existential-Essential Standstill
in Your Self” as meditation or mystic (activity), because there is the danger
of “bedevilling and self-divinization”. Let it be just a normal standstill
(not paranormal, the way some mystics want), in which you Identify
yourself Personally. Sin has destroyed precisely our “Personal
Identity” and we need to first regain that, as a condition to be able to
make then the “INTERPERSONAL DIALOGUE” with GOD. If
you do not have a “Personal Identity”, what can you engage in the
Dialogue?...
They say Neofit the Hermit insisted a lot on this essential fact. He
told all beginners: – Son, “wash yourself in the SPIRIT”, so that you can
then Pray. To “stand MOTIONLESS” is “washing in the SPIRIT”.
GOD is the Absolute BEING in Himself; we, Creation, are “Created
Beings in ourselves”. If we were not “Created Beings in ourselves”, there
would be pantheism (inadmissible in Christianity). GOD, in a direct
way, stands “DISTINGUISHED” from Creation, so that the
Creation-DIVINE “DIALOGUE” can occur. GOD does not stay in our
Self as Creation (the ancient thinkers say that the Divine really is our
Self), in order to allow “our Personal Identity”, without which we
cannot attain the INTERPERSONAL DIALOGUE. However,
GOD does COME towards our PERSONAL, and this is how the
“ENCOUNTER” takes place, and not a pantheistic “fusion”.
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They say that demons (fallen angels) no longer have the “DIALOGUE”,
but only a “self-monologue” and thus, they have lost the “LIGHT”. That
is why Neofit the Hermit excludes from his Practice any mental
abstraction and interiorization, so as to totally avoid the “demonic
self-monologue”.
LIGHT is only INTERPERSONAL DIALOGUE.
“GOD is only in the IMAGE of LIGHT”, which means HE is only
“SEEING-ENCOUNTERING” and never “fusion”.
The ICONIC Gesture of Neofit the Hermit is precisely this fact
of the “DIALOGIC LIGHT”, which paradoxically happens between
two “STILLNESS-Self IDENTITIES”, as the DIVINE PERSONAL
and the Personal of Creation.
LIGHT is the IMAGE between TWO Self-IDENTITIES,
otherwise there would be no more LIGHT, but absorption-darkness.
GOD, when I want
To Look for Thee
I recover myself,
And when I Recover Thee
I am looking for myself...
Why dost Thou, GOD,
Want
To always be
“DISTINGUISHED” from me?
I am longing
For the FUSION with Thee
But Thou dost STOP ME

And between me and Thee
Thou dost Place Thy PALM
Which TOUCHES my Heart...
Yes!
I wouldn’t “Exist” otherwise,
And what purpose
Would our ENCOUNTER have?...
So that I can “Exist”
Thou always dost STAND
ASIDE,
So that my LONGING
Never
Cease!...

The Hermitic Seclusion-Withdrawal is a “Preparation” for the
Recovering of the LIGHT lost through sin.
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The Ceaseless PRACTICE
From the facts presented so far, Three points characterize the
specific of the Carpathian Traditional: Prayer, Fasting and Practice.
The insistence on PRACTICE is the condition of the Spiritual
Life.
The ICONIC Practice has two aspects, a “Static” one and a
“mobile” one, which do not contradict one another, but UNITE in
the ICONIC COMMON.
There are many people physically feeble, with sclerosis, or intellectually
anaemic, precisely because of the lack of Mobility-activity. Moreover,
there are energetic blockages and clogging on different organic and
functional body areas which generate permanent energetic leakages and
explosions which drain people’s last energy reserves. Some have
hyperfunctions (or hypofunctions) in certain organs, for the same
reason. Due to a sedentary life, we have parts of the Body deprived of
activity, where most alimentary residue is deposited. Mobility is like
Breathing for us, in Life’s active. We, Christians, are blamed that we
neglect to “take care” of our Body. But in our understanding Movement is one
of Life’s “capacities”, which is not an end in itself, but it is only a means to
be active. It does not have as a goal “the mastery of functions and organs”,
but only a free crossing of Movement throughout the whole Body.
Don’t make a “religion” out of the Movements of the Body, for it is
pathological, instead consider them your own movements, which
have nothing to do with the Religious. RITUAL is not “movement”,
but “SACRED GESTURE”, which is something else entirely. Movement
represents “providing nourishment” to the organs that are isolated and
blocked by disease and cannot get nourishment for themselves. Some
“overly religious” people reject that, which is “a rejection of help to
those who cannot move anymore”. You give those without hands and
feet some means of moving or someone else carries them. Movement
is just as necessary and “therapeutic” as “food”. “The corporal energies”,
through their nature, cannot be SANCTIFIED, but only used to assist the
SACRED RITUAL. Do not focus on energetic paths because it is
dangerous; we should only consider the “movement in itself” the rest
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should occur according to the actual physiology; we only have to
carefully preserve “the capacity of movement”, only this way “the Memorial
in itself” will be awakened (if we meddle with different types of concentration we may alter and pervert “the true physiologic memorial”).
Get used to having a “Posture of permanent Mobile Rememorating”,
according to your own specific and disease (of the head, trunk or
limbs). There are means of “mobility from the static state” (different fixed
positions of some organic parts); “semi static mobility”; “active mobility”,
through direct and repeated movements (such as the forced movements).
There is also “direct psycho-mental” mobility, through types of direct
mental concentration. Use movement in the Practice of the Gesture,
as the mobility of the personal Memorial. The lifting of the Head,
bending, stretching of the hands-arms, closing and opening of the
Eyes, etc. are often used in Prayer. Bend yourselves with your
Forehead on the floor and stay like that for a while; it was St. Moses
the Black’s technique of Prayer. St. Pachomius the Great only Prayed
with his Hands Raised. Others Prayed on their knees, each according
to their personal specific.
Some use Breathing in Prayer. Some Philokalic Saints recommend
it too. For people in today’s world, with so many “sins of the flesh”,
Breathing represents a great strength. Breathing opens, unlocks and
eases the movement of both the corporeal and spiritual Memorial.
Breathing corresponds to Life’s “ceaseless movement” in general.
Breathe deeply especially in the morning and in the evening (on an
empty stomach), while straining the abdominal Diaphragm and
dilating the entire visceral area (as long as you can) and use this state
in your Gesture. The Hesychasts were accused for concentrating in
their “bellybutton”. The abdomen is “the place of passions” and of all “immorality”,
that is why it must be “cleaned” daily, consequently as mobility not as
an end in itself. Placing the Mind in the Heart is also a “mobility”
of the “place of evil thoughts”, because the Heart is the “Mind’s Memorial”,
which has to be “cleaned and purified” in order to achieve a
“CLEAN” Prayer. Likewise, the opening and dilation of the chest
area, just as the stretching of the arms or the straightening of the
backbone, they are all “types of mobility” of “hygiene maintenance”
used in the ICONIC Gesture to facilitate it.
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They say that Neofit the Hermit made prostrations and metanies
even in his old age and he advised his Followers concerning this
Practice of great importance.
Washing up with Water is important for us, people who live in
today’s world, intoxicated with all kinds of filth. The Hermits who
lived in clean air, had natural Food and clean Minds did not “smell of
cadaver”. If we do not wash, we smell of “dead corpse”.
The PRACTICE must be the basic “preoccupation” of the
Hermit. The Followers and the beginners were asked to progressively
make the MOTIONLESS PRACTICE and the mobile one, according
to their capacities. Whoever did not manage to “Stay STILL” up to at
least three hours was excluded from the Hermitic Image; this was the
test of Neofit the Hermit (See above).

General Rules
Rules for Young Men in particular: the Young Beginner is not
allowed to leave the respective place for Three Years; in all these
Three Years they must make “Metany” to the others as they would to
Saints, giving them complete priority; Weekly Confession and
Obedience towards the Spiritual Father. Obeying the Local Regulation
and exercising the PRACTICE conscientiously. Whoever is discovered
not to do the PRACTICE intensely is mercilessly excluded. The highest
strictness is established regarding “food”, as it is considered that food
and debauchery are directly linked. Thus, all straight sweets are excluded, even
sweet fruit and only in cases of disease they are allowed in minimal
quantities. Likewise, cheese and dairy products are excluded, being allowed
only on Saturdays and Sundays and in the Main Holy Days. Beans are
excluded, especially boiled. The staple food is the Uncooked Hermitic Bread,
which is considered in Neofit the Carpathian’s Tradition to be the
very Emblem of the Hermitic Image. There is a dictum: “Whoever does
not eat the Hermitic Bread, dare not be a Hermit” (You use ground Wheat
and make a hard dough from the unsifted flour with wheat bran and
some water, make it into a Pellet, which is left for at least 7-10 hours;
at this point it can be eaten, or you dry it further, as bread-crumbs.
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This Bread contains all the nourishment. St Anthony the Great ate this
Bread and lived over a hundred years, with all his teeth intact. Many
Hermits who started eating baked bread again got sick from lack of
nutrients). Another strict rule is not to begin any Activity, until one first
carries out the PRACTICE of the ICONIC Prayer, as well as the Metanies
and Prostrations. They all woke up earlier in order to be able to carry
this out. There are other strictly Personal Rules given directly by the
Spiritual Father.

FOOD-DIET
Food has material, Spiritual and figurative meaning. “Do not be
worried about the food you will eat”. There is Living Food and there
is dead food. All food “offered to idols” is impure, because it is
offered to demons. There is also a Direct Heavenly-Spiritual Food.
“My Food is to do the WILL of HIM Who Sent Me and to carry out
His Work.” There is also the Food towards the “Eternal Life”. Food
defines us as “Created Nature” who must permanently Feed from the
CREATOR, otherwise we “die”.
As Hesychast Practice, Food must be the CHRISTIC ICONIC of
the Body. Especially we, people from today’s world, have lost this
fact, hence the respective failures. Many people try a Hesychast Mystic
Practice without respecting the ICONIC of the Food, hence the numberless
difficulties at the biological level. Neofit the Hermit requires a strict
observance of a Mystic Diet, otherwise there is no chance of success. The Body
Itself has a specific ICONIC FORM, which must be taken into
consideration.

BREAD
The Bread, the Dough made from Wheat flour, leavened and
baked. Azyme is unleavened dough, quickly baked. There is also the
Hermitic Bread of the Anchorites, also Dough, leavened, but dried in
the Sun, where there is no possibility of cooking. One can also make
Bread from Barley, Rye, Corn, Rice, etc. Here, we talk about the
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ICONIC IMAGE of the “Image of Bread”. The Image of BREAD is
the Foundation Food of Life, which we Ask from GOD the
FATHER through the LORD’s Prayer, “Give us this day our Bread
for Being” or “our Daily Bread”.
Food defines us as “Created Nature” who must feed ourselves permanently
from the CREATOR, otherwise we “die”. In a “void” of the DIVINE,
we “consume ourselves” up to self destruction. The attempt to
“compensate” Food from the elements of Nature is relative and
provisional. Only the DIVINE FOOD Gives us and Ensures for us Life as
such. This is where sin interferes, and the consequences of the
destruction. The Concrete of the DIVINE FOOD also is the
IMAGE of BREAD. In Heaven, the TREE of LIFE was a
Prefiguration of this FOOD. To eat from the “forbidden tree” is
precisely the “self-phagia”, eating from one’s own Nature.
Mystically and Theologically the DIVINE FOOD is accompanied by
the “DIVINE SAVOUR Called LOVE“. “Self-phagia” is the “selfpleasure of one’s own substance”, which transforms itself into
“debauchery’. Hence the importance of FOOD in the Mystic
Practices, as a REMEMORATING of the DIVINE FOOD over the
Memories of debauchery of “our own substance”. Between GOD the
CREATOR and Creation there is the Mystery of the DIVINE ICONIC
BODY, the FOOD of our LIFE.
Through sin, we have emptied of DIVINE “our own body”
which, thus, resorts to “self-consuming” until destruction. Neofit the
Hermit relies essentially on the FOOD from the CHRISTIC ICONIC
BODY, which is the REMEMORATING of the DIVINE FOOD in the
Created Memories. The snake-demon lures Adam and Eve with the food
that “does not have the IMAGE of the DIVINE”, as “knowledge of
the created nature” without the DIVINE. This means precisely the
“splitting” of the Created Nature-Existence into two, as Good
Nature, the way GOD Created it and “contrary nature”, which no
longer has the Divine Model. Thus, there emerged a “perverse
substance” which leads to “death”.
After the fall from Heaven, Man is “cast out” and given a
“compensation of DIVINE FOOD”, as BREAD, to preserve his Life. “By the
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sweat of your brow you will have Bread to eat”. Thus, the Image of the
Bread is the “only” Image of FOOD which still preserves the DIVINE
IMAGE in it. All the rest are “replacement food from the substance
of creation”, without the direct Link with the IMAGE of DIVINE
FOOD. Hence the SACRED Image of BREAD, which cannot be replaced
with anything. Neofit the Hermit insists particularly upon this ICONIC
of the BREAD, without which our Body cannot Re-enter the
Sacredness of Nature, as GOD has Created it. Thus, whoever Practises
the Hesychia cannot do without the ICONIC Mystic of BREAD. This
IMAGE is even more, it is the IMAGE of the BODY of CHRIST made
EUCHARIST. The IMAGE of BREAD is not only an Image of
regular Matter-Body, but of Heavenly BODY out of which the Spiritual
Angels FEED too. BREAD is IMAGE of SUPRAFOOD, the
Archimage upon which any Food is Modelled. “If you do not have
the Image of BREAD in your Food, anything else you eat orients you
towards death, not towards Life. Hence the deep Memory, to Eat any
food with BREAD; without it, food does not seem to assimilate as Life, but as
“burden and explosion”.
The IMAGE of BREAD is the translation into Substance of the
ARCHIMAGE of the Pre-Christic CREATOR LOGOS, as DIVINE
LIVING PRESENCE, Translated also into the Living Presence of Creation
and at the same time in Mutual UNION and ASSUMPTION. It is upon this
ARCHIMAGE that Creation is Structured as Created Existence-Essence,
without which it cannot have “structure”. Science Itself admits that the Laws
of Nature have, “beyond” themselves, a Supra-structure which makes
them to be “laws”. The Substantial Supra-structure of the IMAGE of the
BREAD Structures, then, in the same way, in its Model, the Body’s Structure
of Life. All Neofit’s Followers, mandatorily, first and foremost, Eat
BREAD. Also the Fast, in the Tradition of the Holy Fathers, is
BREAD and WATER. Neofit also makes a true Mystic of the IMAGE of
BREAD. Moreover, Neofit the Hermit developed and promoted a
Diet of unbaked Hermitic Bread, as air-dried or Sun-dried which actually
proves itself extremely valuable, both as Food and as Sacred-therapy. The
greatest misfortune for many people today is that they have forgotten the
ARCHIMAGE of the FOOD with the IMAGE of BREAD, introducing
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the “food of the fallen cuisine”. Anyone who does the Hesychast
Practice according to Neofit the Hermit’s Specific must Restructure His
Body after the ICONIC Supra-structure of the IMAGE of BREAD.
The IMAGE of BREAD is, par excellence, CHRIST’s ICONIC,
Who “Makes Himself BODY” in order to Give us Life. His WORD
from the GOSPEL is BREAD for the Soul, what Wheat Bread is for
the Body, and above all these, there is the BODY-BREADEUCHARIST which UNITES and LIFTS them to the HEAVENLY
Cosmic IMAGE. “The very WORDS I have spoken to you are Spirit
and Life”.
In this sense, there are Seven levels of Diet:
1. Regular diet with meat, with refraining in the four periods of
fasting and also on Fridays and Wednesdays during the week;
2. Giving up meat, a diet with an accent on dairy;
3. Having given up dairy, a diet with seeds, vegetables and herbs
only;
4. Those who only eat raw Fruit and Bread;
5. Only Cereals with few herbs;
6. Only Bread and Water;
7. Only the Holy EUCHARIST, as Food Perfection.
The IMAGE of BREAD is the ICONIC of FOOD.
Particular attention is given to the Hermit’s Health. Neofit rejected
any “extremism”. He was quite demanding when it came to the persistent
PRACTICE, but without pathologies. Many people, out of an unrealistic
asceticism fall victims to damaging errors. It was admitted neither cold,
nor heat, but to attain an acclimation befitted to a Hermit, of endurance
to both heat and cold. Thus, the hermit should often try to bear cold
so that he can harden himself. The stronger ones can reach great
endurance capabilities, but one must watch out for too prolonged
excesses. Most Hermits get sick because of an unselective diet. Fasting is
a permanent condition of the Hermit, but it must not be “body
harming”. Many people have lost the healthy Traditional Fasting. That is
why, Neofit the Hermit insists on the Hermitic Bread, as the
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foundation for a Diet which covers the essential requirements of our
biology. The baked bread, and especially the one made from
processed white flour, quickly causes diseases to the person who fasts;
it is the same with sweets and with boiled meals. Many Hermits
develop Vitamin deficits (anaemia and scurvy) because of the absence
from the diet of raw vegetables and herbs. It is a shameful habit for a
hermit to eat boiled vegetables, when they must eat them raw and
natural. Neofit the Hermit forced the hermits to eat daily the
Hermitic Bread and the wild Nettles, raw or dried, which actually
contain all the nourishing elements. Seeds such as beechmast, nuts,
walnuts, pumpkin seeds, covered the necessity for the so-called fats in
the diet. They also allowed sometimes a boiled meal such as stirred
polenta, or unstirred Wheat polenta, some vegetables with chantarelle
mushrooms, but generally only raw and natural food. Many people do
not Fast correctly, eating sweets and drinking tea, using boiled beans
and oil in excess, which actually makes them sick.
**
Someone who aspires to the Mystery Life of Hermitage should
start with an accent on the PRACTICE. Make your home a Hermitic
Cave or Hut, in the Image of the Poverty in Spirit and the Seclusion
in Spirit (see the above) and persist in the PRACTICE of the StaticUNMOVING ICONIC Prayer, just as the moving-mobiles. If you
have the opportunity to attend Church Services, make your schedule
around them. Your Individual PRACTICE is the most important.
Figure out when it is that you can stay STILL, or in PRAYER, as long
as possible, in the morning, in the evening, at night, as well as make
metanies, prostrations and the hygienic movements. Figure out when
you can Fast, or for how long, or eat at lunch and eat less in the
evening, or only in the Evening, but choose a Healthy, selective diet,
according to the Hermitic rules. Do not disregard Reading, little by
little, and even memorizing a bit. If you can, minimize all the other
concerns and commit yourself to the PRACTICE, which should
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become your main Preoccupation. Whoever does not have the Longing
for the PRACTICE, does not have the Hermitic Calling. Talk to your
Spiritual Father often and perhaps with someone else who also does
the Hesychast PRACTICE, otherwise you tend to become isolated
and self-sufficient, and may develop dangerous rigid pathologies. Do not
consider yourself “wise”, that you already understand the MYSTERIES. If
you are among many People, do not show them what you
PRACTISE; let it be done in Mystery. Persist a lot in the
DIALOGUE of the ICONIC PRAYER, which is a DIALOGUE of
RITUAL-ALTAR (not some mental meditation).
I am making an ALTAR from
my Gesture
Where GOD, Thou would
COME,

Where I wait for Thee always
UNMOVING,
My Image of Incarnated
Absolute...
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...Follower’s Apprenticeship. Image of Filiation...

The Hermit from the Carpathians
*
My uncle, Old-Man Avva Paisie, a Monk at the Monastery in the
Mountains, sent the “imperative” that I immediately go to him, that
he was ready to pass into the other world and he wished to see me
again. After my Father died, when I was barely five years old, Mother
being sick too, Old-Man Paisie took me with him to the Monastery
and raised me until I was past ten years old, when Mother asked for
me back home. I was almost twenty at this point. I was too ashamed
that I had almost forgotten him. How was it that I hadn’t been to see
him all these years?... Willy-nilly, I had to listen to the calling and
there I was again at the Monastery. Old-Man Avva Paisie met me with
great joy and right away he made me his Follower. – Son, you do not
leave here until after I am dead, which will be quite soon. Your mother
should be content with your other three sisters..., you have another
path... – But, Old-Man, I do not wish to remain at the Monastery...
and he went silent with a meaning which I did not know yet.
Almost half a year passed and Old-Man Paisie was still alive.
– Old-Man, Mother is waiting for me, I have to go...
– No, Son, I sent her word not to dare come for you, lest she
should find herself in heavy damnation... Wait a little longer...
It was the middle of Summer when, one Day, Old-Man Paisie
told me:
– Son, I am sending you with Old-Man Ilie to the Old-Man
Hermit in the Mountains, where you are to stay for a while, and then
all things will settle as they are bound to. It was a wonderful surprise,
but I immediately got scared... They said the Old-Man Hermit from
the Mountains was rough and sombre and lead a hard life, of
complete hermitage... What was I to do there? However, I couldn’t be
disobedient. So, there I was, leaving for the Hermit’s Hermitage... We
went for a whole Day through the wildest places, valleys and rocky
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hills, over rapid flowing cold rivers, through thorn thicket and rocky
straights; we encountered wolves and other wild animals, a big snake
almost bit me, even a bear rose growling menacingly towards us...
– Don’t be scared, Son, Old-Man Ilie encouraged me; he was a
small and frowning Monk but he had kind eyes. When we go to the
Old-Man Hermit all wild beasts are bound and nothing can harm us...
We arrived at the Hermit when it was dark. We went into an Opening
of tall and ragged Rocks, where you could see the Starry Sky and the
Full Moon glowing with a Light as bright as the Day... O, what
wonder!... It seemed like a place from fairytales...
Old-Man Avva the Hermit seemed to me quite different, Kind,
and not what I expected, an insufferable sullen wild person... He
smiled to me so kindly that my Heart got all warm. Even an unknown
Love awakened in me at his sight...
Old-Man Ilie gave him a letter, and the Hermit looked at me
once, brief and piercing, with some meaning that only he could
know... The next Day, Old-Man Ilie went back to the Monastery and
I stayed with the Old-Man Hermit.
**
I was used to being a Follower. First, I did not disturb for any
reason the Old-Man Hermit, who would stay almost the whole day
MOTIONLESS, on his knees and supported on the edge of his soles,
in ceaseless Prayer. He never told me what to do... actually there was
not much for me to do... I only had to fetch Water from a valley, to
clean a bit, to prepare my own food, as he prepared his own, in the
Evening, when he stopped Praying. He had a wooden bowl, a piece
of hollow wood, where he soaked some unbaked Hermitic Bread with
some wild berries, raspberry or blackberry. Sometime it was a thicker
mash, other times it was more juicy and a lot of liquid... He ate slowly,
with his Eyes somewhere... no doubt in Prayer still... Moreover, he
always had a Hand slightly raised or the Head bowed or with his eyes
wide open... or in some other way, as a ceaseless state of Praying...
Only on Sundays and in Holy Days, he would eat some unstirred
Polenta Juice or some sour soup from dried Chantarelle mushrooms
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with Nettles, also dried... I was allowed to eat boiled or unboiled food
anytime I wanted but with Hermitic Bread, Fruit, Chantarelle
mushrooms and dried herbs... I would drink Water flavoured with
Fruit which we dipped in it and made a pleasant drink, especially from
Raspberry which I liked best. Old-Man Avva also had some dried
forest Pears which was a great spice. He advised me not to eat many
sweet fruit, because they are harmful for Young men. I noticed myself
that when I ate them unchecked, I couldn’t stand STILL anymore, as
I had a restlessness throughout my body. I also ate Nuts, but they
too made me agitated... Only the Hermitic Bread had something
special, of complete peacefulness. I was normally quite picky when it
came to food, but out there in the Hermitage, everything seemed tasty
to me... One Day, a Man came and brought us some baked Bread,
some beans, walnuts and some potatoes... The Old-Man Hermit made
me soak the beans in Vinegar and, after one night and one day, to
drain them and to keep them two more days in water, then to dry
them... Prepared in this way, on Holy Days, just from a few beans,
made into a Flour, we made a very nourishing Meal, with a few nuts
or walnuts, with dried Nettles and a bit of a sour juice made from
dried Rose hip... The Old-Man Hermit said that it was the Hermit’s
“meat”, especially for the feeble and the sick... He never allowed
boiled beans, because it is harmful and generates restlessness, but, like
that, unboiled and in small quantities it is very good. Wheat and Corn
for the Hermitic Bread was aplenty, so we did not worry at all about
food. I would try myself to stay MOTIONLESS in Prayer, but I barely
managed it... The Old-Man Hermit stayed like a Statue made of Stone,
alternating some postures, with his Hands Up, with them crossed, with
his Head bowed or tilted on the back, or straight, or with his Forehead
on the ground.... or he made metanies and prostrations, sometimes he
seemed to forget to let his hands down or to stand up straight, that I
often thought he had died in these postures...
– Son, in the MOTIONLESS State, you mustn’t think or feel anything,
only to “EXPECT” the COMING of LORD JESUS’s REVELATION...
This will, in time, become a “GODLY LONGING” which will increase more
and more, so that you won’t know how to appease it... The EXPECTANCE
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first becomes like a CALLING, then like a Chanting, then like a wail, and
then like a “concern with great fear” of not missing the “moment” when the
LORD REVEALS Himself and you are not Attentive to RECEIVE
Him... You cannot imagine how the “ENCOUNTER” will take place, because
you don’t know in what way He will REVEAL Himself... Everything must be
just the MOTIONLESS WAITING of MYSTERY which kindles the
GODLY LONGING, Beyond any sense... Persist, my Son, in the PRACTICE
of MOTIONLESSNESS, wherein there is the EXPECTANCE of
MYSTERY... Do not give up, stay into a fixed position, even if you strain
yourself, your hands, shoulders, your chest, your trunk, etc. Stay STILL as long
as you can... Your mind wants to think, your senses to imagine, don’t mind them,
you just stay MOTIONLESS and place any thought and feeling into the
MOTIONLESS State... Kneel in MOTIONLESSNESS... Read, during
breaks, from the Philokalia, the Bible, so that you do not forget how to Speak...
Don’t be scared that you might go “dumb”, on the contrary, your Mind will
become more agile and amazingly you will penetrate directly any thing when you
wish to know it, you will discover its “Nature” like Adam in Heaven, who
Named things precisely through Seeing their Nature directly. Consider yourself
neither within the Body nor outside it, how St Apostle Paul said, but only in the
UNIQUE STATE of your Entire personal Nature who IS EXPECTING the
COMING of the REVELATION of the LORD... MOTIONLESSNESS
does not have the goal of exiting the body in order to be free with your Soul (the
way philosophers say), but it is a condition of the EXPECTATION of the
LORD. Do not search for GOD in your Interior, because you will mistake him
for your own Self, nor should you search for Him outside, but in the
REVELATION Beyond all... you just have to make an ALTAR from your
STILL EXPECTATION and He will COME upon it...
***
Every now and then, especially at Great Holy Days, some more
Hermits from the area gathered and they held a LITURGY in the
small Paraklesis of the Hermit. The Old-Man Hermit himself Served
and perhaps another hermit, if he was a Priest. We All took
COMMUNION with the BODY of CHRIST, with an immense Joy.
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Of all the Hermits, one thin and almost with no beard said to me
every time:
– Son, would you like to be my follower, and I will leave my Cave
to you?...
****
The summer was ending and the rain started already. One day,
the Old-Man Hermit said to me:
– Let’s go, Son, to bury the Holy Relics of Old-Man Arsenie, the
thin Hermit who had his eye on you to be his follower... The news
rather frightened me... I cried like a child all the time. His Cave was a
wonderful place, indeed... In a few Days, I received other news, OldMan Paisie had gone to the LORD too and moreover, Mother
followed immediately after Uncle... All this stupefied me... For a while
I almost didn’t know what was happening to me... I felt like running
away, but where to, and why?... So, Old-Man Paisie foresaw all these
and he especially sent for me to come to Hermitage so that I would
choose the Spiritual Life... Something inside of me was revolting and
at the same time was glad... The Old-Man Hermit was silent...
– What should I do, Old-Man Avva?...
– What the SPIRIT bids you, my Son...
Winter came suddenly, with lots of Snow. So I had to stay in
Hermitage. Old-Man Arsenie’s Cave was waiting for me... but I didn’t
want to part with the Old-Man Hermit, so, until the next Spring, I
decided that we stay together...
All of a sudden I felt I had “Grown” with almost another Twenty
Years... From the Childish Young Man, I felt mature and serious...
I knew what Hermitage meant; I had to get to work with all those
realities pertaining to me...
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The Akathist of the MOTHER of GOD’s ICON
unpainted by hand,
TREASURE of the Carpathians
The regular beginning Prayers.
Kontakion 1
Let us PROSTRATE to the ICON unpainted by hand, for the
EMPRESS-VIRGIN Herself Who Hath Given BIRTH to GOD the
SON ENGRAVETH Herself in order to be the PROTECTOR of this
Land and Nation, Her exquisite GARDEN, so that we can sing:
Rejoice, MOTHER of GOD’s ICON unpainted by hand, TREASURE
of the Carpathians!
Ikos 1
Who can tell the Mystery of the ICON unpainted by hand? One of the
Three Magi who followed the Star and reached Bethlehem was a ThracoDacian who, marvellously, RECEIVED from the VIRGIN MOTHER
Herself a Wimple upon which Her IMAGE with the DIVINE CHILD in
Her Arms was ENGRAVED.
Rejoice, IMAGE that hath made Itself ICON;
Rejoice, ICON, GOD’s Revelation into the world;
Rejoice, GODLY GIFT taken across borders;
Rejoice, Heavenly Sprout Seeded in foreign Soil;
Rejoice, Flower of the TREE of LIFE;
Rejoice, for Thou dost turn into Heaven the Land wherein Thou dost
Grow;
Rejoice, JESUS’s ARM over the Carpathians;
Rejoice, GOD’s BRIDGE to us;
Rejoice, MOTHER of GOD’s ICON unpainted by hand, TREASURE
of the Carpathians!
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Kontakion 2
And the Magus who arrived in this country brought the wondrous
ICON to the King’s court, who hid it; o, Mystery, the ICON REVEALED
Itself over the Citadel, all singing: HALLELUIAH!
Ikos 2
Ever since then, the ICON’s IMAGE HATH REVEALED Itself in
different places, in the Mountains, in Sketes and Monasteries, even in
People’s Homes and many wear It at their Bosom.
Rejoice, ICON, Heavenly Mystery;
Rejoice, ICON that COMETH in the Carpathians;
Rejoice, Wonder who STAYETH in this Land;
Rejoice, GOD’s LOVE for this Land;
Rejoice, Mercifulness from ABOVE, for this world;
Rejoice, TREASURE that hideth from the rapacious;
Rejoice, Pearl of great value;
Rejoice, for Thou hast chosen ABODE in the Carpathians;
Rejoice, MOTHER of GOD’s ICON unpainted by hand, TREASURE
of the Carpathians!
Kontakion 3
And the wondrous ICON hath stayed in more and more places and
new Places of worship were built, Monasteries and Roadside Crucifixes, so
that everyone could sing: HALLELUIAH!
Ikos 3
O, Happy ICON, Thou hast GIVEN Thyself to us, for Thou hast seen,
across the World, this Good Land which could Receive Thee and where
Thou couldst make Thyself the ALTAR of the GODLY SON Who Hath
Come into the World.
Rejoice, ICON of the Carpathians, unpainted by hand;
Rejoice, Retrieval of the lost Eden;
Rejoice, Tree without the serpent of sin;
Rejoice, Tree whereupon now the SON of GOD sits;
Rejoice, withering of the bad tree;
Rejoice, FRUITION of the TREE of LIFE;
Rejoice, Fulfilment of the GODLY PROMISE;
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Rejoice, Refuge over the chasm of fall;
Rejoice, MOTHER of GOD’s ICON unpainted by hand, TREASURE
of the Carpathians!
Kontakion 4
The bleak pagan world LIGHTS UP more and more through Thy IMAGE
of ICON and the Carpathians become a great Chanting: HALLELUIAH!
Ikos 4
Heaven and Earth separated by sin, now UNITE and become again
Image of Heaven, where GOD can once again REVEAL Himself.
Rejoice, ICON, the Very Mystery of the World;
Rejoice, GOD’s GATE from the place beyond vision;
Rejoice, Beginning of a New Unboundedness;
Rejoice, LIGHT of the First Day;
Rejoice, BODY of the SON of GOD;
Rejoice, Birth in the world of the One Who is Beyond BIRTH;
Rejoice, most Exquisite Temple;
Rejoice, PUREST Creature;
Rejoice, MOTHER of GOD’s ICON unpainted by hand, TREASURE
of the Carpathians!
Kontakion 5
GOD’s FOUNTAIN of LOVE Flowth on Earth and Thou, Wondrous
ICON, dost make Thyself into the “Carpathians’ Fountain of Living
Water”, so that we too may sing: HALLELUIAH!
Ikos 5
The SON of GOD is the ICON of the GODLY LOVE Itself and
Thou, His MOTHER on Earth, art at once GOD’s ICON and the World’s.
Rejoice, ICON, the one from over the “impassable bourn”;
Rejoice, for by the LOVE of the SON Thou were the CHOSEN Creature;
Rejoice, Heavenly Earth come into the world;
Rejoice, ICON-MOTHER, between Heaven and earth;
Rejoice, BIRTH Giver above Nature to the CREATOR within Creation;
Rejoice, through whom the “history of sin” is turned backwards;
Rejoice, through whom the world SEES GOD again;
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Rejoice, BOOK of LIFE freed from all “Signets”;
Rejoice, MOTHER of GOD’s ICON unpainted by hand, TREASURE
of the Carpathians!
Kontakion 6
Why hast Thou sent Thy IMAGE in this land? ... Thou dost know that
many people would come upon us and cause us many terrible hardships, but
with Thee at our side we gain strength singing: HALLELUIAH!
Ikos 6
O, ICON of heaven, on this Land’s Doorsill, Thou dost come to bring
us the STRENGTH of Life, for Thou hast seen those who ambush and
threaten us.
Rejoice, ICON, STRENGTH from ABOVE;
Rejoice, Bastion of GOD Himself;
Rejoice, for Thou hast Received the PROSTRATION of the Magus from
the Carpathians;
Rejoice, for Thou hast Chosen him Ministrant of the New Covenant;
Rejoice, for Thou hast Listened to his “sorrow”;
Rejoice, for Thou hast seen “his Heart’s wound”;
Rejoice, for through him Thou hast also seen our “wounds”;
Rejoice, for Thou dost deliver us our Solace;
Rejoice, MOTHER of GOD’s ICON unpainted by hand, TREASURE
of the Carpathians!
Kontakion 7
O, how much darkness was there on Earth and how much hatred and
Thou, the World’s Ewe-lamb with the Heavenly LAMB in Thy Arms,
searched for the refuge Places, where one could sing: HALLELUIAH!
Ikos 7
Thy HEART of a MOTHER spoke to Thee about the “great wail of
SACRIFICE” and how with Tears to mellow the terrible Day.
Rejoice, ICON, the Very Heart of the World;
Rejoice, HOLY Heart of Creation;
Rejoice, Tear between Joy and pain;
Rejoice, Crying that vanquishes sin;
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Rejoice, sighing that puts a stop to hatred;
Rejoice, Earth made anew;
Rejoice, Earth made Heaven again;
Rejoice, Creature who canst no longer die;
Rejoice, MOTHER of GOD’s ICON unpainted by hand, TREASURE
of the Carpathians!
Kontakion 8
Thou hast Come wondrous ICON unpainted by hand in this
Carpathian Land to HARBOUR us and to deliver us from the terrible perils
and threats, to be able to ceaselessly sing: HALLELUIAH!
Ikos 8
Here, on this Land’s Doorsill, Thou hast seen the “Good Shepherd”
ambushed by the “evil shepherds” and Thou hast seen Thyself, “Heavenly
Ewe-lamb” Who can “RESSURECT” him.
Rejoice, ICON of the World’s EWE-LAMB;
Rejoice, BIRTH Giver to the SHEPHERD Himself;
Rejoice, that the SHEPHERD is the LAMB of GOD Himself;
Rejoice, Mystery of the “SACRIFICE” itself;
Rejoice, vanquishing from now on of sin;
Rejoice, conqueror from now on of all evil;
Rejoice, Land of the SHEPHERD of LIFE;
Rejoice, Land of the gentle Sheep;
Rejoice, MOTHER of GOD’s ICON unpainted by hand, TREASURE
of the Carpathians!
Kontakion 9
O, Holy ICON, the Image of the World with the MAKER Himself in
Thy Arms, Mystery above Nature and the very Mystery of our Life, to Thee
we PROSTRATE and sing: HALLELUIAH!
Ikos 9
O, Holy ICON, who dare take Thee away from us, who can erase Thy
IMAGE that ENGRAVETH Itself everywhere from now on.
Rejoice, ICON, Image of Heavenly Earth;
Rejoice, Image of GOD REVEALED;
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Rejoice, TREASURE descended from the Sky-Heaven;
Rejoice, Heaven descended upon Earth;
Rejoice, GOD Himself descended;
Rejoice, GOD Himself who DOTH EMBRACE the WORLD;
Rejoice, World that Embraces GOD;
Rejoice, GOD’s KINGDOM, Heaven FULFILLED;
Rejoice, MOTHER of GOD’s ICON unpainted by hand, TREASURE
of the Carpathians!
Kontakion 10
O, MOTHER of GOD’s ICON unpainted by hand, Thou hast
GIVEN Thyself to us as a Mystery which we should RECEIVE and
make into GODLY TREASURE of great value, so that Thou can be
“immovable ROCK” before all our enemies, and that we can become
a ceaseless Chanting of: HALLELUIAH! (repeated three times).
Ikos 1 is repeated.
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